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PREFACE TO TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

Richard A. Hickok, chairman of the Hearing Panel and

of the AICPA Construction Contractor Guide Committee, opened

the proceedings with some remarks on the history of the project.
After introducing other members of the committee and AICPA staff,

Mr. Hickok presented Douglas Crowley of the Associated General
Contractors of America to make the first presentation.

A copy

of Mr. Crowley’s written statement is included in the appendix

The transcript covers the proceedings fol

to this document.

lowing Mr. Crowley’s oral presentation and the ensuing questions
and comments of the panel and members of the committee.

#

#

#

v

#

#

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

CHAIRMAN:

May we get back together again.

I think we are logistical

ly set for having a transcript taken of the meeting.

Our next speaker is Mr. D. A. Hughes.
Tax and Industry Finance Committee.

MR. HUGHES:

Mr. Hughes is Chairman of the AGCC's

Mr. Hughes.

Gentlemen, I have written a speech in which the outline

presented in the document given out today is somewhat the same as the
speech I will give.

However, we dropped a couple of comments and we have

added one or two.

We have rewritten it a little to make it flow a little

better.

Thank you for the opportunity to present some viewpoints of the con

struction industry on the Exposure Draft of the proposed Statement of Position
on accounting for performance of construction type and certain production

type contracts.
The Associated General Contractors of California is a group of 2300

general contractors and affiliate members.

The Committee of which I am

Chairman is the Tax and Industry Finance Committee.

We are an active group

consisting of fourteen members from the construction industry, nine CPAs
and two bankers.

Of those representing general contractors eight are

CPAs, including myself.

We meet monthly to discuss current trends and

developments affecting the construction industry.

In the past few months

this Audit Guide has been one of the hottest subjects of debate among our

members.

We have had the honor of discussing the merits and concerns of

the statements presented in this Guide with your distinguished Vice
Chairman, Mr. Bill Palmer, who is also a former member of our Committee,
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and with surety and banking representatives.

This presentation is the result of many hours of study and dis
cussion and we hope that the ideas presented here can be incorporated
into the framework of the final format of the Statement of Position

and the Audit Guide.

This document is perhaps the single most im

portant development from an accounting standpoint to take place in

the history of the construction industry.
Our industry has many responsible and knowledgable people who
could have helped formulate a better Statement of Position.

This

document provides a cop-out for the CPA establishing rules and regu
lations about which the construction industry’s own members have little
to say.

Combining production type contracts with construction type contracts

is extremely misleading as will be discussed later.

We urge this Committee

to make every attempt to segregate accounting for construction type con

tracts from other types of contracts.

In 1978 the S E.C. had listed 104 firms categorized as participating
in the construction industry.

In 1976 the Bureau of Census has a total of

394,963 firms engaged in construction contracting. This means that less
than three tenths of one percent are publicly held.

question to you, gentlemen:

My

Is it necessary to have the tail wag the

dog? Can we not provide some means of relief to the smaller contractor

by allowing him the option to make these disclosures based upon his

own circumstances?

I intend to elaborate upon the areas of disclosure

in which we feel some relief is necessary.

the rule.
-2-

Too often guides become

I.

Segmenting a Contract.
Paragraph 37 reads in part "...The nature, types and aggregate
amounts of contracts reported on a segmented basis should be disclosed

in a note to the financial statements." Disclosure of aggregate

amounts might result in providing competition with data which is
of a confidential nature.

We advocate the elimination

of those

words from this paragraph.
II. Revised Estimated
Paragraphs 79 and 80 requiring disclosure of revisions to estimates

of contract elements seems to be in direct conflict with paragraph

28.

Basically 79 and 80 say that estimating is a science which

can be precise in its measurement and paragraph 28 says that it is
not.

We are unsure of what is meant when it says "the effects of

revisions of contract estimates should be disclosed as required

by paragraph 33 of APB Opinion 20, if they have a material effect
on financial position or operating results."

Do you mean material

in relation to revenue, or cost, or gross profit, or to all

three?

We believe that disclosure may provide unfair penalty upon

the contractor who performs negotiated cost plus contracts.

Disclosure may result in confusion upon the part of the reader to

the point where he may feel he cannot rely upon the contractor's
original estimate of costs. The contractor may not have had control
over circumstances leading to these revised estimates.

to penalize him?

Is it fair

For those who really need to know this information
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it is disclosed in the supplemental data in the contract analysis
statement when comparing one year with another.

III. Backlog on Existing Contracts

In Chapter 6 of the Guide, the discussion about disclosure of
backlog is presented.

It says, "Contractors are encouraged to

present, at the minimum, backlog information for signed contracts
on hand whose cancellation is not anticipated."

We believe that

this will be very difficult for contractors to perform on a
consistent basis with that of other contractors to be a meaning

ful number.

What is to be included?

contracts with only letter of intent?

Change Orders?

Those

Verbal contracts?

Clar

ification of your intent here would be helpful.
The following two points are areas where we feel that trying to combine

accounting for construction type contracts with other long term pro
duction type contracts will result in misleading presentation of

the financial statements.
I.

Alternative A vs. Alternative B.
The Alternative A and B example provided in Appendix F and

previous discussion in paragraphs 76 through 78 provide a basis
for computation of income earned for a period under the percentage
of completion method.

Alternative A allows for playing around with

the cost element in the recording of progress on the contract.

Alternative B is the traditional method used by general contractors
and does not provide for the rearrangement of the cost element.
indicating that Alternative A was favored by the majority

the SOP indicates that this is the more favorable method.
-4-

By

While this section does permit the use of Alternative B we do not feel

it appropriate to even remotely refer to any comment which might show
a preference for Alternative A.

We request that this section be reworded

to just indicate the alternatives without reference to majority and min
ority support of committee.

not a developer.

Alternative A.

As defined in paragraph 16, a contractor is

The SOP has now contradicted itself in the promotion of

This is a method used by developers.

This attempt to lump

all types of long-term contractors and developers into a category to be
governed by one set of principles is misleading and hard to understand.

It is also unfair to the contractor in that it will require changes
in his method of operation.

priate at all.

Alternative A does not seem to be appro

Cost is the only element available on a consistent

basis to most general contractors.

It is the one item of the contract which

can be easily identified and recorded.

II.

Provisions for anticipated losses on contracts.

Paragraph 85 reads in part:

"Provisions for losses on contracts

should be shown separately as liabilities on the balance sheet, except
in circumstances in which related costs are accumulated on the balance
sheet, in which case the provisions may be deducted from the related
accumulated costs."

We know of no other industry which is required

to show separately by product line or classification, potential losses

on its balance sheet.

A better method appears to be one which due to

calculation of earnings on the contract would result in an adjustment
in the account "billed in excess of earned."
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The following points are areas of concern to contractors as the
required accounting suggested by the SOP will not permit enough flex

ibility to the ever-changing environment of construction contracting.

I.

Segmenting a contract.

Paragraph 38 and 39 reads in part "The contractor has a
significant history of providing similar services to customers

under separate contracts for each significant segment to

which a profit margin is higher than the overall profit margin on the
project as assigned."

This will limit this application only to

those contractors who have been in business in the past. No

new

contractor would even be permitted to segment a contract from this

point forward.

It is more realistic to rely upon intent and how the

contract was bid rather than to require a lot of other criteria in

cluding limitations based upon experience and the fact that bids were
submitted on both the total project and its components.

II.

Change orders.

Paragraph 60 reads "If change orders are in dispute or are unapproved
in regard to both scope and price they should be evaluated as claims.
This paragraph should be eliminated as change orders are not the same

as claims.

We believe that this paragraph discriminates against the

fast track contractor who performs a high proportion of his work

under change orders.
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III.

Input and output measures.
Paragraph 43 reads in part:

"The several approaches to measuring

progress on a contract can be grouped into input and output measures.

Input measures are made in terms of efforts devoted to a contract.

Output measures are made in terms of results directly and is gener
ally the best measure of progress toward completion.
output measures often cannot be established."

However,

We believe that say

ing one method is more preferable than another is incorrect.
is far more important that a consistent method be used.

It

Use

of such words as "however" leads the reader to believe that in
consistency can exist in the application of this section.

you to be more positive.

We urge

Indicate straight out that more than one

method exists and that neither is more preferable but that cir
cumstances are the key factors to consider in deciding which method
to use.

Also, we urge you to use phrases such as"application of one

method"should be consistently applied.
IV.

The last item is combining contracts.
Footnote 5 to paragraph 35 reads "Individual contracts obtained

through competitive bidding should not be combined for accounting pur
poses."

What does competitive bidding have to do with combining?

I can show you an example where two contracts awarded through

competitive bidding and bid over nine months apart had certain cost

efficiencies built into the second bid because of the joint use
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of some overhead cost items.

It was difficult to keep separate

these overhead costs and it would have been a whole lot easier

to combine the two contracts.
Gentlemen, this concludes my comments.

I hope they have been of some

benefit and will provide you with some perspective of where we in the

construction contracting business are coming from.

Both myself and

my Committee are available to answer any specific questions you might
have and we will attempt to do so.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Hughes.

MR. LEISENRING:

Are there any questions?

Can I ask you one question?

second page of your speech.

I think it is in the

It is after you make the point there is only

104 firms categorized by the SEC as participating in the construction
industry.
MR. HUGHES:

Yes.

MR. LEISENRING:

And it asks for some leeway in selecting disclosures.

It's not clear to me whether you were in fact advocating there should be
different disclosure standards or you would like that leeway to apply to everyone.

MR. HUGHES:

My thought here was that many of the things you are asking

for disclosure seem to me to be things which publicly held companies are
probably already disclosing.

Privately held ones are not required to do so

because they are not involved—they are not governed by the SEC.

Yes, I guess

I am asking for some leeway for those companies that are not publicly held
to have a little more flexibility.
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MR. LEISENRING:

I guess what confuses me is when I get to

one of your conclusions I find that APB Opinion 20, paragraph
33, requires disclosure of changes in estimates.

Your con

clusion seems to me to be an assertion that APB 20 doesn’t apply

to some people.

I am not sure I understand how you can draw

that conclusion.

MR. HUGHES:

Disclosures in the footnotes to the financial

statements is where we have trouble coming to grips with this.
Right now we don’t see where it is necessary to disclose estimates

in our contracts every time an estimate changes because estimates
change every day and sometimes it can be a material change.

We

don’t see how this relates to disclosure in a financial statement.
CHAIRMAN:

on this?

much.

Are there any other questions from the Committee

It’s clear to me they got the message.

Thank you very

Our next speaker is Mr. Charles Ebrom of H.B. Zachry

Company of Austin------

MR. EBROM:
CHAIRMAN:

San Antonio.
San Antonio.

Sorry.

I would like to state first

that Mr. H. B. Zachry was due or wanted very much to make this
presentation but he is serving in Texas on the Texas Correctional
Board which is a Texas prison system Board of Directors.

MR. EBROM:

Mr. Ebrom.

I would like to ask our treasurer, Robert Rouch,

to participate in our discussions on our comments.

We have sub

mitted a detailed comment to you dated March 31, that is not in
the book, but it’s somewhere in the files.
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Rather than read

that to you what we would like to do is discuss particular items

as we see them with regard to H. B. Zachry Company's experience

in contracting.

We would like to speak specifically as we see

these applying to someone like Zachry.

One of the general comments we would like to make in our dis
cussion here--and some of them are directed this way because we feel
that accounting guides will be used by many non-technical people-bonding

company representatives, sureties, banks. There will be a lot of people

that will be using this that maybe don't quite understand all the tech
nical parts of construction contracting.

Some comments we refer to here

is an attempt to clarify the Guide not only for our use in working with
our auditors but also to the outside non-contractor's interpretation of

the accounting principles that pertain to us.
The first comment we would like to make is that we take a
strong objection to the requirement to disclose changes in accounting

estimates.
system.

We have looked at this proposal in light of our present

We are very much concerned over the proposed application

of APB 20 to the construction industry.
practical.

We think it very im

We think it could be very expensive and we find dif

ficulties in understanding exactly how it works.

Then, when we

find out how it works, I would like to ask what have we proved
when we get it all done?

On the practical side of the thing, I

think we would like to show a typical job of Zachry Company.
Bob Rouch is the Treasurer and under his direction in the field

of administrative management he works on our various projects

as a matter of routine.

We would like to apply our rules.

are we going to implement these proposed disclosures in our

financial statement?
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How

MR. ROUCH:

Take for example--the best way we can say it,

we have a relatively small job.

If you have a portion of a

contract on a power plant, let's say it represents a portion
of the total contract.

During the course of that contract,

you have a multitude of changes, quantity changes, design
changes, schedule changes, engineering changes, weather

conditions, whatever it may be, and to establish what the
effect of each of these changes has on a current work item

as opposed to the original would be a tremendous task.
just almost--it is impractical.

be an elaborate cost system.
not as good.

It’s

We have what we consider to

Some have better, some perhaps

Given that type of example I think you can get

a feel for a predicament in which the draft would place us.
If we try to apply your proposal we would have to use the
cost projections that we make each quarter.

We would have to

try to analyze the three hundred items for each contract and
multiply that by the number of contracts, keep track of these

accounting changes each quarter and carry that forward and
then at the end of the quarter try to make a disclosure of
that amount.
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MR. PALMER:

You are saying you may have several hundred cost codes

on a contract and

you would be revising your estimate on each one?

I am unclear when

you get through revising that at the bottom line we would

not see the net effect of all those changes.

MR. EBROM:

That is exactly the problem.

Maybe there are five

different things, five different items included or ten different factors.
Not all are the result of accounting changes.

change, per se?

What is the accounting

There is a change order. There is special work done for

others; others may he doing some special work under separate
work orders.

There may be special type billing that would
There may be, as Bob mentioned, that

be included in the cost.

a subcontractor comes along and gives a better price.
a change in an accounting estimate?
found a better way to do it?

Is that

In other words, have you

All these factors--unless you

are assuming all the changes in the cost projection are the
result of accounting estimate changes--if that is the assumption.

I think that is an erroneous assumption to base the conclusion on.
MR. PALMER:

MR. EBROM:

I think perhaps you are more sophisticated than we are.
We have in our situation quantities on each item.

things on a straight line basis.

it.

The people go through this and analyze

The reason it's higher is because we have all this work.

revise it.

We extend those

They may

What we are trying to do then is go through that and say this

item is a result of a quantityover or under run.

We think that by going

through that we lose sight and they will lose sight of the overall

12

correctness.
with it.

We are very much concerned about what we do

It's just like the question you asked on one contract.

Sup

pose they have a million dollars up and a million dollars down--zero for
that contractor.
we stop?

Is it a divisionwide or companywide thing?

At what level are you talking about?

Where do

Then, when we have factors--

further difficulty, we say "Let's go back and reconstruct it, reconstruct

the prior year statements."

It raises an interesting problem.

words, now we have a contract.
in there.

In other

We are going to put a million dollars loss

Now, how are we going to restate that?

I did not see that

addressed by the Committee.

There is really no way to do it.

Yet if you have a million dollars

profit you have taken back out of the prior years you are going to

restate that.

I happen to think the difficulty is, if you take all the

factors I think it becomes an impractical proposal.

If there is a material

distortion, if there is a major catastrophe on the job, an earthquake, or a

major loss or some type of thing like that, I think that is generally ac

ceptable to require

disclosure on the part of auditors and the client to

disclose unusual type items.

If there is a substantial distortion there is

a duty on all of us to disclose the effect of that type of adjustment, what

ever it's caused by.

We are really talking about the cost projections

that are revised on periodic basis.

In the ordinary course of business

you may be back at the end of the year to where you started at the first of the year.
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We feel that is an important part of management control, that it's done

in the organization by Bob's people working in the field, people re
viewing at the field level, going to the division management and finally

to the top.

MR. PALMER:

impractical.

To summarize for myself, your criticism is that it is

Secondly, revision is in the ordinary course of business--

in the ordinary course of business it should not be disclosed.

Thirdly,

unusual events would be disclosed?

MR. EBROM:

Right.

I think that summarizes it.

I think that should

have been said at the beginning.

MR. PALMER:

I think we will obviously have to address this

for rewriting because it’s a recurring thing.

MR. EBROM:

Thank you.

On joint ventures, we generally say

the system or the accounting practices developed in the industry

is generally the one-line equity method in the balance sheet and
the pro rata method in the income statement.

Those practices are

almost universally accepted by all companies, private as well
as public.

We find it includes a pro rata consolidation for

the income statement, pro rata share of revenues.

We feel that

this has developed as a general practice, general accounting

practice, in the industry.
for several reasons.

It is acceptable and we say this

We notice that that backlog information

is not required to be disclosed, but a company’s share of joint

venture contracts is an important part of backlog.
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Our viewpoint

on joint ventures is that we take the joint venture on a job to
get a partner to break that job up into smaller parts, to share

the risks, the exposure, to share the assets, whatever, and we
feel this thing then doesn't reflect if we use the equity method.

For instance, we built facilities on the Dallas-Fort Worth
Airport.

We had 60 percent.

We believe and all our bonding

companies and our banks believe that showing 60 percent of the
volume of the airport contract was a proper way to present the

information.

It showed our bonding company how much work we had

under contract, how much we were doing.

We also gave our bonding

company backlog reports and so forth, not included as part of
the audit reports.

The backlog data included our pro rata share

of our joint venture contracts.

The SOP describes the percentage

of completion method as the best or preferable method because
it shows economic activity.

We feel that the pro rata share of

the venture also shows the economic activity of the contractor

and for this reason we feel that it properly reflects the industry
practices.

Our method is one-line equity method on the balance

sheet and pro rata on the income statement with footnote disclosure

of the assets and liabilities of joint ventures.

MR. P. HOFFMAN:

Where you had 60 percent, who had the final

control, say, on the contract of the Dallas Airport contract?

MR. EBROM:

Generally you would have sponsors.

We were sponsors

of that contract, but that is probably an unusual one, where we have 60 percent.
Most of our other joint ventures may be one-third, one-third, and one-third.
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We may be sponsors with a one-third interest and subject to removal.

MR. P. HOFFMAN:

But you have a different business relation-

ship when you go to a three-party venture?

MR. EBROM:

I don't think so.

The point is we do business with one

another several times and so it's really a sharing.
percent.

What you see is 60

I think in our job there was a full participation by the other

people on pro rata basis.

They sent people—but to say we had full control

of that contract, I don't think that was exactly appropriate.

In fact,

we were for all practical purposes--for all practical purposes they were

a 40 percent participant.

But in our normal ones that was our only

joint venture for 60 percent.

Sometimes we were 10 percent.

In the

Alaska pipeline--no one had control of the Alaska pipeline.

Well, at least it carried off but for control purposes no one, other

than one person, was assigned sponsorship of the pipeline.

CHAIRMAN:

MR. EBROM:
MR. PALMER:
MR. EBROM:

And you would have picked up 10 percent of the obligation?
Right.

What if you had 60 percent of the stock?
You have

APB Opinion 18 and that comes in there.

In

fact we participate in corporations on the equity method--.

MR. PALMER:
MR. EBROM:

On 60 percent you could have consolidated--?
I think that would have been a corporate joint venture.
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I referred to 6Q percent because we have referred to it in a
letter where we had 10 percent to 60 percent.
MR. BERSCH:

In a corporate joint venture where you had enough

that would require consolidation under APB 18 but it was a substantial vent

ure in relationship to your operations and there were substantial other
participants, would you still consolidate all the revenues 100 percent

or would you proportion it?

Well, I guess it would depend.

MR. EBROM:

with that.

We haven't been faced

The closest thing we have is 80 percent subsidiary.

We

do consolidate all those.

MR. BERSCH:

You are calling that a subsidiary as if it's an on

going job operation.

one contract?

What about if this was a corporation but only

For example, some of the tax planning called for a

corporation on a cash method which could consolidate and defer tax, but
you only set up the corporation to do one venture and there was a
material participation like 48 percent by on-going third parties?
MR. EBROM:

Well, I guess I can't say there would be no consolida

tion for tax purposes, but to visualize that, if you are saying if we

have a 50 or 52 percent subsidiary in the construction business, I guess
under the guidelines for consolidation we were in voting control.
I think you would probably be pretty much required under APB 18 not to con

clude that but probably for consolidation--,
MR. BERSCH;

What I am trying

to get at is to what extent your
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motivation derives from having your P and L show the magnitude of your
contract performing backlog, economic activity, whether that would

cross the boundaries from a partnership joint venture or a corporate
joint venture, particularly when it's a one-contract arrangement.
MR. EBROM:

I don't know.

I guess that is a real tough question,

to say which one comes first, but it's still--I think it would be hard

to come out of the APB 18.

I think APB 18 addresses corporate control

and corporate entities.

MR. BERSCH:

We would be in a position of a guide of P and L and

equity balance sheet that a partnership type joint venture entails but APB
18 governs the joint venture.

Would we be creating another one of the

considerations where partners would have to get involved before they
established a joint venture?

Maybe someone else in the room has comments

on that?
MR. ROUCH: I don't.

VOICE IN THE BACK:

I think you are missing one point.

Construction

joint ventures are by and large never incorporated because the unlimited

liability of the venture is a key and critical point.
are not talking about something that is irrelevant.

I am not sure we
The incorporated

joint venture is not really--.
MR. PALMER-

I think I asked that question originally mainly because

we had a long debate whether it should determine whether it's consolidated
or not.
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MR. EBROM:

I guess that I would say generally it would go pro

rata on our pro rata share.
gas venture.

Basically it comes back to an oil and

We can go through, time and time again, I think, back

to the air field that we built with another company in Thailand.

It was

a joint venture between the design engineers, ourselves and the port

constructor.

We had under our control the air field.

The other fel

lows had the design, and the third had a port facility construction.
Under that thing,that joint venture, I think that was

ing in capability together under one joint venture.

a model of bring

In effect, for all

practical purposes it was divided up.
VOICE IN THE BACK:

From our own experience

The answer is "Yes."

I would say merely that if there is one item that has been confusing it's

been this very problem.

I have been asked that same question by other con

tractors and it's very much confusing.

There is one thing they feel re

flected on the Board is that particular projection as to why you have to
treat it different.

The answers are there.

well because it seems very confusing.

port on

I say it doesn't reflect

No one should feel they should re

100 percent.

MR. PALMER:
MR. EBROM:

We attempted to clarify this.
Our other discussions on joint ventures go back in

following our wage and price reports on the first go-around.
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Under

President Nixon you had to include all those things and gross it up.

Now we have to take deductions because we didn't make all that money.
I think he said "Stay with your method."
I would say on the joint ventures, as to the practical side of

the thing, there is some discussion on bringing in assets on joint
ventures, as a practical side, transfer assets with a separate account

ing entity that we have to keep track of.

Our approach on this has been

many times if their equipment is coming in there is a method to allocate
depreciation on the basis of those assets coming in.

So the percentage

is charged back with a greater percentage of taxable income.

We feel

that it greatly eases the problem on accounting to bring these things
into market value, and normally in a joint venture--normally a joint

venture requires in a sense all the partners to approve the prices of
equipment coming in.

I think to transfer assets to a joint venture they

should be recorded, I mean without adequate documentation to show the values
there with regard to the individual ventures recognizing the deferral

proposed in the guide--I think it's appropriate.

It's within the individual

venture's book that he could not record the gain on sale of assets entirely

but I prefer to defer it within our books, within our records, our finan

cial statements.

It's rather confusing. On the issues within the joint

venture, they have estimated cost.

If equipment has been properly put in
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at the price being purchased, everything revolves about the price

of that equipment going into joint ventures.

I think it creates

a much more effective accounting presentation to leave it as it is.
We have some comments on deferred income tax.

It’s not

appropriate I think to go there since the--

You have seen the exposure draft on that?

CHAIRMAN:
MR. EBROM:

We would like to repeat the concern about excess

billings stated on page 4 of our comments.

We believe that, in

determining excess billings, a distinction should be made between
deferred income and advance billings.

We don’t know of a con

tractor who ever believed that he had reached the point where,

in effect, he had collected more than enough to cover all his

estimated costs, as shown in the example in the guide.

Deferred

income, in industry terms, represents billings in excess of earned
revenue to the extent of unearned profit and does not represent

In all seriousness, we feel that the committee

a liability.

should reconsider and clarify its position on excess billings.
We recognize the need for adequate cost projection that can be

relied on.

Also, as Dennis noted, the amount has to be collected,

not used up in the process.

Management has the responsibility for

making reliable cost projections to demonstrate that the amount
will never have to be paid or used.

But where that can be demon

strated, the amount is deferred income.

On our combining and segmenting of contracts, we have a couple of

comments there.

One has already been made.
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We do not think necessarily

because two contracts were competitively bid they should not be combined.
To give you a graphic illustration--in effect we had outside of Houston

a contractor who bid on an adjacent ball park with another and the two
were merged for accounting purposes.

They were merged and combined as one.

I think the other thing to mention--if it is the generally accepted

accounting principle to combine or segment under the conditions outlined
in the guide, why is it necessary to disclose how much was segmented

and how much combined?
policy.

I think it is so stated.

It's an accounting

In the accounting policy disclosure in our footnote the Committee

combines that.

That is all disclosure.

We need, I think, putting an amount

there, just another figure in the footnote that has to be explained and
could create confusion.
Some comments on the classified balance sheet. The recommended

approach on deferred costs is to segregate costs on claims.
Our approach I think would be wherever possible all costs should be in
cluded as contract costs.

What we would like to do is that our status

of the contract in progress shows the complete story of that contract
cost incurred, revenues, everything there is.

It's all in one place.

We have a million dollars in deferred costs on change orders pending
and to have this we think it would be far better that wherever possible

all costs be included with regard to the contract in one place.
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We think that the guide needs to be specific on balance sheet pre
sentation of equipment specifically purchased for a contract.
may be a clarification, sure.

Exactly what happens?

the cost of the contract or deferred cost?

I think it

Is it included in

Where is it to go?

I

think there is a little bit of distinction to be made on your comments
on your equipment to be classified.

You say equipment is specifically

purchased for a contract but yet when you talk about equipment obli
gation you say equipment assigned to us in practice.
distinction there.

There is great

A whole lot of equipment assigned to the contract--

it may be only a very little of that was purchased for that contract.
I think the designation there of assigned should be changed.

Where

you have the obligations for equipment in the auditing section we take ex
ception to a number of points.

One is that again going to our opening

remarks this guide will be used by a lot of people maybe during their
first audit of a contract or maybe someone else. The comments we had

there were objected to.

Discussions were to be held with the bonding

company or the job owner representatives.

In the absence of special

conditions where the bonding company has taken over the contract or the

company has a very special interest, you might say a probation-type thing,
in the absence of some special relationship with the bonding company as

pertained to that particular contract. I think you ought to stay away
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from it because I think it could just lead to mass confusion, and I
don't know what they are going to tell you anyway, or what you

can tell them.

The same way with the owner's representative.

I think

you can also get the auditor in a situation to visualize theoretically

that suppose the contractor was behind or something else, and the
auditor went there to visit, to talk about it, and the guy gives him a

verbal communication.

You tell your guy he is in breach, something is in

the contract that would provide for notice to the contractor, and the
auditor is there talking to him, and you are there an independent auditor
thinking you can rely on him.

You can say "Well, I had better check the

bonding company and see what they will say".
yourself in trouble.

exemption clarified.

I think you are getting

I think it's necessary if there is an audit

That is the way I read it.

It says "Go ahead and

talk to those people if possible." I guess that raises another concern
on that one.

If we are in a lawsuit, as accountants have been sued on

retroactive statements and facts that happened after the fact--if we have

something like that, the bonding company thinks it should be reviewed and

you as an auditor are up there and say "Well, did your firm talk
bonding company?" It says here "Talk to the bonding company.

to the

I think you are

setting out an audit procedure that is not necessary to accomplish in the
absence of special circumstances.
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As to our concern on our examples and particularly on a loss con
tract example it has a provision in there reserved for contract loss.

Again I repeat myself one more time.

Going back to the use of this

guide I think the balance sheet effect of some of those would be very
helpful to the users.

In particular, the loss contract where you have

a $10,000 loss there is a reserve set up for loss on a contract.

The

balance sheet indicates a liability but if you put the facts together

and put that contract together I think that reserve would end up netted
against unbilled costs and not end up as a liability.

Under that ex

ample I think that might be very helpful to most of them.

It should be a good example to many potential users of the guide
to illustrate the balance sheet.

It goes one step further.

It gives the

balance sheet presentation of those particular items.
Our other comment would be on a special report.

of information there.

Generally one of the things we have found help

ful is a completion date.
on one of the items.

to mention.

There is a lot

We don’t find a completion date being listed

You may have run out of columns but it's a matter

In fact our preference on that schedule is to break it

into balance sheet type presentation and income presentation rather than
put all the information on the contract item in one line.

In closing I know you guys are getting tired of this.
been working on it for years.

You have

It is certainly something that needs a
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You have been working on it since back in '75.

lot of development.

It certainly was needed.

I appreciate all the work you have done in

the days and months past, the hard work that you put into it.
that we can do to help you, we will be glad to do so.

Anything

Boa, do you have

anything?

MR. ROUCH:
CHAIRMAN:

No.

Thank you very much.

MR. P. HOFFMAN: I would like to go back to billing deferred on a
profit problem.

Let me give you a very simple situation.

Let's say

you have a million dollar contract with a ten percent gross profit on
that contract and it's 50 percent complete and you bill 60 percent.

How

much deferred profit would you be talking about?

MR. EBROM:

On that illustration we would have

billing and we would be 50 percent done.
We would recognize 10 percent profit.

$600,000 worth of

That job would be $500,000.

Under that illustration we would

have $50,000 worth of advance billings and $50,000 worth of deferred in

come.
MR. P. HOFFMAN:

You are saying the entire additional gross profit

would relate to--?

MR. EBROM:

Unearned profit first.

MR. P. HOFFMAN:

Not 10 percent of those advanced billings?
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No—.

MR. EBROM:

MR. P. HOFFMAN:

How can you justify that?

On the basis that if -- that again our cost projec

MR. EBROM:

In other words we are in a situation that we

tions are reasonable.

are meeting our costs and all the auditors would say they are reason

ably accurate.
continuously.

We also show throughout

the cash flow of the job

This job will always be ahead that much money until

Then we say with that evidence that that money will

the very completion.

never be paid to anyone.

It's on the way of retained earnings, sub

ject to taxes.
But you are offering 10 percent of the advance

MR.LEISENRING:
billings.
MR. EBROM:

That generally is how we break it down to what

it represents as to future profits collected in advance and subject
to those limitations.
MR. P. HOFFMAN:

MR. EBROM:

You are proposing $50,000?

I would say the presentation would be $50,000 advance

billings and $50,000 deferred income.
MR. LEISENRING:

How much of that $600,000 would have to have

been collected to afford the treatment you propose?
about cash ahead.

You are talking

Are you really saying that $600,000 has been col

lected?

MR. EBROM:

When I say collected I assume you mean current re

ceivables that is due.

In the normal process it would be paid.
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In

other words, current receivables.

MR. PALMER:

If you have a ten percent retention on that

contract isn’t it a fact those advances are going to be used
to pay current liabilities?

MR. EBROM:

That is right.

That is right.

Where you have

the retained bills if you wouldn't be in fact that far ahead.

I think it has to be treated separately.

MR. MC RAE:

You mentioned joint ventures, the basis for

the joint venture.

You are aware that our chapter does not

deal with accounting from the joint venture side.
looking at it from the investor side.

We are only

We did not address the

question of what basis should be used by the joint venture entity.
MR. EBROM:

I just assumed it would be carried over there

the same way.
MR. MC RAE:
MR. EBROM:

No.

I would agree to that point of deferral.

Until

it’s recognized from an outside party through depreciation-whatever.

CHAIRMAN:

Any other questions?

None.

Thank you very much.

Our next speaker will be Mr. Keyes of Johnson Controls.
MR. KEYES:

You are wondering why I am walking so funny.

I learned this weekend an accountant should never carry anything
more than a pencil..
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First I would like to say my name is James H. Keyes.

President of Johnson Controls.

With me today is Bob Smith who is

Director of Corporate Accounting.

one to answer the questions.

I brought him along so I have some

I will not be following directly the

written remarks in the handout you have received.
to them from time to time.

I am Vice

I will be referring

However, I would also be willing to dispose

of and answer questions of the Committee if they would desire.

In the opening remarks it was referred to as persuasive minority
on an S.E.C. hearing by Mr. Burns, at one point in time.

I am

here today in that minority and I really have only one main issue..
I will be addressing the completed contract method of accounting.

Johnson Controls is a publicly held company

few small minority referred to before.
in business in 1979..

with one of the

It did about a billion dollars

We have three business segments.

Our controls

business, industrial battery and two of these three segments are en

gaged in long term accounting.,
of accounting..

We use completed contract method

In the control business which represents about 45

percent of our business we are a subcontractor.

We operate in the

United States with about ten to twelve thousand contracts. There are

one hundred branch offices located throughout the United States.
has a separate profit center and is compensated on that basis.

operate throughout the world.

Each
We

Our average contract life in this area
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is 14 months.

All I have to say is I don't look at this as a large

number of small contracts even then because we do have a small number
of larger contracts.
a large contract.

Maybe it takes two to three years to complete

We also have an industrial group which is also under

a completed contract basis and we have a few larger contracts with an
average life of about three years.

pleted method basis.

These contracts are done on a com

I might add that there has been a lot written

about the need for a change.

In my career being with the company over

15 years and in talking with the management of the company I have to
say we never had a single complaint registered by the S.E.C., bonding

companies or et cetera on the method that we use and feel it's right

for the company.
Before looking at some of the reasons why we feel the completed

contracts should be allowed as an alternative I would like to make some
observations.

First of all I think the

is an excellent response.
ation today.

I am sorry to see they are not making a present

I would like to point out a couple of things.

In the opening

remarks made this morning it was pointed out this Committee here today
doesn't have the power to setting accounting policy.

I think they are

setting accounting policy and I don't think I am alone in saying that.
Reading from the executive summary, I quote:
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"

".

I think these are good questions that have been raised.

From one

point of view we do feel it an accounting change and should be answered.

Secondly, my understanding was alluded to, that it was now organizing a
study committee on construction accounting.

It's pretty difficult for

me to go back and explain that number one, we will not be required

but certainly encouraged to make a change under the proposed guide lines
and in the same breath this is not the financial policy board they are

starting.

We may again have to make a change .

I would also like to point

out in either case this is expensive.
I guess when we go through the guidelines there are many different

methods and do encourage different methods.

I also think therefore that

a completed contract method should be allowed.

circumstances.

I think there are different

I don't think my company is the same as others.

I think

we should clearly have alternate changes available and I think if you go

through our annual report our method is very clearly disclosed.
Why complete contracts?

Johnson has always used the ccmpleted-contract method.

It may not be the best for everyone.
operation.

We feel it does suit our business

Most of the contracts we have are on a fixed price basis.

Our financial records show the company is successfully managed.
business is a public record.

You can go back and look at it.

see it has been successfully managed over 85 years.
it internally.

Our
You can

We have discussed

We have decided if we were to make a change it would
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require a major task force.

our jobs.
system.
jobs.

How do we manage?

Well, we do manage

We do have a project control

We have several systems.

It's run by our engineers for engineering people to run their
It's not tied directly into the financial end.

into material.

We are primarily concerned with units of labor.

also monitor cash earned.

organization.
basis and,

It's not tied

We

As I mentioned before we have our field

Our salesmen are rewarded on profitability, not on voluntary

if you ask,I guess despite these controls we do admit we

have bad jobs.

We are concerned about it and I think at every other

board meeting our chairman says sometimes we have a bad job and it will
affect our statements.

However, it's an easier task to do than to

estimate the exact percentage of completion on that job.

I would rather

be in a position of knowing on whether the car is going forward or back

ward than how fast it is going.
I think our system has worked.

So in summary on completed contracts
I think it is working today.

is suitable to our management style.

change.

I think it

I see no pressure on us to make a

I guess the question is why should we be isolated by somebody

by not setting accounting policy to make a change.

I guess I realize that

technically this draft is not required to make a change but only states

a method of preferability about this practice.

make a preference which is more important.
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It would force us to

I don't think we want to be

in a position to be in a less preferable method.

MR. PALMER:

That division that has 45 percent of the operation,

is it fair to say a large part of the cost incurred on the contracts
is offset by fabrication and manufacturing of something you are going

to install?
MR. KEYES:

That division is manufacturing after installed material.

If you look at the average contract that we have a total cost is 100

percent.

Approximately 30 percent of that contract amount is manufactured

cost of the total cost. Another

30 percent would be outside material pur

chased for the job and 40 percent would be labor.
MR. PALMER:

The manufacturing portion is specifically manufactured

and identified for that job or account--?

MR. KEYES:

Eventually, and assembled and then put on the job.

Both

ways--some is custom manufactured and some manufactured to be used on any
job.

As a matter of fact in that regard we do have to make a distinction

in the rules application--we break that down--.

MR. PALMER:

I ask this because I have seen a lot of problems

that had a segment of the industry through the manufacturing stage and then
presented for the installation.

MR. KEYES:

We used completed contracts all the way through.

fact we have several foundries.

In

We start from a foundry and all the way

through a completed job and all the manufacturing.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:

Do you go through periodically and estimate the

cost?
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MR. KEYES:

We don't in a sense estimate the cost of completion.

We do look for a loss contract and we have a system that goes through

a contract based on cash flow or billing where we feel we may have a

problem and that is our beginning point.

Fortunately that is a small

number of contracts because of the way we divide our contract costs

and general administrative costs.

Our average margin on jobs is

about 30 percent.
MR. KASTENHOLZ:

I am not sure I understand how you get to recog

nize the loss contract without the estimated cost of completion.

MR. KEYES:

Once we get the screened list we go back and do an

individual job analysis on that job.

This depends on the size of the

job, if it involves regional input and cash manage
ment.
MR. PALMER:

When you have a loss contract is it usually the result

of the construction over run at the site of installation itself or
the result of what was manufactured does not work after installed?
MR. KEYES:

We have all kinds of problems.

I guess I would say

that the critical area we have in terms of profitability in loss con
tracts--let's say we are installing a computerized control system,

even though we are making progress and people are working on that job,

a lot of times we don't know whether it's going to work or not until

it's turned on.

In particular cases we can be going along thinking

we have a very profitable job and all of a sudden we have some
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serious problems because it is a computerized system with specific
problems, and so forth.

MR. BERSCH:

I am just trying to establish the philosophy about

why you are under the completed contract method, when reasonable estimates
are available.

When reasonable estimates are not available a completed

contract is preferable.

It would seem this is a challenging question.

It would seem that your company has a reliable estimate.

In fact you

show a little bit of concern this is a taint to a company that has the
completed contract method.

Yet your company has all that time been on

the completed contract method.

You wouldn't have called the percentage

method one, because it's been impractical, because of your spreadout

nature and the mechanical effort and so forth, to use percentage method, or

because you have the uncertainty at the end of every individual con

tract because you have to come up with performance at that time.

You

are saying that you would not like this guide to be the vehicle that

puts the pressure on Johnson Controls.

Is that because--is that primarily

on the basis that (a), you would prefer to stay with ARB 45 guides,

(b) because it's impractical to make the change, or (c), because of
the performance of the contract?

MR. KEYES:

Well, I think why we are where we are is the method.

I think the major reason that we would not want to change is that we,

number one, see no cost benefits in doing so.

need to.

The banks have never asked us to.
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We had no pressure, no

In today's environment if

our clients wanted us to be on that basis we would be.
has never been raised.

So our management system is not set up that way.

I do not say we can't do it.

it.

The question

Obviously there are a lot who are doing

Our procedures are not set up.

Frankly I would rather spend

our money on other areas more productive.
MR. BERSCH:
vations?

Would you say continuity is one of your strong moti

What would be the range of the size of the contract?
Within the controls business we talk about an average

MR. KEYES:

contract, as I say, 15,000.

However, there is wide differences on that.

We do have a large number of small contracts, and a relatively few
would range up to $5,000,000.
MR. PALMER:

If you were to shift to the percentage of completion do

you think there would be any significant difference in the net change?

MR. KEYES:

Obviously in the long run, no.

In the short run it's

going to make a difference.

MR. HOFFMAN:

Let me reword that.

If you were to pick a cutoff

and to go to a percentage completion for the larger contracts you would

know what that would be for the remainder of your small contracts so that

you don't have to install an elaborate accounting system.

Would you

get a fair comparability between that kind of accounting and what you

are doing right now?
MR. KEYES:

I don't know if I quite understand the question.

results be about the same?
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Would the

MR. HOFFMAN:

Approximately

MR. KEYES:

I don’t know.

tage completions.

We never looked at percen

I would say probably not.

The large jobs

are not going to complete regularly throughout each quarterly

period.

MR. HOFFMAN: Would you have a difference between going
completely on a percentage completion and that sort of method

I think you were comparing it with?

MR. KEYES: I guess looking at it the jobs that would
probably most lend themselves to percentage of completion
are also the jobs most difficult to put on the method.

are asking me the question in reverse.

You

We do have a better--

the larger jobs obviously--where we have more difficulty that

is on the larger jobs.

I don’t know if I

We have a problem.

understood your question.

MR. LEISENRING:
ment letters.

I appreciate you haven’t seen the com

We have 45 of them or so.

A couple of them

have interestingly enough told us that the SOP advocated the

completed contract method in circumstances involving large
number of small contracts.

So I am not sure that you aren’t

reading the document exactly the way at least two others did.

I would like to clarify something concerning the use of the
term preferable.

The word has two different uses.

The way

it’s written we may be indicating percentage of completion

is preferable.

That is one use of the word.
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The other use of the word is in the APB 20 sense that an

accounting principle is preferable for a contractor who
chooses to make the change.

This is quite a distinctly

different use of the word preferable.
CHAIRMAN:

Any other questions or comments:

MR. KASTENHOLZ:

On a balance sheet do you classify

all your contracts as current?

MR. KEYES:

Yes.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:

So you operate on the operating cycle

whether two or three years?

MR. KEYES:

Yes.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:
MR. KEYES:

Yes.

Assets and liabilities the same?
One thing further on the tax matter.

In one of the earlier paragraphs, the SOP distinguishes tax

accounting and says it is not of a concern.
another area that concerns us.

I guess this is

I realize that the IRS does

not now require conformity on long term contracts.

I would

like to remind everybody in this room that, if you go back in

the history of IRS regulations on long term contracts, the first
two and possibly three drafts of the regulations required

conformity.

In this area I really feel that if the Committee

eliminates completed contract accounting for financial report-
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purposes, I personally believe that would be the beginning

of the end of nonconformity for income tax purposes.

Con

formity was obviously the first choice of the people writing
the regulations.

MR. PALMER:

The way it’s written now you feel it

undermines?

MR. KEYES:

I think it does.

The difference between

percentage of completion and completed contract--I think it

takes a strong argument to maintain the completed contract
method for tax purposes.
MR. PALMER:

MR. KEYES:

We put that in there to try to support it.

I appreciate that.

If I may point out, you

should make it stronger.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much.

We are going to break for lunch.

I would like to

announce that when we come back Mechanical Contractors Associa
tion will be right after lunch.

Cleveland Wrecking Company had

an emergency and will not be here.
(The hearing recessed at 12:15)

(The hearing opened at 1:15)
CHAIRMAN:

It has been suggested by members of the Com

mittee that I make a plan to have the program this afternoon

expedited because we have to get the galleys to the printer

this afternoon by 4:30.

(Laughter)

For those of you who were not here this morning I will just
make the general statement that we would like to keep it informal, that,
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following the presentations, the Committee will be prepared to or

will ask questions, and that we do appreciate your input.
The first speaker this afternoon is Mr. James Noble, who is

Executive Secretary of Mechanical Contractors Association.
with us?

is?

(No answer)

What do I do now?

Is he

Does anybody know where he

He wasn't scheduled to be here until 2:30.

Sandy Blumenthal--

is he back from lunch?

MR. JONES:

CHAIRMAN:

I will be glad to volunteer.
Okay.

I will run down the list.

David Jones--Texas

Instruments was kind enough--he wants to get an early flight. Okay.

Thank you, sir.
MR. JONES:

Good afternoon.

My name is David Jones.

for Texas Instruments as Manager of Accounting Research.

I work

Accompanying

me today is Charley Starnes who was for several years controller of our

Equipment Group, that is, the TI division which handles our government

military contract activities.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify at this public hearing
regarding the proposed SOP on accounting for construction and production
type contracts.

My presentation will discuss the four areas of significant dis

agreement we have with this SOP.

Those concern the scope, combining

contracts, accounting for losses, and revised estimates.
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First, I'll discuss the scope. This SOP, which was prepared by
the Construction Contractor Guide Committee of the AICPA Accounting

Standards Di vision,would apply to not only construction contracts

but also to production contracts. TI, Texas Instruments,has no con
struction contracts but has approximately 4,000 government military
production contracts to manufacture hundreds or in some cases

thousands of each individual contract product.
These TI contracts extend from a few months production time to
a decade or more, when follow-on type contracts are included.

The average

contract length is two to three years.
In connection with these military type contracts we have extensive
CASB and DOD procurement rules and regulations with which we must
comply. To change our contract accounting system within the context

of these rules is extremely costly, with cost measured in the millions

of dollars.

Comparing these on-going, long-lived TI production contracts with
one-shot construction projects to build a unique bridge or apartment

complex, we do not see any significant similarities, other than in
legal form, that is, the existence of a legal contract.
Accordingly, to combine the accounting guidance for these two

disparate activities into one document is in our opinion inappropriate
and as I will discuss in a moment extremely cost-inefficient.
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For these reasons, we strongly suggest production contracts, or
at least production contracts where the end use is by the U. S.
or other governments for military purposes, be excluded from the

coverage of this SOP.

That is, this SOP should focus only on con

struction-type contracts.

If the Committee believes guidance is

needed on production contracts, we believe that this should be
the subject of a separate document.
However, assuming for purposes of this presentation the scope

of this SOP is not changed, I will now discuss the specific problems

we have with this draft.

It is important to note that the fact that

these problems exist is further evidence of the impropriety of com

bining these two types of contracts.
First, the section dealing with combining contracts.

The SOP

notes that a group of contracts should not be combined for cost ac

cumulation and revenue recognition purposes if they are negotiated

separately with different customers or if the time period between
commitment of individual contracts is not reasonably short.

It is common for TI and other military contractors to have follow
up firm contracts, also called rolling firm orders.

These are firm

contracts for the same product, with a different customer, negotiated
during the term

of the initial or existing contract.
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As an example,

the U.S. Air Force enters a contract with TI for 200 radar units to

be manufactured by TI over a three-year period.

Ten months later

another customer, say a prime contractor, enters a follow-on contract

with TI for 225 of the same radar units.

There would be two separate

contracts for the same item, intermingled in the same production
facility.
Since TI is required to provide potential customers with current

manufacturing costs for products already under contract, the unit

revenues under the existing and follow-on contracts normally would

not vary significantly and because the products and production process
are identical or substantially identical, the production costs of
the existing and follow-on contracts are pooled and matched with the
aggregate contract revenues on an average cost percentage basis.

This cost pooling method has been specifically allowed under
CAS Rule 401, cost accumulation, rules.
To comply with the terms of this SOP and change to an individual

contract as a cost center basis would cost in excess of $3,000,000.
Not only would this change be extremely costly, it would reduce financial

reporting relevance and reliability since it would require massive, sub
jective cost allocations.

We suggest that this problem be rectified by rewording the combining

contracts section of the SOP to accommodate this situation.
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I will now discuss the SOP section concerned with accounting for

losses.
TI is an aggressive company operating in a state of the art of rapidly

changing technological environment.

Because of technological and marketing

uncertainties, over the years we have learned that conservative valuation
of balance sheet items is in the long run the only road to presentation of

high quality earnings statements on which investors and creditors can rely.
Accordingly, we do not believe it is appropriate to defer losses to future

periods.
In this regard we have a significant problem with the proposed SOP.

In that regard it would not allow the inclusion of completion and disposal
costs such as General and Administrative costs in the determination of

contract losses unless these G&A costs are allocated to contract cost,
that is, inventory.

We believe this is inappropriate at least for ongoing type production

contracts that can extend for a decade such as those held by TI.

These

type contracts require a very considerable administrative support system.
the cost of this support system does not directly attach to individual
contracts and we therefore do not capitalize them to contract costs,

but a clear causal relationship exists between these costs and TI's
contracting activities.

For example, included in this administrative

support system are such G&A costs as the following:
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•

That is accounting for payables, dis

General accounting:

bursements, depreciation, receivables and collection.
•

Planning and control:

Financial planning for capital as well

as financing needs, including inventory carrying coses.

•

Contract administration:

Costs of on-going negotiations,

change orders.
•

Personnel:

On-going production and other staffing and counsel

ing costs.

• Management systems:
• Cost estimating:

Systems design and maintenance.

Bids for spares contracts, rolling firm

orders.

And so forth.

We believe these G&A and other completion and disposal

costs must be covered by contract revenues and should therefore be allowed
as a component of any loss writedown.

Disallowance of these types of costs results in shifting the recog
nition of profit to the front end of the contract.

We believe that

in dealing with long term contracts for technically state of the art item
where cost to complete estimates are subject to significant uncertainties,

such a result is incorrect.

Further, to disallow the inclusion of these

type costs in the loss writedown computation is, in our opinion, a
fundamental and inappropriate shift away from the net realizable value

concepts of ARB 43.
I say inappropriate because we believe the NRV section of ARB 43
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covers production contracts because it specifically discusses them,
even so far as relating the discussion of the floor and ceiling
concept directly to them.

Further, just from a theoretical standpoint, it seems to us
appropriate for loss provisions related to contracts, which re

quire a considerable administrative support system, to include

the costs of that system in the loss arrived at.

For example,

a company manufacturing large, complex electronic equipment for
sale to a general market rather than by contract, as in the

case of computers or electronic copier, will utilize the NRV guide
lines of ARB 43.

Likewise, companies such as TI producing similar

ly complex items on an on-going basis, but under specific contracts,

should also apply APB 43.

To do otherwise has the effect of deferring

losses to the future and also results in lack of comparability for
no reason other than legal form.

We therefore suggest the section of this SOP dealing with loss
writedowns should be modified to allow for the NRV concepts of ARB 43
to be applied.

Our final topic of discussion relates to revised estimates.
The SOP discusses both methods of accounting for changes in estimates.

This is not included in my summary.
not in there.

I have a comment letter that is

I suspect you will see it tomorrow.

The SOP, as I said,

discusses both methods of accounting for changes in estimates,
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the cumulative catch-up method and the reallocation method.

It then

calls for the exclusive use of the cumulative catch-up method in order

to narrow the areas of differences in practice.
We disagree with this conclusion.

This conclusion ignores the

differences in circumstances that can exist in a contractor company

operating in a high technology, on-going production environment.

In

attempting to narrow areas of differences, it would appear to sub

stitute rigidity for relevance.
When TI takes on a new contract in a state of the art area it is
pushing out the boundaries of knowledge.

In these contracts TI

does an excellent job of forecasting results, given the circumstances,

but there are limits to accuracy in this sort of situation.
It makes sense to us to use a method of estimate revision which

does not create large, unrealistic swings in estimate change costs
during this evolutionary learning stage.

That is, the reallocation

method is usually most appropriate at this time.
Later, as the production process comes down the learning curve

and the production activities are more within the range of current
knowledge, the cumulative catch-up method is probably acceptable.

We believe this SOP should be revised to recognize the fact that
different facts and circumstances can and should call for different

accounting treatments.

We therefore suggest the SOP be revised to

call for the use of exercise of judgment in determining which method
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of estimate revision should be used rather than calling exclusively

for one method.
To summarize my presentation, our primary concern and suggestion

is that production-type contracts be excluded from the coverage of this
SOP.

Only if the scope is not so limited do the other changes we

have suggested become relevant.

This concludes our comments.

We appreciate this opportunity to

testify on this topic which is extremely important to us.
We also want to acknowledge the significant amount of time ex
pended by you and your staff in preparing this document.
Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Mr. Jones.

When this document was first, let's say, in the drafting stage,
there was a section in there relating to program accounting--.

MR. JONES:

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, sir.
I don't know if somewhere along the line you saw a

draft--.
MR. JONES:

CHAIRMAN:

We did see it.
I was wondering if--and I think you know another

Committee task force has been assigned to work on that mainly--pri

marily at the request of the FASB, in that there is no authoritative
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literature with respect to program accounting and with due apology

to the SEC with respect to that, because they have an ASR out on it,

but there is nothing from the AICPA or the FASB and they felt chat we
could be going out into new grounds, new territories and that it

should be worked on as a separate project.

Would that probability be

a more suitable one to cover the type of contracting operation that

you --that TI operates in?
MR. JONES:

I think so.

In the area of program accounting, we do

not defer costs that would be matched over anticipated contracts, but it
would make sense to me that the nature of the combining contracts problem

we have discussed would more appropriately fit into that area, yes.

CHAIRMAN:

In the program accounting draft I think too we had—

there was wording that the changes in estimates would be handled in a

different manner for program type accounting as compared with the cumu
lative catchup advocated for construction type contracts.

MR. JONES:

That would help also, but we would much prefer to see

it in that format.

CHAIRMAN:

I think the recommendation in that draft, if I recall

correctly, was that the unit price of the remaining units would be

corrected, rather than on a catchup basis.

MR. JONES:

That is correct.
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Is that correct?

MR. BERSCH:

I was going to ask that question too.

all of the things that Dick said--as a matter of fact,

Presuming

if references

to other production type contracts were expurgated from this draft altogether

would your concerns about using the reallocation method as opposed to
the cumulative catchup method still hold?

MR. JONES:

I don't recall what Dick is speaking of.

me he was saying it was basically the reallocation method.

It seems to
I would think

we would prefer to have the flexibility of utilizing the cumulative catchup

once we felt confident about our estimates.

MR. BERSCH:

I pictured you and the type of work you are doing as,

for example, producing the same product repetitively--a contract to
deliver 35 or 350 models of something or other.

MR. JONES:
MR. BERSCH:

Yes.
And that after having built 20 of them you as a matter

of fact altered your estimate for the cost of completing the rest of
them, and that your gross profit and revenue recognition should deliver

according to an estimated--an adjusted estimate for those units in the

future as opposed to all of the estimate changes being charged off as if
they were learning costs in the beginning.

MR. JONES:
MR. BERSCH:

Right.

Do you see that as applying?

The reason I am asking

that is because it's the first time this question has come up and if we
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just dismiss your comments because they deal with program or program -

like accounting I wonder if we are going to be short-changing anyone
else here or any other types of contract performance that we should
be considering.

Does anyone on the floor have any comments on

that?
VOICE IN THE BACK:

accounting.

I am a member of the task force on program

One of the things our task force is struggling with is

the transition between the combining rules as they exist in the SOP
and program accounting, where the usual concept of program accounting

is spread over a current and anticipated contract, and Mr. Jones'

example is in the middle where they don't spread them over anticipated
but they have a number of firm orders received over a period of time and

they have not been negotiated separately.

We are struggling with the

problem of making that transition between the two rules and I think

it’s partially because of the difficulty in dealing with the transition

between the construction type contract and production type activity.
MR. BERSCH:

In other words, they have contracts that would

almost qualify as being for program accounting but they may be

electing to treat them as not under program accounting?

VOICE IN THE BACK:

No, that is not quite so.

I think their

whole problem is defining the gray area between what is

unique and what is homogeneous production. That is a gray area and
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when dealing with a government contract they are unique goods to
a small number of customers.

CHAIRMAN:
MR WRIGHT:

Mr. Wright?
My name is Wright.

I am here on behalf of the

National Security Industrial Association.

in getting our communications to you.

We unfortunately were late

I hope they--I had hoped they

would arrive yesterday but probably did not.
CHAIRMAN:

MR. WRIGHT:

We will still open the mail.
I become concerned because you said you were going

to start working on this tomorrow and if not we may not have made this

comment, the comment we have on this point.

Mr. Jones will bear with me.

MR. JONES:

Certainly.

MR.WRIGHT:

He knows I have associations with his organization al

though this is the first time I have had the pleasure of meeting him.

We say in one of our comments we rote in Footnote 6 on page 13 in the
exposure draft, it refers to an SOP on program accounting.

It states "The division is preparing a statement of position on program
accounting, which explores the circumstances in which existing and
anticipated contracts may be combined for the purpose of allocating

costs, to be presented to the Financial Accounting Standards Board for its

consideration."
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We believe the program accounting is but a sub set of accounting
for the production of unique goods or services to the buyer's

specifications.

Indeed, the two are in our view closer related than

the latter is to the typical construction contract.

We recommend there

fore that the coverage currently proposed in the SOP be limited to

construction contracts.

We recommend further that any future con

sideration of the manufacturing type contract for unique goods be

combined with your consideration of program accounting so that all
related problems can be considered concurrently.

We suggest that a

curious condition would exist for an SOP to be applicable to a
single existing contract, but not to a contract which is a part of a
program, and our basic recommendation is to separate construction
from the kind of things that Mr. Jones is talking about, the contracts

in the defense and space industry, and we do make the offer it you would
like to come and visit some of our member companies, we would be very

happy to get you educated with some of our problems so they can be ap
propriately considered in whatever you decide to do in this area.
I thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Mr. Wright.

I could tell you

a lot of war stories as to how we got to where we are in the de
velopment of this document but I won't do that at this time.

Are there any other comments or questions?

VOICE IN THE BACK:

I would just like to second that.
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As I said

this morning we in construction would also like to see construction

accounting kept separate from the production type contract.

I think

everybody is in agreement except maybe the Committee.
CHAIRMAN:

Well, I think the Committee was in agreement too, but

our marching orders were changed.
MR. LEISENRING:

Can we reiterate, Dennis, the point which I

am not sure was specifically answered?

Mr. Jones raises,

however,

the issue that we have eliminated an alternative, and that we have in

effect shown a preference for the cumulative catchup for estimate
revisions.

Now, are any of the construction contractors objecting to

that?
VOICE IN THE BACK:

MR. LEISENRING:

Would you repeat that again?

Mr. Jones recognized appropriately and believes

that it is inappropriate to be applied to production type contracts,

but recognized that we eliminated an alternative, and that estimate
revisions under I think paragraph 85 would be cumulative catchup, as

opposed to prospectively throughout the remaining life of the contract.
Now, we have heard his point with respect to production type con
tracts.

I wonder if any construction contractor wants to similarly

object to that restriction?
VOICE IN THE BACK:

Well, I think as part of the construction contractor's

point of view--and this is with respect to those I met with--their sole

concern is the future of the contract.

In other words, if they come in

the middle somewheres along the contract, they don't feel they can estimate the
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profit because they are afraid of the future part of the contract.

I have mentioned, I think, that as an example, when a subcontractor
goes bad and the bonding company comes in, it generally finds itself

completely unable to get a fixed price to complete the contract

because none of the subs feel they are able to estimate the com
pletion, so our aspect is always towards what are we faced with?

We feel an inability to determine what the future costs would be.
MR. LEISENRING:

That may or may not be a valid point, but I

don't think it's an answer to Dennis' question, or mine.

Once you have

identified an estimate revision, this document as it exists today
would say it's booked in the period it's discovered, that revision
is discovered, not prospectively.

Dennis was only asking and I believe

it's a valid question, whether construction contractors believe as

does Mr. Jones, that that is not an appropriate restriction.

I guess

we have given them a chance three times.
VOICE IN THE BACK:

I will comment, if you like.

in reporting on cumulative catchup method at all.

a good number of people in California.

I see no problem
I think I speak for

I am not sure I can speak for

all contractors in general.
CHAIRMAN:

We will put that down as a ringing endorsement.

Mr. Eklund?
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MR. EKLUND:

Well, I believe there is some validity in using

the reallocation method in light of the very long term of some
of these long term major contracts that are done now and the estimates
do change during the period of a year, and if you do the cumulative

catchup in any particular period you can have one hell of an inpact

on any quarter as a result of a change in estimate, and I question
whether it's any more valid waiting until the next quarter to look

at it.

You may be encouraging people not even to look at their

estimate changes, and the other side of that is that when you use
catchup you allow people to have a much more major impact in any
particular period to estimate changes than you do through the re

allocation.

So I think you can probably have a little better control if you

use the reallocation method than if you use the cumulative catchup.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, sir. Are there other questions from Mr.
Jones?

MR. MC RAE:

One of the problems that we faced in dealing with

this, we have in the literature ARB 45--.

MR. JONES:

MR. MC RAE:

Right.
which addresses long term construction type con

tracts, there is nothing really in the literature dealing with these
revenue recognition methods that addresses production type contracts
and I think one of the things that got us into this box was the notion

that we were sort of looking at ARB 45 and trying to expand its—
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I mean to refocus it, if you will, because it's used as the basis
for percentage completion not only in construction type contracts
but in other areas.

So that was one of the problems that we solved

in trying to re-address the area and one of the reasons why we expanded
it beyond construction type contracts.

Your suggestion, I suppose,

that we deal with the program method--the program method really--the way
we were addressing it, deals only with the cost side, the cost averaging
aspect, and not revenue recognition side, if you will.
servation.

This is an ob

I don't know whether it is really a question but do you care

to say anything?
MR. JONES:

Well ,if I had my preference you wouldn't deal with pro

duction accounting at all.

Most of us felt that way.

MR. PALMER:

CHAIRMAN:

I feel quite happy with it the way it is.

One question, Mr. Jones.

You indicated, that the

benefits would not justify the costs and that

it would cost $3,000,000.

Is that the clerical or the accounting effort

to do this or is that the economic impact on your earnings?

MR. JONES:

No, it's the clerical effort, the administrative cost

of making the change.

As I said in my comment letter, we had it changed

three years ago for cost scheduling but we were required by CASB, and it cost
us over $3,000,000.

We believe we are looking at a similar level of effort.
CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much.
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Are there other questions of Mr. Jones?
VOICE IN THE BACK:

I got here a little late this morning, but

what is all the urgency about that we have to have something on pro

duction contract before December 31?

I think it would be ill ad

vised to issue something nobody got word of just because you have
an artificial deadline.

CHAIRMAN:

I don't think we have an artificial deadline.

VOICE IN THE BACK:

Well, I understood that something is

supposed to be issued by December 31 this year or the FASB takes over
or something.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh, no.

Well, they changed the procedural rules

with respect to ACSEC and task forces of ACSEC in the preparation of

these kinds of documents.
MR. LEISENRING:

CHAIRMAN:

That changed when--a year or so ago, Jim?

A year and a half ago.

But I know of no particular deadline, other than perhaps

the wishes of this Committee to wrap up this particular project.
MR. LEISENRING:

The only real deadline probably to some of us

is our life expectancy is beginning to run out.

(Laughter)

We have

been on this project for so long--but that hasn't got anything to do

with it.

There is no imposed deadline for dealing with production con

trast that any of us are aware of, that I can recall.

CHAIRMAN:

I think one of the complications that undoubtedly you are
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aware of is that as time goes by the FASB issues new pronouncements

such as on capitalization of interest or on deferred income taxes
and everytime they do that that puts us into a panic and we go back
to the drawing board and so forth, and that is one of the ranges of
human emotions, I guess, that gets into frustration and rage and
anger, but that is something we are living with, I guess.

Mr. Jones volunteered to go out of sequence, out of order.

He

has to make a four o'clock plane back to Dallas, I guess.
The next scheduled speaker is Mr. Noble of the Mechanical Con
tractors Association.

Is Mr. Noble with us?

(No response)

How about Mr. Blumenthal?

MR. BLUMENTHAL:

My name is Sanford Blumenthal.

I am Manager

of Management Services for the National Electrical Contractors Associa
tion, which is made up of 6,000 member companies, and hopefully 6,000

clients of CPAs.

We would like to object to the mandatory concept when circum
stances meet the specific criteria for use of percentage of comple
tion.

Management must have the prerogative to select a method

for management and control.

The profession is a vital service to

contractors in the area of financial reporting, taxes,
and auditing.

Construction is a high risk industry.
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Therefore management must plan and control through a financial report
ing system that best aids management to make judicious and profitable
decision.

We agree that the method selected by a contractor to report

financial statements must be consistent from one period to another.
Our position is that the mandatory requirement should not be stated in

the guide and the method of reporting should be the responsibility of

management.

In order to back up our position we have the privilege of

presenting two of our members, the first of which is Vice President of

Fischbach and Moore, Mr. Philip Heller.
MR. HELLER:

Phil?

I am afraid I am going to shorten the proceedings this

afternoon quite a bit because after listening to Mr. Keyes of Johnson
Controls I think he has effectively stated the position of the
national electrical contractors.

I can only stress, and this

is purely a matter of credibility, that factually contractors are unable,

in the middle of a job, and even toward the end of a job, to calculate the

cost to complete, and that is to determine their ultimate profit, and
from the point of view of a conservative businessman who is dealing in a
market where his markup before taxes ranges anywhere from one and a half to

four percent.

I know as far asFischback and Moore is concerned 1 believe

our net before taxes last year was pretty much in that category.
after taxes was probably about one and a half percent.
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Net

When you have

margins that small, and we run a tight organization, a very tight
organization, considering our size--we in other words don't waste money

in overhead--I can only assure you that we honestly are concerned in

the middle of a job as to how it is going to come out.
averages

The law of

does operate when you are dealing in 2,000 jobs.

that helps us quite a bit.

We found that

There is a natural ability to make estimates

but those are estimates based on the plans and the specifications but
in the middle of the job, in order to continue estimating a profit so

that you can operate on our basis safely, on a percentage and completion

basis, no, sir, I don't think that is right.

I don't think it's fair

to demand that a businessman who is conservative, who is acccustomed
to the completed contract method nor his accountant, if he is a public
corporation, particularly to make him step out and analyze those things.

Now, that is, as I say, mere repetition.

I do want to point out

something else, though, and that is, as far as your assumption, basic
assumption, there is no such thing as an interim sale.

When we are

halfway completed, no way, and this is contrary to the statement made

in the document--no way

that a sale of a half a job to the owner

because practically everyone of our contracts contains a provision

that payment to us, even the acceptance of work does not relieve any
of the responsibility.

There is no such thing as a sign-off of sale
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when we get paid half or quarter.

The job continues until the very

end and as stated by Mr. Jones, most of our problems arise in the

latter half and even the latter quarter, and very often in the last

ten percent.

So to be realistic the successful contractor, I believe,

uses the completed contract method of accounting, and I made the

statement I have handled all acquisitions for the company, but again
I say, this is a matter purely of credibility.

I will tell you I

have handled all of the large number of acquisitions made by the
company

and in no acquisition did I accept any figures, accept any

contract figures, and fortunately in many cases there was a tax re

turn on this contract basis which we used.

Very often the disparity

was quite large.
So I urge you again to consider that basis, whatever method
used.

I have been here long enough to listen to you and observe and

appreciate the real background opinions of most of you gentlemen.

think we can confidently rely on that.

I

As far as the contract

is concerned it's not purely a selective method as to which is better
for us.

I urge you to consider the fact that the completed contract

method is the only real base for the judging of the basic value.

I

would also like to point out to you, and this is another phase of it,
and that is, something must be left to the judgment and consideration

of the observer and by that I mean you can--well, specifically, you
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mentioned this profit center concept.

I don't know how that would apply

when you have 2,000 jobs and how the poor accountant is going to take

care of that, to stick his neck out on that basis.
difficult process.

It’s going to be a very

You can add so much to the balance sheet or to the

financial report, even the notes, as to confuse everybody, even though

the interest is purely one of clarifying, but it won't clarify at all,
any more than the material the S.E.C. compels an issuer to put into its
prospectus ends up by clarifying much.

It's a Lot of words.

But in

any event I want to thank you for the privilege of being here today.

I

think I feel relieved in a sense that obviously it's a tremendous thought

that good consideration has been given to us, but what has been going on
for so long a time doesn't have to be changed merely because of the fact
that somebody would like a regularity.

It's impossible, I am afraid, to

have all statements issued on exactly the same basis.

read them must take those things into account.

The people that

You cannot issue one

regulation or one policy statement to cover contractors ranging from
one million a year to two, four or five million a year, five jobs to ten

thousand jobs, from $2,000 a job to $50,000,000 a job, nor to construction
as contrasted with production activities.

regulations.

I know you don't want too many

You don't want to separate too much, but much must be left to

the accounting profession itself ana to their judgment of what should be done

to an individual,

then finally, to the people who are concerned, the

public, the banks, and the bonding companies, to their own judgment,
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but I am afraid that no matter what you do it won't help.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

Sandy, would you prefer questions of Mr. Heller now

or will you wait until you are finished?
MR. BLUMENTHAL:

CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

MR. BLUMENTHAL:

We will have John do his presentation now.

Fine.
Our next representative is Mr. Halecky

Secretary Treasurer of L. K. Comstock of New York.

John.

MR: HALECKY: Gentlemen, I do want to thank you for the priv

ilege of being here this afternoon with you and being able to take part.
I concur with Mr. Heller.

I think he has explained the position of

the national electrical contractors very very accurately.

concur with Mr. Keyes.

I also

One of my concerns that Mr. Keyes mentioned,

and we in our industry find very very disturbing, is the possibility

that the acceptance of one method will bring about some renewed activity
by the I.R.S. which we feel would be very detrimental to the specialty

contractor.

here.

I think that rather than be repetitious I will end it right

Thank you.

MR. BLUMENTHAL:

Are there any questions

of our speaker--our

representative?

CHAIRMAN: Yes, I believe we have several.
MR. KASTENHOLZ:

Francis?

Mr. Heller, I wonder within your system

you have the means to pick up the cost to complete the sample number

of jobs or the total number of jobs in process.
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MR. HELLER:

We operate under a system whereby every manager

is supposed to have an idea of what his profit on the job is going

to be, and frankly speaking I think that arises mainly because we
put in a rather expensive computer system, and so a lot of people
like to put things down in the computer, but the number of surprises

we get leads us to believe that it's a futile effort.

It's reassuring

at times when it's looking good and troublesome when it's looking bad,

but it always seems to look good until we find out troubles, and just
this past year we were shocked to discover that in three of our
offices, and we do have about a hundred offices throughout the country--

in three of our offices for various reasons , different reasons, we
suddenly sustained losses that had not been contemplated or in one
case particularly a much larger loss than we ever thought.

The reason

for it was that frankly speaking I have more reliance on my gut feeling

when I walk a job, than on the figures presented because otherwise
you depend so much on either optimism or sometimes a manager is very

hopeful and thinks he may get change orders, but there are so many

factors which enter into it.

For instance, if a job opens up nearby

which is cost plus and you have a fixed price job, your labor costs go

shooting up high because there is suddenly a shortage of labor, if the
costs go up.

If they hold it for various reasons, because--possibly

because other contractors are slow on the job, as to extend the life
of the job, you are going to lose money on the job.
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All those

factors suddenly come in and very often a very honest manager or project
manager was unable to estimate, so the answer--I am sorry I am taking

so long to answer that simple question--the point is we like to think
we are experts at this stage of the game, but the number of surprises

that come in sometimes make us feel we are not, and as far as establish
ing a general doctrine, the fact that we can know, I have a good

idea.

I would say generally speaking the answer is still yes, we come

out pretty fair on most jobs, but there are too many that don't and
every year since we have been in business we have had loss jobs, and the

only thing I could never have told you is how much the loss would be.
Does that answer your question?
MR. KASTENHOLZ:
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

Mr. Heller, you made a very sweeping statement that

it was very difficult to determine ultimately—ultimate profits on a job
at 50, 60, 70 percent complete.

I guess by question is, is this

particularly unique to electrical contractors and if so, what does
bECA’s—what do NECA’s statistics indicate as to what major electrical

contractors that are publicly owned, what method of accounting do they
use and what is generally used in the smaller and medium sized contractors

that may not be publicly owned?

MR. HELLER:

As far as publicly owned contractors, we just have, say,

three or four in the trade, and not many more, if that much, in the
mechanical trade.

We are one of the few that operate on the
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completed contract basis for public reporting as well as for tax re

porting.

The other contractors, generally speaking, use completed

contract method for incone tax and percentage of
completion method for public reporting.

The experience, I think, has

indicated that the reliable method has been the completed contract

method.

I don't want to say too much.

I would say

We have had some bankruptcies.

reliably completed contract method.

Now, I can understand

and see the position so many of the members of your

Board on why they

would like to see the use of percentage of completion.
people that might work

I would say for some

and with proper knowledge on the part of people

who read the statement, fine, but purely to use that--no, you are
putting too much of a burden on the estimate of profit.

That is where

we qualify.
CHAIRMAN:

Have you had any questions from security analysts and

that type of analyst or student of financial statements--?
MR: HELLER:

CHAIRMAN:

MR. HELLER:

Yes—.

--with respect to your method of reporting?
Yes.

In general I would say 70 percent of our

stock—I just mention this incidentally—70 percent of our stock was

held by trusts and funds, purely, and in the main I do speak—I am the
one that speaks with those analysts--in the main their attitude is a very
happy one that we are using the completed contract method which they

view as a very conservative method.
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Unfortunately it does leave

problems which we have to straighten up.

I think we have educated

them in a sense that that nest egg as shown by the billings in excess
of costs is more than just the picture of the profit.

There are other

things involved in it, and also the fact that we can still be
surprised and they can be surprised as witness last year, the first year

that happened.

Fortunately we still came out all right, but the point
But in general the analysts generally prefer the

is,it can happen.

completed contract method because they do recognize very readily
that the percentage completion method suggests a judgment rather than
the fact, and that is the part they don't like because judgment may

be honestly wrong.

What percentage of your contracts--total contracts

CHAIRMAN:

in process at any one time run longer than a year?

MR. HELLER:

Rather than percentage I would say the figure

we have--we have a backlog now of a billion eight and more than a

year--I would say just about a little more than half.
CHAIRMAN:

MR. PALMER:

Are there any other questions?
Mr. Blumenthal, I notice we were provided with a

listing here of the construction industry which I forgot who--Johnson

Controls--in looking at the specialty contracting section, the over
whelming number of contractors there, including some of the largest,

are all using percentage completion.

I wonder if they had any comments

to you on percentage completion versus the completed method?
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MR. BLUMENTHAL:

No.

MR. LEISENRING:

They just evidently decided they preferred the

percentage completion, or for some reason you decided you preferred the
completed contract—?

MR. BLUMENTHAL:

We published this information about this meeting

in our newsletter two weeks ago nationally.

yet.

I haven't had a phone call

However, there is an extreme interest in what happens here, and

generally we get anywhere from 750 to 1,000 responding companies and

when you put your comparative analysis on the basic major financial ratios
you compare your own percentage and the various ratios and it's a

combination of percentage completion and completed contract, and probably
some cash.

MR. BERSCH:

Do you know how many members of your association

are on completed contract versus percentage completion?

MR. BLUMENTHAL

MR. BERSCH:

For what purpose?

For financial statements.

MR. BLUMENTHAL:
MR. BERSCH:

No.

No.

No, we don't know.

Is it the position of NECA as an association that it supports

the completed contract method versus the percentage completion method?
MR. BLUMENTHAL: NECA recommends that the decision be a
prerogative of management which stands responsible and accountable.

MR. LEISENRING:

That seems to me to be slightly inconsistent with the

subsequent comments we heard when you said you wanted a preference for
completed contract, unless I did not understand you.

I believe you

indicated in your comments you would prefer that this document indicated
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that the only method that is acceptable is the completed contract
method.

MR. HELLER:

No.

I am sorry I gave that impression.

I was

supporting the free choice of completed contract, which we happen
to like.

Your question, with respect to other contractors is not

entirely fair to us for this reason.

Under a percentage of completion

method of accounting your book value would generally be higher and for

a contractor who has to go to a bank for a loan or to a bonding company

for bonding, you can understand that he would like to improve his book

value and very often, on the whole his profit picture would be better on
the percentage completion on the whole, because

that the completed contractor has not.

he has taken in profits

To give you a specific analysis,

I am just thinking of two contractors who went public.

When I analyze the

statements of those two companies, one of them had a $300,000 book
value on the completed contract method, and

percentage completion method.

one million eight on a

Another had a one million dollar book

value on the percentage completion basis, and a three million dollar

book value on the percentage and completion basis.
MR. LEISENRING:

Since you raise that point, if I were a potential

investor in a public contractor then, is it not possible that I could be
misled as to the value of that stock and that entity, that sort of

difference that could exist--?
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MR. HELLER:

I am afraid you could.

MR. LEISENRING:

Meaning, I believe, that I do have in fact a

stock significantly more valuable than the financial statements

might indicate, I might be deluded into selling short, or doing some
other dastardly thing maybe I shouldn't have done.
MR. HELLER:

Isn't that possible?

I don't think we have to carry it that far.

the question really is which offers a sounder picture?

I think

It’s my personal

opinion that the completed contract method presents a sounder picture, be
cause don’t forget he does deduct his losses.

CHAIRMAN:
MR. BERSCH:

So you don’t have that position.

Dennis?

As I did earlier in trying to look at -- trying to de

termine the rationale or reasoning or what your impetus is for taking that
position, I notice that you were talking about you handle all the
acquisitions and you look at them all on the completed contract method.

I

would suspect that in fact you stated that luckily they had tax re
turns on completed contract method.
MR. HELLER:

In most cases.

MR. BERSCH:

Okay.

Just speculating on this hypothetical

possi

bility—okay--which is made credible by the financial statements that are

to be found as illustrations

in this guide, when a financial statement

for a contractor is prepared, during the preparation process of course
there is revenue cost recognized and put in the P and L contracts that are
completed.

There is also revenue cost and gross profit recognized, and
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put into the P and L on contracts still in progress.

In the il

lustration of the two companies going public that you talked about,

a million and a half and two million respectively represented gross
profit, and in that case net of taxes which might have been doubled.

Okay.

Three and four million dollars worth of gross profits that was

recognized on contracts that were at that time in progress, which means

that, if I can use a colloquial expression, it means that a signi
ficant amount of the equity of those contractors, in fact more
than their equity - consisted of gross profit that was recognized on

contracts still in progress.

Now, you as a person that goes out buying

going concerns as a matter of fact probably pay some attention to a

company, to the portion of its equity or the portion of the earnings
reported for a year that is subject to the estimating process as opposed
to relatively sure and certain because it's been--because it stood the
test of time, and the contract in force and the job has been accepted,

and so forth.

Would I be right in presuming that you place less credi

bility on the revenue gross profit and equity that is represented by

the estimating process?
MR. HELLER:

To be exact I ignore it completely and restate the

statement--and restate the statement on the completed contract basis.

Then I take the list of jobs in progress and examine those as jobs,
look at the jobs individually, as we do whenever we acquire a contract.

Even on the completed contract basis we still look at the work on hand
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to see whether or not it’s got a loss, but the point is
when I end up and make my final calculation I am doing it

on the completed contract statement in each case.
MR. BERSCH:

Okay.

Now, would your need for this information

be served by a contractor who had a percentage completion financial
statement and who had a gross profit analysis not

necessarily part of

the statement but available, such as he would give to the bank and
surety and the guy who is buying the company?

were

If that reporting process

generally accepted and generally available, would that change

your position about the completed contract method?

MR. HELLER:

I would say that--it wouldn't change my position

except I would be going through a longer process than I would like to
because I prefer having everything laid out in a completed contract

method, but it doesn’t bother me that he is on the - maybe I

misunderstood your question--but it doesn't bother us that he has been
on a percentage completion basis as long as I am able to restate it

because when he joins us we will put him on a completed contract method

and forget about his percentage of completion method.
bother us that he has been there.

So it doesn't

He’s an honest fellow and a fine

fellow, and a good contractor, and I don’t say he is no good because
he used a percentage completion method.
what Mr. Blumenthal asks - a free choice.
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It’s a free choice.

That is

My point is for our purposes

amd from our experience, one is sounder than the other.

MR. BERSCH:

It's not a question of the matter of information.

It's not a question that being on a percentage completion method ob

scures your ability to know what a truth is as you see truth.

It's

your preference for being under the completed contract.
MR. HELLER:

In one way yes, because I am in a position coming

in and talking acquisition, the owner will give me that information,

but a supplier outside is not in the position to have that information
and if he got that information he wouldn't be in a position to make the

kind of determination I would.

So to that extent he thinks he is selling

to a company worth two million instead of one million.

difference.

That is the only

He doesn't know enough to analyze the way I do because the

fact remains you are not going to be helping him at all on this basis.

You may be even kidding him. I would rather see you disseminate informa
tion to illustrate the difference and tell him what to look for, rather

than just to read the statement.
MR. LEISENRING:

If in fact we are kidding him, and if in fact we may

be misleading him, I guess I really fail to understand then why

in fact you want to allow us to have a free choice.

I don't know why

you would rather not---- I don’t know why you wouldn’t want to mandate
completed contract rather than having a misleading document.
MR. HELLER:

I suppose I could best say that I am a private person.
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I am thinking only in terms of Fishback and Moore.

else does is perfectly all right with me.

Whatever anyone

When I deal with him I

will make adjustments.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:

CHAIRMAN:

I have something--.

We'll have one more question and then I suggest we

take a five-minute break to get coffee and come back.
MR. KASTENHOLZ:

Mr. Heller, before you pick up your paper(laughter)--

has there been any distortion in your P and L following the completed contract

method, and what would be your observations as to the use of the break

even method?

MR. HELLER:
against myself.

That is one part--now, in a sense I am speaking
I must say that is one part of this presentation that

I can see a strong reason on your behalf.

In other words,

you feel,

why should we wait once in five years when the job is finished.

Frankly

speaking--.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:

MR. HELLER:

That's right.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:
MR. HELLER:

That's reporting on the P and L statement.

As to volume of activity.

At least the profit will fall into that one year, but I

wonder whether it's necessary.

Let me just pass on something that I

just happen to have with me--.

CHAIRMAN:

Funny you should ask.
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(Holding up a chart for all to see)

MR. HELLER:

That is a

graph of a completed contract method (I’ll pass some of these

around) of the company since 1947.

You can see there are no

aberrations. Of course that might be a matter

our size.

The law of

averages does tend to operate, and I can understand on a smaller

contractor it might make a difference.

I won't back away from what I

That is one part of this statement that I can conceive an un

said.

That is something else.

derstanding of and a reason for.

MR. PALMER:
finished too.

(Laughter)

MR. HELLER:

was one.

It may be the result of determining when a job is

Well, I say in past years before we went public that

(Laughter)

VOICE IN BACK:

I would like to respond, if I may, to this question.

My name is Dick Berneller (?).

Mr. Heller has graciously referred to--

I think one of the problems in comparing the percentage completion and
completed contract methods is the population of the contracts you are

talking about.

We have anywheres from 2,000 to 3,000 contracts in progress;

given time, I think Jim Keyes indicated some 15,000 contracts.
a

There is

tendency for the so-called peaks and valleys that might be of some con

cern to level out in that type of situation.
life of some two to

ercise

to chart this.

two and a half years.

Our backlog has an average
Ne have gone through the ex

We are on a completed contract basis.
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We have

gone through the exercise

and we have found that the trend lines

are essentially the same.

The only difference is the time gap.

CHAIRMAN:

We will take a five-minute or a ten-minute break

assuming we can get coffee.

Then we will have Mr. Noble, if he is here.

(The hearing recessed at 2:50 p.m.)

(The hearing opened at 2:55 p.m.)
CHAIRMAN:

We will get back into session. Our next speaker is

Mr. Noble from the Mechanical Contractors Association who will be ac

companied by Mr. Cliff Elling of Elling Brothers, mechanical contractors.

MR. ELLING:

My name is Cliff Elling.

I am from the Mechanical

Contractors Association and I am here in addition to Jim Noble and

Lou Diamond who is one of our staff members who is also interested in
this and will supplement my comments with your permission, as we go along.

Mechanical Contractors Association feels very strongly that the

question of whether or not completed contract versus percentage of a

completion accounting is to be used for internal control and financial
reporting purposes, should remain a matter of management prerogatives.

As discussed in my outline, we feel that the measuring process itself
is inexact enough more of an art than a science, and prone enough to

need changes, day to day,discipline changes day to day from one job

to another, changes required and requested by our customers so that to

have any sort of predetermined or preconceived arbitrary set of rules
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which purports to dictate when we do this, that or the other
thing is rather dangerous, rather hard to live with, and in

many cases, why fly in the face of reality.
Looking at the points discussed on the outline it—I would like

to call your attention for instance to our concern with change orders.

This is something that is a constant bane when we seek to measure pro
gress.

Your outline discusses briefly the concern with whether or

not the change order is T and M or lump sum and does make some provision

for dealing with this factor.

It also discusses the question of whether

or not there might be some doubt as to whether the contractor will be re
imbursed and makes provision for that.

But I have personally been

unable to discover too much guidance or advice on the field of how

a change order should be budgeted.

Should it be budgeted as a

separate independent item in its own right or should it be broken

down into the same components as the original, so that these can

be added to the factors of the original budget?

This makes a

striking difference in some cases because you are not always free
to choose.

Just this morning--yesterday morning, rather, my own

company received a request from a customer for whom we just
were completing a new manufacturing facility and as a separate order, not
part of the building construction contract, we were given a separate

job to put in a product assembly line.
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The customer dictated that the

product line be a separate project from the building for their

own good and valid reasons, as to depreciation, investment credits,
credit in New Jersey sales tax.

All these things make eminently good

sense, and we certainly wouldn't presume

to tell--as good managers

we couldn't tell our customer what system to use or how you set it

up, when you combine it or when you separate it.

Then as the separate

process job moved along apart from the original building job another

change came--steam supply to the process installation, which had ori
ginally been sized as two-inch for the needs of the process which goes
up to two and a half inch to supply future reserve capacity.

Now, the

original decision was this was a change order to the process contract.

Five months after the fact the customer came along and said "No, we
don't want it as a change to the process.

We want it as a change to the

building, because while the steaming is part of the process, the excess

capacity in steam is for the future, and is more akin to the old
building services.

It may or may not be used for this process.

know. So therefore we are not going to lump it into that."

We don't

But through

this problem--it's less than 48 hours old--I am trying to illustrate

two things, first, from the point of view of budgeting in cost accumu
lation, how can we possibly separate the units between the two-inch line that

was originally specified and the two and a half inch line that took its
place?

It's the same number of fittings, same number of joints, same

amount of insulation.

Sizes may vary but to reconstruct the budget we
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come to a tremendous chore.

Secondly, I also would like to use an

illustration that a number of changes back and forth are three times

over as to where to allocate it, and retroactively you split it up

between two contracts all initiated by the customer, none of which

were under the control of our company.
Another point where I think we could use some additional guidance

and help and which also in my mind illustrates the present lack of
exactitude and science in percentage of completion management and

therefore reinforces my basic underlying theme that it's very hard
to arbitrarily predetermine the circumstances of use for a tool that
nobody knows too much about using, that is in the area of dis

similar units.

Here you can deal in terms of--my favorite example

is the replacement boiler.

story to many of you.

I am sure that is familiar--a familiar

You get a contract for $150,000 replacement

boiler and you order the boiler.

and set in place.

It costs $100,000.

It's delivered

The remaining $50,000 yet to be spent includes all

the hookups, electrical pipings, the installation, the breaching,
the testing, the startup, the oil pipings, connections, everything
in the whole job that involves skill, scheduling, know-how, manage

ment coordination is all in the last $50,000.

Eventual percentage of completion accounting would lump it

all together would have you believe it's two-thirds done, which I

have consistently challenged and argued against.
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Now, one defense mechanism we have been able to use to defend

ourselves against this problem is to take that contract and split
it into

two lines and one job becomes a simplistic purchase of a

new boiler with a minimum markup and minimum service and the other

job becomes a much smaller job but the one that carries the risk,

skill and markup and moves along on its own percentage measurement
and its own evaluation of completion and is not distorted by the pur

chase of a lump sum item.
Now, in this case we as managers have arbitrarily exercised
our own discretion

on a day to day job basis and when and how to

split it, and when and how to create line items in order to do what
we feel is a more effective job in measuring.

Yet I can't help but

sense that your standards in many cases would inhibit our ability to
make this decision.

I think I saw something like nine different cri

teria for when you split a job, and I think the introductory statement

indicated all had to be fulfilled before the process which I outlined
could be undertaken and I feel it's a simplistic management decision

taken one way one day and another way another day simply in self

defense, and I think what I am objecting to is the concept of being
denied free use in my own discretion of what tools and defenses I
can see, and can use, to try to do a better job in measuring
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progress, without really being given anything.

If your society

were to come up with replacement tools that would help me in this
effort, why then I might be more willing and more agreeable to

listen to new proposals which would seem to limit my freedom of
choice in the area, but I haven't seen anything to help me solve

the problems that I am trying to illustrate here.

In another area--.

MR. PALMER:

Can I ask a question at this point?

MR. ELLING:

Yes, sir.

MR. PALMER:

A previous speaker, Mr. Keyes of Johnson Controls

was kind enough to provide us with a survey of contractors and the
method of accounting.

There are approximately 50 companies listed

here who are in the fabrication, erection or specialty construction

business.

Only four used the completed contract method.

Have you

discussed the subject with any of these companies on percentage com

pletion and how they are able to cope with these problems?
MR. ELLING:

the sample.

Let me comment first on the portion and size of

It is not the trade association that I represent. The

Mechanical Contractors Association has about 1600 members.

We do

not have comprehensive, inclusive statistics on how many firms use
each method, but our semi-annual statistical survey which generates

20, 25 percent sample which should be pretty reliable would indicate
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I think far more than half are member firms, are on completed con

tracts, at least for tax reporting purposes, which of course does
not concern this body here.

It doesn't go into it in depth, but

I would also imagine that a good many of them are also using at
least some form of percentage calculation to try to get a method where

they stand--.
MR. PALMER:

Thank you.

MR

The third point I wanted to draw out from my out

ELLING:

line here is that an arbitrary simplistic application of percentage

of completion reporting which seems to be favored by at least a
majority of this group creates many distortions where it runs
afoul of legal and time realities.

Two illustrations here are for

instance the pro-rationing of bonuses.

My own company just fin

ished a contract where it was guaranteed maximum, like an upset,

with an incentive bonus to be realized at the end of the job for

a share of the savings, if any.

Now, our accountants for our

year-end financial statements took the position that we were required

to pro-rate the bonus during the course of the job.
an 18-month contract.

This was about

It happened to coincide and overlap a 2-year

job and they took the viewpoint we should pro-rate the anticipated
bonus based on budget projections as though it were earned piecemeal

as the job progressed.

Now, when I did this at the accountant's
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request and the result mechanically was to create an underbill

because the budget got cranked into the contract authorization.
Nothing got cranked into the anticipated cost structure because the

bonus that was added on that budget did not have any corresponding
cost.

It was based on savings.

So it upped the markup and by

pro-rating it into end revenue without being able to bill it we

created an artificial monster labeled underbill.
MR. BERSCH:

This is with financial statements prepared under

completed contract method?

MR. ELLING:

No.

These financial statements were prepared on

percentage of completion basis.

MR. BERSCH:

Do you prepare on percentage of completion basis?

MR. ELLING:

Yes, we do.Now, as soon I distributed that statement

my bank and my bonding company called me up and accused me of being
sloppy and inefficient and why aren't you going out after the money

you have earned, and I had to explain that even though it shows on

your bill this was actually money that we had no real title to for the next
14 to 2 months, depending on statements.
Another arbitrary distinction where you can get a distortion

with a mechanical application is by trying to shove everything into the same

timeframe.

We run up against the problem for monthly statements with

percentage of completion, and here again I am asking for help more than

I am objecting to the use, because I don't know anything better, but I
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think my basic premises is we need help to operate on a day to

day basis rather than rules to tell us when to use it.

second point is in the area of timing.
job where the customer

But the

Now, we will have one

says "Bill us the 15th of every month."

Some customer says the twentieth, and the third says the twenty
fifth, and the financial reports that we use in our own company

cut off as of the 30th of each month.

Each of those jobs, if you

set up a combination financial chart to show all your overbills

and underbills, you are going to have varying piles of paper accum

ulating in the pots for all these jobs piling up, up and again up and
you are going to give the bankers the impression you are doing a
sloppy job of running the business and all this money is out in limbo

that should be coming into the company.

Now, you don't expect it.

It's not due under the terms of your contract.
never pay it.

Your customer would

He is not expecting a billing, and your vendors don't

expect to get paid because it's not in the terms of their sales agree
ment.

So that one job has a week accumulation.

Another job has a two-

week accumulation, and unless you can give us some kind of a technique
or tool whereby we can run each project within the same company on a

different time cycle and then somehow or other equalize them out, why,

you are going to take a whole pile of distortions, and lump them together.
These three points I brought out to try to illustrate, I think, the

day to day difficulties we wrestle with just in running the shop, you
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know, without even getting involved with our outside professional
accountants except quarterly, and the problems we have in policing any

system in determining controls, trying to keep track of what we are
doing, even if you try to measure accurately a conscientious job,
half the time you don't know if you are coming or going, and it's

just plain appalling to think that with all due respect a bunch of
outsiders who aren't part of the industry are going to sit here and
tell us how you do the job, that you do it this way or that you do it

that way.
Now, to sum up, I respectfully beg to differ.

Now I will welcome

your questions.

CHAIRMAN:

A quick question.

On the change order situation you

were describing when you went from two to two and a half inch steam
piping, how do you price it, if you don't know the cost?
MR. ELLING:

Well, we had originally bid as part of the process

job and then we priced the change order and upped the size and we had
a ratio.

We pulled the original cost items off the line of the original

bid sheet which is arbitrary because some things like the operation of

the welding and fabrication is lumped together and pro-rated by joints,
but it was strictly on allocation and worked out somewhat geometrically,

just like squaring, you know, like two square is four, and two and a half
square is something like 125--something like that—very arbitrary.
MR. PALMER:

Mr. Elling, in your company, typically on a contract
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what percent of the cost of any one contract would you say that all

the fabrication of off-site represents?
MR. ELLING:

I could not separate off-site from on-site.

MR. PALMER:

Because a lot of the work is fabricated--?

MR. ELLING:

A lot of the work is fabricated at the job site.

Some is fabricated off-site in either temporary or permanent jobs,
some by the same crews, by the crews assigned to the project.

So

the cost records do not separate off the line, but I could tell you—
and this is pretty typical of our industry—direct

costs represent

about seventy-five cents on the dollar, and they split roughly three

equal ways, labor and related items, taxes, and fringes are repres
ented third, purchases of material which lump large equipment items such

as boilers with all I can refer to as hardware--we use the term roughing

materials--pipe valves and fittings, and to maintain raw materials
for the piping system is like keeping a hardware store.

That is under

material purchases. And the third major third is sub-contracts to other

industry specialists which attempt to control people and insulators.

MR. PALMER:
two phases,

Have you ever considered breaking a contract into

or in effect segmenting it?

MR. ELLING:

That is exactly what we did--.

MR. PALMER:

Using the completed contract for the

MR. ELLING:

I am sorry, sir.
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I am anticipating--.

fabrication--.

MR. PALMER:

No. I just wondered whether you had considered the

completed contract for the fabrication phase and the percentage of

completion for the installation or construction phase?
MR.ELLING:
opposite.

In fact with the boiler example we did just the

We used the completed contract on the simplistic part be

cause all the fulfillment involved was receiving delivery.

We issued

a purchase order scheduling the delivery, arranged to have a reefer
there with a crane to pick it off and set it in place, and were

entitled to bill for $100,000.

We used the percentage of completion

calculation on the pipe fitting subcontract, wiring, startup

control

and balancing part, because there is where we had the risk and the
management involved, and difficult as it was, unless we made some ef
fort to try to measure how we were coming along, we wouldn't be man

aging anything.

MR. BERSCH:

On that project, I may not have the numbers quite right,

but what you are doing, if you are billing for $100,000, that
is your fee in excess of cost of the boiler?

MR. ELLING:

Yes, but it's a nominal fee because there is a nominal

risk and a nominal skill involved.

To apply percentages to it could

very well be that the purchase and resale in setting in place of a boiler

would carry something like a 3
MR. BERSCH:

percent markup.

But the fact is, the way you are writing the contract,
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the way contractors generally write a contract is that the earnings

rate is not related necessarily to the rate at which you get the

right to bill.
MR. ELLINGS:

Exactly.

So if you have now billed for and collected a

MR. BERSCH:

certain amount of profit that in your own evaluation of your earnings

process you don't feel you have earned--.

MR. ELLING:

Right. We have overbilled--.

MR. BERSCH:

You have overbilled.

MR. ELLING:

We are more conservative ourselves than a single

lump sum contract would be.

Our contract with the owner says if we

furnish two-thirds of the contract we are entitled to ask for two-

thirds of the money.

But I refuse to believe that we have earned two-

thirds of the markup.

:

Now, in the guides also discuss the question of

what enters the earning process.

A very large number, perhaps the

second largest number of comments are on the question of let us have
some earnings for getting that boiler in place.

What you are talking

about is segmenting the contract in order not to take the earnings for
the boiler that is placed before the high risk portion of the

job.

On the other hand let's have the contractor saying "Hey, the

Committee couldn’t restrain us from taking some profit for that process."
Actually, I think--it seems to be on the side opposite the one you are
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talking about.

You don't believe that any more than I do.

MR. LEISENRING:
process.

No, but that isn’t a part of the earning

It may be in a situation like this, that the cost-to-cost

method, is not applicable.
MR. ELLING:

What I am objecting to is there should be one

arbitrary predetermined answer that applies in all cases.

That is

essentially what I want to testify against and get away from.

MR. BERSCH:

I think that is what we are hearing you say.

MR. ELLING:

There are too many variables, too many.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:

Apparently you are using a number of boilers

in picking up those profits, the five percent, ten percent, in other
words on the material procurements.

MR. ELLING:

No, we don't.

We may lump it and average it out.

When preparing a bid we certainly have to do so.
a

When we are citing

contract or preparing a requisition schedule where we draw the line

is to carry it on to internal management reports.
the money.

We like to get the cash flow.

We like to collect

We don't want to kid our

selves that we earned it, that the job is really done.

MR. KASTENHOLZ:

MR. ELLING:

That is an arbitrary determination.

Yes, an arbitrary management determination in our

company we feel we have the right to make.

We feel we are being con

servative and accurate and thorough by doing so.

My concern is that

you are going to take that privilege away.
CHAIRMAN: Mr. Noble?
MR. NOBLE:

I have no further comments.
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Perhaps Lou has.

MR. DIAMOND:

Just a bit.

My orientation is that of a lawyer

with an accounting background who is concerned with tax.

I am sure

you all individually remember not very many years ago when we had

quite a go-around with the I.R.S.fighting against efforts to take
away access to completed contract accounting for tax purposes, and

that seems to have run its course, and that objection , those ob
jections seem to have been withdrawn.

We let out a sigh of relief

then and still let it out--that same sigh. In all we are quite con

cerned with anything that could be deemed to encroach upon that.

I notice in your Exposure Draft that one of the things under con
sideration is the application of mandatory determinations.

Under

certain circumstances only this method meaning percentage of com

pletion which is what we are concerned about could properly reflect

incomes.

We are concerned .

If something like that evolves from

these hearings the next step would be another bout with I.R.S.
saying that you must report for tax purposes in accordance with your
books and if the accounting profession has determined that the only

thing that clearly reflects income is some percentage of completion

approach then we see another threat to our ability to continue to
report for tax purposes on completed contract.

Now, we recognize

that you have made very clear the fact that what you are talking about
is for accounting purposes and is not to be considered as binding for

tax in any way.

However, sometimes the I.R.S. doesn't accept state

ments like that but will accept instead your affirmative
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statement that only this method clearly reflects income.

Who are

They would perhaps again renew their efforts.

we to question?

We

live in great fear of that because while we recognize that there is a
major difference between the purposes involved in financial accounting

and tax accounting, tax accounting is the determining factor--tax

accounting is determining how much tax you owe on gains and profits
that you realize and under those circumstances we take the position and
would still take the position no matter what you do for financial

purposes until the contract is completed and accepted you have not actual
ly recognized income to the degree you must be forced to pay taxes on.
If you choose to, okay, but you can't be forced to despite the fact

there are considerably different purposes to financial accounting.
We don't trust the I.R.S. any further than we can throw and we can't

throw very far.
MR. PALMER:

I don't think there is a member of our Committee

who would try but most of us felt in most cases it's not appropriate
for tax largely due to the fact most of us don't pay tax until you have
the income in some form. I don't think we would advocate paying taxes

on estimated profits so it's in there mainly

to support that position.

Maybe this isn't strong enough.
MR. DIAMOND:

CHAIRMAN:

Well, we are just harboring a concern.

Thank you.

Our next speaker is Mr. Falls of the National

Electrical Manufacturers Association.
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MR. FAULS:

A couple of times today I think several of you made

reference to marching orders.

I wasn't quite sure upon whom, so if

for attention getting purposes some of our language is a little
strong it's not personal.

You won't be able to follow what I am

saying by looking at our written comment letter.
Before commenting on any of the specifics of this proposed

Statement of Position, we want to repeat again our strongly felt
attitude towards AICPA Statements of Position.

We observe that

others, and not all confined to business enterprises, seem to share
a similar opinion.

In the transmittal letter in front of the printed proposed
Statement of Position the Chairman of ACSEC explained the procedure

by which the FASB is expected to review a resulting final statement
of position.

Assuming in due course a designation by the FASB as

preferable for purposes of applying APB Opinion No. 20, that action

will still not establish whatever is in the Statement of Opinion as
mandatory generally accepted accounting principles as indeed you said
I think to start out this morning.

The establishment of any new

mandatory generally accepted accounting principles is a function that is

exclusively the mission of the FASB.

We do acknowledge that the AICPA

and its Accounting Standards Division officially recognize that this

responsibility does belong to the FASB.

However, the tone of this proposal, and even parts of Mr. Wyatt's
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letter, convey the impression that an AICPA Statement of Position,

not only this but others, establishes generally accepted accounting

principles.

By requesting respondents' views on whether choice of

method should be mandatory, ACSEC infers that it could have prescribed
criteria for a mandatory choice.

Now, of course, ACSEC could not

prescribe criteria for a mandatory choice.

To avoid any misunderstanding

by some CPAs and their clients, any resultant statement of position

should clearly state that it is intended to be effectively persuasive,
but without the authority to mandate particular accounting procedures
or disclosures.

It is our understanding that ACSEC or the AICPA can only recommend

the content of a Statement of Position for consideration and adoption
as a Statement of Standards by the FASB.

Or, before adoption through

its due process procedures by the FASB persuade business enterprises
to follow ACSEC recommendations, assuming that current generally accepted

accounting principles are not violated thereby.
If it can be successfully maintained that generally accepted

accounting principles can be altered by issuing an AICPA Statement of
Position, then, in fact, two standard making bodies exist independent
of each other.

tention of ACSEC.

We certainly hope and expect that this is not the in
If it is not, then a resulting statement of position

should say so, unequivocally.
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On another subject we note this hearing was announced and

of course is being conducted by the AICPA Construction Contractor
Guide Committee.

Of course, it would be expected that members

of the Committee have been and are involved in a variety of pro

fessional experiences broader than the field of construction con
tracting.

Yet it would be normal even expected that any group meeting

under such title would approach any perceived problems and conceive
solutions from the perspective of construction contracting.

It is possible that many of our objections to or questions
about this proposal result from the use of terminology and idioms commonly
used in the construction industry.

Presumably most everyone connected

with that industry understands the terms in a particular way perhaps

not shared by manufacturers of most products.

In establishing the scope

of the Statement of Position, both the definitions of a contract and

a

contractor would probably apply to a very significant proportion of

manufacturers, including electrical manufacturers,and in ways we find

it hard to believe what the drafters of this proposal intended.
May I cite an example of how we interpret what appears to be

your intention in the area of the scope of this proposal.
a

Consider

manufacturer of large power transformers who has accepted an order,

and thereby is a contractor, for four transformers to be delivered
at four-month intervals with title to pass and payment to be made on

delivery. While such transformers have multiple common characteristics,
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they are normally manufactured with a particular bundle of character
istics specified by the buyer.

Suppose that during the first four months all four castings
are completed but only one transformer is finished and delivered.

As we read the scope of this proposal and the following parts on the
percentage of completion method, income determination, and computa

tion of income earned for a period under the percentage of completion
method, profit would have to be booked not only on the finished and

delivered transformer but also on the other three castings, either

using Alternative A or Alternative B on page 20.

Our members would consider only the single finished and delivered
transformer in booking sales and cost of sales.

The only remote

possibility we could identify of exempting this situation from the
scope of this proposal would be that part of paragraph 14 which

describes sales from homogeneous continuing production over a period

of time.

Of course we are not sure what you mean by homogeneous continu

ing production or how long is a period of time.

Presumably, if the castings were purchased then profit would

not be assumed to accrue as stated in paragraph 46 when only material
is acquired.

However, if the castings were manufactured in the con

tractor's foundry, then also, presumably, contractor effort was sig
nificantly expended.
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As a final example of terminology which we, and apparently
many others,may be misinterpreting is buyer's specifications
as used in paragraph 12 and footnote 2 on page 8.

Much, probably

most, of what our member manufacturers produce and sell would be
buyer specified under the definition set forth.

Virtually every

thing they sell would be pursuant to a contract as defined in para

graphs 12, 13, 14 and 15.

The title of this proposal uses the

term certain production type contracts and then, as we read it,

anyway proceeds to describe most production type contracts.
We hope you didn't mean what we think you said.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, sir.

Thank you.

Are there any questions?

I think

we got a general tone prevailing from the speakers today that
there is a problem in production type contracts and the application

of them.

MR. FAULS:

We almost think it was accidental, but the way we

read it it seems to us it just catches up all that an industrial manu

facturers makes and sells.
fied by the buyers.

They are contractors.

Is it homogeneous?

The difference is speci

I am not sure they are all

transformers but as to uniqueness about it, what level makes it unique?
MR. HOFFMAN:

Would there be members of your organization that would

be using the percentage method?
MR. FAULS:

Certainly when they are doing what we think of as
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construction contracting, or balancing electrical--well, where there

is a contract to do something outside or even if there is a contract
for $500,000--I am sure they do not at all times.
MR. BERSCH:

If you were doing that contract you talked about

for one transformer as opposed to five, would you be using a per
centage completion contract without the qualification of concerns that
you have expressed?
MR. FAULS:

MR. PALMER:

Our members would not. I can't speak for 550 members.

You look on yourself as being more similar to a

manufacturing company when it's finished and delivered?
MR. FAULS:
MR. BERSCH:

Except many of our members do contracting.

There are three things we are dealing with.

There is construction contract accounting for a unique product, let's

say, or unique objective.

Then there is program accounting and then

there is another body of knowledge that is used extensively called

simply job cost accounting and apparently you perceive your manufacturers
more in that category?
MR. FAULS:
MR. BERSCH:

Yes.

The question, of course, is then whether this guide

should be extended to or retracted from.

The clear line of demarcation

should be drawn between this guide and that--.
MR. FAULS:

We would like a clear demarcation and we would like

to be subtracted from that.
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CHAIRMAN:

In the original guide which I was also involved in and

for which I have taken abuse over the years, the original guide said

something to the effect it was primarily for the construction industry.

However, certain features of the accounting may be applicable to other
production type contracts, something like that.

I guess that the

original guide didn't bother the industry?
MR. FAULS:

It didn't appear to me anybody in the industry read

the words you cited.
CHAIRMAN:

That was issued in '65.

MR. FAULS:

I am sure I read it but I don't remember it.

MR WRIGHT:

May I make one comment?

me that situation itself is different.

I think you will agree with

You would probably use under

the illustrations you gave what may be delivery method.

We have not as

yet--I think it's the first time today that particular method has been

mentioned.
MR. FAULS:
MR. WRIGHT:

It's not in here.

Did your members and the people you have been asso

ciated with use the percentage completion, the completed contracts, the

units of delivery, all at the same time, in varying circumstances?
They don't use a single method consistently and for every contract.
It depends on the circumstances and how you are trying to match cost and

revenues and measure profit and so I think we ought to say we are not
talking about the job cost accounting but all three.
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If you go

back and look at the '76 study of what happened in the Defense industry

you will find that 28 out of the 50 companies used the units of de
livery method for at least part of their sales.

I think that is in

formation that the Committee ought to have and I suspect they have it.
I am sure they have done a better research job.

use of the word "program".
MR. EKLUND:

I am going to avoid the

We are a little uptight about that.

I think you can interpret the SOP to say that the unit

of delivery method is really an output measure of percentage completion.

If someone adopts an accounting policy that says they use the unit of

delivery method of accounting that is consistent with this guide all the
way.

That is not inconsistent in any way with this guide.

MR. WRIGHT:

I do not so interpret it.

I studied this thing.

There

is no authorization as I perceive this draft SOP to use unit of delivery.
MR. FAULS:

It may not be inconsistent with the intent entirely

but it certainly is inconsistent with what we think.

You know, we

would like to read the way you fix it before we give an opinion.

MR. EKLUND:
CHAIRMAN:

That is why we are here.
I will rewrite it for you tonight.

MR. EKLUND:

That is the best offer we had.

CHAIRMAN:

Talking about the units of delivery method of output

could you give us some suggested wording?

MR. FAULS:

Sure, we can come up with it.

Mr. McRae.
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I will mail it to

MR. LEISENRING:
MR. FAULS:

Your preference would clearly be in writing.

I don't know where your marching orders came from,

whether internally generated, whether they were

included purposely or

not, but we would like that dealt with.

It should be separately

addressed.

CHAIRMAN:

To clarify what I meant by marching orders our instruc

tions are given to us by the Accounting Standards Executive Committee and
modified a little bit from time to time.

orders.

That is what I meant by marching

We did not have marching orders as to what to come up with.

They did not necessarily agree with a lot of our recommendations.
Are there other questions or comments?

Thank you very much, sir.

Our next scheduled speaker is Mr. Malcolm Stratemann, CPA, repres

enting the National CPA Group which is a large group of accounting firms.

MR. STRATEMANN:

I want to take this opportunity to briefly present

my thoughts to the Committee concerning this Exposure Draft.
First of all, my name is Malcolm Stratemann.

Institute and partner of a CPA firm in San Antonio.

I am a member of the
I am also the con

struction industry specialist for the National CPA Group and with me

today I have Mr.

, our Executive Director.

The National CPA Group is an association of 30 medium size CPA
firms scattered through the United States, banded together to provide
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themselves with the highest level of professional development, re
views technical specialized knowledge of technical terms and with
other similar technical and administrative resources.

I am here today to recommend three basic changes to the proposed
Statement of Position for Accounting.

local C.P.A. firm from San Antonio.
staff of 28, including 14 CPAs.

Padgett, Stratemann & Co. is a

We have five partners, a total

Approximately 60 percent of our practice

is composed of providing services to the construction industry and re

lated industries to the construction industries.

Our contracts

basically range from $200,000 to $5,000,000 a year and therefore I
guess that I really represent the little guy here today because we have
these people that we provide a lot of service to them.

Prior to my

entering public accounting I spent ten years in the financial and
credit management field, major road construction of a major construction
machinery company in South Texas and I was also a partner in a highway

construction company.
Today I wish to recommend to you three things:

The abolishment

of the completed contract method, the deletion of Alternative B, and

the deletion of disclosure of accounting change due to estimate.
The accounting profession is moving in the right direction by

developing a new position on accounting for performance of construction
type and certain production type contracts.
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The members of the Committee are to be complimented for doing

a

fine job on a difficult assignment and one of which I am sure you have

and will continue to receive criticism, but I for one think that

you

have done a great job.

The completed contract method for reporting construction type

income needs to be abandoned.

The old rule that permitted the use of the

completed method for reporting income has been a constant cause of con
fusion to the construction industry and those people connected with

the industry.

Some have taken the position that the completed contract

method must be used because of the inherent risks involved in your

industry and that the method is conservative.

We as professionals must

provide our clients and the users of the financial statements with basic

data that serves their planning needs.

Every surety company that I know of tries to convert financial re

ports that have been presented on the completed job to the percentage
of completion method.

In their trying to do this they frequently arrive

at figures that are materially different from those that would have re
sulted had the original statement been prepared using the percentage of
completion method of reporting income.

Variances caused by misunderstanding

of the basic figures can cause extensive harm to the construction industry

and to the accounting profession.

Some CPAs take the position that you
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just can't determine how much it is going to cost to finish the job
or how much profit you are going to make on the job.

Many of the other

figures on the financial statement are estimates, so what is wrong
with us using the percentage of completion and adding some sort of pro

fessional judgment to the contracts that are in progress?
Reasonable conclusions can be drawn by using the various avail

able audit techniques.

The users of the statements realize the in

herent problems of construction and therefore they expect that variances

will occur between the estimates and the final result when the job is
finished.

With the passing of time both the CPA and the third parties

will be developing historical data concerning their clients and will be

able to decide how accurate that client is on his estimating base.
So again, the use of soundly prepared percentage of completion financial

statements will benefit all connected with the construction industry.

There are times, yes, when it is impossible to develop good estimates
on the profitability of a contract if a job is going to have a profit
or what its cost is going to be.

The new zero profit margin method is an ex

cellent substitute for the completed contract method.

This new method

is excellent for that special job but should not be the general method
of reporting income.

The zero profit margin method provides a more mean

ingful financial statement than the completed contract method.
Everyone is an expert and we tell you 10 things and 5 are on each

side, and you have to make up your mind--.
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(laughter)

CHAIRMAN:

--and keep our clients.

MR. STRATEMANN:

It is my opinion that the time has come to dis

continue the use of the completed contract method.

Alternative B should not be the method for determining the gross
profit. The users of the financial statements want them presented in

a manner they can understand.

Alternative B has one solid advantage

and as far as I am concerned many disadvantages.

The only real thing that

"B" has going for it is that the cost to date is always the amount of
costs that have been incurred to date regardless of the method used
for determining the percentage of completion and that’s fine.

However,

the possible large variances in gross profit percentages between
periods will result in mass confusion and it will make forecasting by
bankers and surety companies literally impossible.
By far, the most used and accepted method of determining the

percentage of completion in our area is the cost to cost method.

The

contractors using this method will be reporting their actual costs in
curred thus removing as far as I am concerned the only advantage of

Alternative B.
Alternative B needs to be deleted from the statement of position.

Alternatives are frequently confusing and undermine the credibility of
accounting.

I feel it is the responsibility of this Committee to re

duce rather than create alternatives.

It should not be required that we disclose changes in accounting
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estimates when the changes are the result of construction. The

disclosure of the change of accounting estimate for work in
progress will provide more problems for the profession then what
we need to undertake.

The clients auditing and accounting budget

will end up being used for auditing changes of accounting estimate
rather than providing other more beneficial benefits to our clients.

Will we have to make this disclosure on a job by job basis, job area
basis, type of work basis or any number of other possible basis that

someone might think of?
Just think of the problem of attempting to determine as to why

job results varies from original estimates and then assigning a
dollar value to those changes or those causes.

Every construction

oriented CPA tries to arrive at the reasons why results differ

from ex

pectations-- but I question whether any of us have the abilities to

assign a true dollar value to those variances.

Many of us provide individual job cost data as supplemental in
formation upon which no opinion is expressed.

It would appear to me that

this disclosure requirement would now result in us having to express

an opinion on the individual job results rather than construction re

sults as a whole.
Just think for a moment how time consuming that will be to assign
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values to the storm, or inflation, or engineering change, or labor
problems, or whatever other kinds of problems there might be.

The additional professional fees that will be caused by this will
produce a real burden on the small contractor.

The reporting of a change in accounting estimate should not be
required for construction type contracts.

In conclusion I urge the Committee that you should abolish the
completed contract method, that you delete Alternative B, and that the
disclosure of accounting change due to estimates not be required for
construction type contracts.
Thank you for having allowed me to make this presentation.

CHAIRMAN:

I would just like to say Mr. Stratemann is not a ringer

(laughter) and I think he is a particularly courageous man to stand up

here today and express his comments after hearing some of the others

earlier this morning.

I also wish we had put him on in the morning

rather than in the afternoon.
MR. PALMER:

I think I can see why you are so successful in the con

struction industry.

I have a couple of questions.

Do you see any segment of the construction industry or any cir
cumstances in which the completed contract method might be the only way

to go?
MR. STRATEMANN:

MR. PALMER:

Yes, it's possible that there is.

For example, if I were a paving contractor who paved
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60 driveways a day, every day of the year, would you then still say that

I should use percentage completion method?

MR. STRATEMANN:

Well, I think effectively, on that short a dura

tion, you are effectively going to be a percentage completion anyway.
You have some method where you will be billing those out on recurring

short intervals.

It's like a plumbing contractor that is doing a

90-day job for a little cottage somewhere.

He's going to bill at two

or three intervals in there, and the difference between the percentage

of completion and the amount that he billed is not going to be a material

amount.

Now, conceivably a guy could have had to be on completed

contract, I guess--something like that.

MR. PALMER:

Would you feel that we have accomplished in effect

what you recommend by making it difficult to use the completed contract
method in this guide as it now stands unless you can demonstrate that a
contractor has primarily a short term contract, or there are inherent
hazards of such a nature it is impossible to forecast?
MR. STRATEMANN:

The way I read it, yes.

What I am concerned about

is that other people will say "Well, it doesn't say that you can't, so there

fore I will."

There

are a lot of people out there in

the profession that

will do something simply because they think they have found an out.
MR. PALMER:

In the area of Alternative A and B,

neither Alternative A

nor B are important if you are going to use the cost to cost method--.
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MR. STRATEMANN:
MR. PALMER:

That is correct.

But it's your opinion then if you are going to use

any other method of percentage completion it would be better to use

estimated cost in the income statement than actual cost to date of
that period, is that correct?
MR. STRATEMANN:

Yes.

Mainly, and my main concern is the variance

in the percentage of gross profit.

On the right combination of figures

we will lose credibility with the users of the financial statement when
we prepare a statement this year that says 25 percent gross profit and

next year the end result is 5 percent.
MR. PALMER:

If we segment the contracts are you aware that we would

get the same result?
MR. STRATEMANN:

MR. PALMER:

CHAIRMAN:

Well, that would be different.

I understand that.

Thank you.
Any other questions?

VOICE IN THE BACK:

I have a few comments.

primary user of the financial statement?
MR. STRATEMANN:

Management, right.

Number one, who is the

Is it not management, primarily?
Management is the primary user

and if you are on completed contract then you can have your own data

made available to you and you can do your own resetting of the figures.
But the surety companies and the banks don't have that data available

to them.

So they go further and they fill out a form and say"Hey,

this person has a gross profit of a certain percent" and they are going
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to arbitrarily think that you have so much profit left on the job

which might be more or considerably less than what is expected to be
there.

VOICE IN THE BACK:

I think management is

I disagree with you.

capable of communicating these things to its surety and to

it's banking

relationship in a manner that will be sufficient for them to comply,
and to completely ignore Alternative B is completely misleading.

I

also object to the other statement you made although I don't necessarily
disagree with abolishing a completed contract.

The statement that you

as a CPA have a better feeling for determining the cost and percentage

of completion than the person who is dealing with it on a daily basis-I don't understand how you can say you are more qualified to do this.
MR. STRATEMANN:

Well, if I said that I did not mean to say that.

It is up to management to try to determine where they stand.
give an example.

Let me

Within the last six months we took on a new client

who for years had been on a completed contract, and he actually thought
he was setting the world on fire this year.
worth of business.

He did about $12,000,000

As far as he was concerned he was going to show a

half million dollar profit.

He thought everything was beautiful.

When we reset his figures he realized that his bidding that he was cur
rently using was completely out of line with the results being shown.
So instead of him having made $500,000 over a 2-year period of time that
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he thought he had made, he had really made about $460,000 last

year and $40,000 this year, and the only way he found it out was to
reset back to percentage completion and he had always been on
completed job.

He didn't know.

He just didn't know.

Now, granted, the larger contractor that has all this internal staff,
they are going to know, but again, I think those are at least in

total numbers

in the minority compared to the mass under completed

contract.

MR. LEISENRING:

May I make one comment on your recommendation that

disclosure of accounting changes due to estimates not be required for

construction type contracts, I think it’s reasonably obvious from the
different comments we have heard today there is some language problems in
our discussion of estimates.

I am not sure that people are viewing what

the document says as we intended, which means obviously we didn’t do as
good a writing job as we could have, but to say you are not going to

disclose estimate changes strikes me you have now given us the authority to

amend APB 20 because APB 20 already sets that basic requirement.

I am

a little concerned, perhaps, some people are reading it that it doesn’t
require that, but APB 20 sets the standards for estimate changes, and

requires disclosure.
guidance.

All we were trying to do is give implementation

It certainly is not within our authority to say that, for

estimate changes result in a construction contract, don’t bother to

read paragraph 33 of APB 20.
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MR. STRATEMANN:

Again, the way I read that was that we were

looking at each job individually whereas the rules I have been laboring
under say if there is something that has happened that has caused a

significant change as a whole, and it's material to the whole deal,
sure, it needs to be disclosed, but I question whether we need to go
through a hundred jobs during the year and disclose why 20 of them had

material variances.
CHAIRMAN:

rewriting problem on that.

I think we have a

MR. STRATEMANN:

Well, I did not understand that obviously, or

maybe I'm not reading it correctly.
MR. LEISENRING:

The

fact that we used a job as an illustration

in the Appendix I think has led

CHAIRMAN:

to some erroneous conclusions.

Well, thank you very much sir.

I appreciate it.

MR. STRATEMANN: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN:

Well, that is the conclusion of the formal comments.

I think we have a number of projects ahead of us.

I think I have jotted

down some things--clarification of the status of the guide and its
applicability and implementation. There are many areas requiring clari
fication in the writing and areas--some areas require re-examination,

the question of revenue recognition, combining and segmenting, com
putation

of earned income, and method A and method B, and the views

we heard today with respect to that,

questions with respect to re

vision of estimates, general dissatisfaction with respect to joint
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ventures and I don't know how we are going to address that exactly,

except perhaps to refer to the fact that the whole project is under
study by another group which may not be a satisfactory answer, but it

may be at least to this group a necessary answer.

We will also examine the disclosure requirements and we will start
on this tomorrow.

I think our main job tomorrow will be making assign

ments to the Committee, and obviously we don't expect to get the
galleys to anybody tomorrow night.

We thank you all for attending and appreciate your comments which
were very positive, constructive and helpful.

VOICE IN THE BACK:

MR. LEISENRING:

What would you say is the timetable now?

One of the things we decided not to do is to try

to forecast.

CHAIRMAN:

I would hope by the end of the summer, and I think

on some of these views we will be getting back to different individuals.
I don't anticipate another public hearing.

I may be overruled on that,

but I would say that some of these things will be bounced off people

who have talked today.

Thanks again.
(The hearing adjourned at 4:30 p.m.)
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THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA
1957 E Street. N W • Washington. D.C 20006 • (202) 393-2040 • TWX 710-955-1134 AGC AGTN
PAUL N HOWARD JR President
IVAL R CIANCHETTE Senior Vice President
CLIFF MORTENSEN Treasurer
JAMES M SPROUSE Executive Vice President

THOMAS E DAILEY, Vice President
HUBERT BEATTY Executive Director

March 7, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
File Ref. 2357
American Institute
of Certified Public
Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

Dear Mr. McRae:
The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) is
planning an oral presentation regarding the exposure draft of
the "Audit and Accounting Guide for Construction Contractors"
at the AICPA public hearings on April 22, 1980. Mr. Robert
Varnon will be AGC's spokesman and will require approximately
twenty minutes to offer this presentation.

AGC understands that March 25, 1980 is the deadline
for submission of written comments or summaries of proposed
oral presentations. However, due to its annual convention,
which is scheduled for March 21 through March 26, the written
portion of AGC’s oral statement will be submitted on April 1,
1980.
If you have any questions or need further information,
Please call me at (202) 393-2040, ext. 215. Thank you.

DOUGLAS CROWLEY
Director
Tax and Fiscal Services
DC: ja

THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA
1957 E Street, N.W

Washington, D.C. 20006

IVAL R CIANCHETTE, President
GABRIEL J ALBERICI, Treasurer

(202) 393-2040 - TWX: 710-822-9406 AGC WSH

THOMAS E DAILEY, Senior Vice President
JAMES M SPROUSE, Executive Vice President

H C HELDENFELS, Vice President
HUBERT BEATTY, Executive Director

April 3, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Accounting Standards Division
File 2357
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

Dear Mr. McRae:
I have enclosed the comments of the Associated General
Contractors of America (AGC) regarding the Audit and Accounting
Guide for Construction Contractors and the related Statement of
Position. This document is AGC’s official written statement on
the subject and will serve as the framework for the association's
oral comments at the public hearings on April 22, 1980 in Wash
ington, D.C.

Thank you.

DOUGLAS CROWLEY
Director
Tax and Fiscal Services

DC: ja
Enclosure
cc:

William C. Daniels, Jr.
Robert Varnon

AGC Comments on AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
for Construction Contractors

The Associated General Constructors of America (AGC) represents
more than 30,000 firms including 8,000 of America’s leading general

contracting companies which are responsible for the employment of more
than 2,500,000 employees.

These member contractors perform more than

eighty percent of America's contract construction of commercial build

ings, highways, industrial and municipal-utility facilities.

We

appreciate this opportunity to submit AGC’s written comment on the

Audit and Accounting Guide for Construction Contractors and the re
lated Statement of Position.
All but a very few of our members are closely held businesses

whose financial statements are considered very personal and privileged
documents.

Each contractor has a very strong feeling associated with

what is necessary and adequate disclosure for his own particular case.

We have endeavored to review the audit guide based on our conviction
that the improvement in the condition of construction industry finan

cial statement consistency and uniformity does not require a job-by
job disclosure.

Those readers who require more detailed disclosure

will continue to be able to obtain additional information on request.
We are pleased that this exposure draft of the audit guide
succeeds in providing the reader with a very good explanation of the

many and diverse aspects of construction accounting.

We are focusing

our comments in several areas where we feel the text should be clari
fied or corrected.
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INCOME RECOGNITION
The position expressed by the audit guide that the two methods
of income recognition (completed contract method and percentage of

completion method) should not be acceptable alternatives for the same
circumstances would enhance uniformity in construction industry ac

counting.

We can see, however, that there will be a certain amount of

apparent inconsistency to be expected in those cases where projects
are all of relatively short duration.

It is our understanding that

many contractors who now present their financial statements on the
completed contract method because of the relatively short term nature
of their work will be able to continue to do so.

The circumstances

which would lead the contractor to decide it would be more appropriate
to change to the percentage-of-completion method would vary widely.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN ALERNATIVE A & B
Refer to Paragraphs 77 and 78 which define the differences
between Alternative A and B for the computation of income earned for

a period under the percentage-of-completion method.
The initial sentence and other language within each paragraph

implies that Alternative B is a less than satisfactory method for the
determination of income.

In actual practice within the construction

industry, however, Alternative B or a modification thereof is the

more common procedure used by those contractors reporting on the
percentage-of-completion method.
The last sentence of Paragraph 22 of the SOP says "The percen
tage-of-completion method informs the users of the general purpose
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financial statements of the volume of economic activity of a company.”

Most contractors consider that the accumulated total of the cost of
labor, material, supplies, equipment rent, subcontractors and other

direct project costs is the most identifiable and accurately deter
minable basis for

measuring

economic activity.

These project costs

are the independent variable in the equation defining recognition of

income.

In other words, contractors evaluate how much income should

be recognized based on how much progress has been accomplished given

the project costs incurred to date.
For example, page 20 has a section dealing with "Provisions for

Anticipated Losses on Contracts."

The last sentence recommends that a

loss should be reflected in the income statement as an element of

contract costs rather than a reduction of contract revenue.

A contrac

tor using Alternative B would reduce the revenue amount rather than

increase the cost.

The reasoning is that he incurred more cost to

accomplish the recorded progress than he anticipated.

Hence, if cost

is considered the independent variable, then revenue would be recog

nized at a level less than the cost to establish the loss provision.
The important concept is that contractors view costs as the driving

factor in income recognition.
We are concerned that language in the SOP indicating that
Alternative B is not totally satisfactory could ultimately result in
its being banned as an approved method.

The language of the SOP

should be modified to recognize that Alternative B is as acceptable

as Alternative A.
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EXCLUSION OF MATERIAL COST FROM COST OF WORK IN PROGRESS

Paragraph 46 should be revised as follows:

Second sentence:

"Profit is not assumed to accrue merely as a result of the issuing

of purchase orders for materials or other tangible items to be used

in the performance of the contract or the awarding of subcontracts."
Paragraph 47 should be revised as follows:

Third sentence:

"These include the value of items such as uninstalled materials

issued or transferred from the contractor’s inventory unless specifi
cally produced or fabricated for the project or the portion of sub

contracts that have not been performed."
The last sentence beginning with "For example..." should be
deleted.
The theory that the value of materials and other tangible items

purchased specifically for a project are not to be considered as con
tract costs for purposes of determining progress toward completion

until installed, is not consistent with the facts that exist in the

construction industry.
1)

Most construction contracts require the contractor to
’furnish and install" materials.

The activities of

selecting, pricing, purchasing, expediting, storing,

safeguarding, etc., require a substantial effort,
the cost of which is included in the total contract

cost.

2)

Most construction contracts provide for payment by

the owner for material purchased, delivered and
safely stored at the job site or other approved
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storage areas including the contractor’s own yards
or warehouse if adequately identified and segre
gated from other materials.

The title to such

material customarily transfers to the owner as
soon as delivered to the storage area.

The con

tractor retains only lien right.
3)

The necessity of stockpiling materials and supplies
in advance of commencing the installation effort

continues throughout the term of the project (not
just the early stages) and frequently involves a sub

stantial planning and expediting effort to insure that

sufficient, suitable supplies are available when
required.

Most contractors carry very little in

ventory when compared to project requirement
quantities and follow the practice of purchasing

even standard items specifically for a project.
The distinction between standard materials pur

chased for a specific project and items specifically
produced or fabricated is inappropriate.

Therefore,

the value of material specifically purchased or

fabricated for a project should be included in
costs provided such materials have been delivered

to the project site or other suitable storage area.
The value of materials purchased but not delivered

and the portion of issued subcontracts not performed
should be excluded from costs.
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CLAIMS
Paragraph 63 should be revised as follows:
"If that practice is followed, the amounts of such claims may
be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements provided the

amounts so disclosed are clearly identified as claimed amounts and
may not be realized in whole or in part."

Given the requirements in Paragraph 62 that must be met in order

that revenue from claims be included in the financial statements,
the adoption of a policy of not recording revenue from claims until

received or awarded must be based on the uncertainty of realization of

the claimed amounts.

The requirement of disclosing uncertain items

may cause unnecessary problems for the issuers of the statements.

Pre

mature disclosure may weaken the legal or competitive position of the
issuers.

Disclosure of claims that are later settled for lesser

amounts or result in no recovery would have to be explained in sub
sequent notes and might result in difficulties or legal action from
shareholders or regulatory agencies.

Paragraph 64 of the SOP which

refers to Paragraph 17 of FASB Statement No. 5 reinforces the fact that

disclosure of claimed amounts should be permitted rather than required.
DISCLOSURE OF CHANGES IN ESTIMATES
Page 106-107, Paragraph 79-80
The absence of disclosure of the effect of changes in contract

profit estimates in the statements of contractors is conclusive evi
dence that, in the almost nine years of APB 20's existence, the

accounting profession has generally and consistently interpreted these
changes to be of the nature of uncollectible receivables and inventory
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obsolescence estimate changes for which disclosure is not required.

As

the second sentence of Paragraph 79 recognized, these contract profit
estimates are without question "estimates made each period in the

ordinary course of accounting" for which disclosure is termed unnec
essary by APB 20, Paragraph 33.

Thus, Paragraph 80 should be amended

by replacing the last sentence with:
"Disclosure of the effects of revisions of contract estimates

should be considered, as recommended by Paragraph 33 of APB Opinion 20

for estimates made each period in the ordinary course of accounting,

if they have a material effect on financial position or operating
results."

The determination of the effect of change in estimates is in
fact not so easily accomplished as Appendix F’s over-simplification
would suggest.

The segregation of the change in estimated profit

level into its current-period induced component (inefficiencies,

quantity variances, etc.) would be highly subjective in nature.

Since

to disclose the economic effect of the current period upon the esti

mates would be inappropriate, it follows that the disclosure would
require (as Appendix F presents) such a segregation.

Since this se

gregation will necessarily be highly subjective, the disclosure could

and likely would be misleading.

Therefore, since estimating contracts

is an inherent part of the contracting business and since efforts to,
in effect, disclose a restatement of earnings from period to period

would be likely misleading, it would seem preferable to bar the dis
closure of the effect of estimate changes per se.
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The interests of the banking and surety parties who have

sought such disclosures would be better served, as they are at pre
sent, by their direct inquiry of the contractor of the specifics of
underlying contract data.

COMBINING CONTRACTS
Page 99, Paragraph 35-36
There are many instances in which it is not practical nor
desirable to segregate the cost and accounting for contracts although
the contracts were separately bid on a competitive basis.

There are

even instances in which, although the second project is competitively
bid, the award is made by change order to the first contract.

Econo

mically, there are occasions upon which a first project is bid to

position the contractor favorably for bidding the second project.
More frequently, the physical integration or proximity of two projects

are such that single administration and unitized costing of the pro

jects are much more efficient.

(It would be appropriate to note that,

if two contracts, whether bid or negotiated, meet the criteria of
Paragraph 36. c., segregating the contracts may be practically impos
sible.)

For these reasons, it would be inappropriate to say that

competitive bidding of the projects as a sole criteria dictates sepa
rate accounting for the projects.

Accordingly, Footnote 5 should be

eliminated and Paragraph 36. a. re-written to apply the criteria of

Paragraph 36 to competively-bid as well as negotiated contracts.

EXCESS BILLINGS
Chapter 6, Page 42
The concept that billings in excess of costs and recognized
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profits are deferred income only to the extent that the billings ex

ceed total estimated costs plus contract profits earned ignores the
common situation in which from period to period (whether month to

month or year to year) the same relationship of accrual revenues to

percentage-of-completion revenues exists.

That is, at each interim

measurement point to the point at which the full contract revenues are
recognized, there will exist this excess of billings.

Therefore, to

employ the method prescribed in Chapter 6 would be to classify that

which will not be at any interim measurement date an obligation to a

third-party as a current liability.

In fact, the excess amount repre

sents the profits on the project, already billed, not yet recognized,

awaiting

accrual

to net worth.

Since the Audit Guide summarily dismisses this deferred income

concept as lacking substantive support and discusses neither this
specific issue nor the conceptual nature of billings in excess of costs
and recognized profits, it is not possible to review the rationale which
led the committee to its conclusion.

It should suffice to enumerate

the following points and logically connect them to establish that the

deferred income concept does have substantive support.
First, commonly the relationship between accrual revenues and
percentage-of-completion revenues that gives rise to the excess bill
ings exists at each subsequent interim measurement date.
Second, the characteristic of deferred income that distinguishes

it from a liability is its ultimate inclusion in net worth in contrast
to becoming an obligation to a third-party.

The earnings attributed

upon an accounting basis have no correlation with the earnings legally
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attributable to the interim point performance and there exists no

corresponding obligation to repay or refund to the owner.

Third, this difference in revenue accrual derives from the same

profit estimation upon which the profit and loss recognition is de

pendent.

Thus, if the profit estimations are reliable (and they are

relied upon for revenue recognition) and the relationship of percen
tage-of-completion revenues to accrual revenues will continue at each

interim measurement point, the excess billings to the extent of un
recognized ultimate gross profit will not become an obligation to an

outside party.

Therefore, excess billings are deferred income and should be
accorded such treatment.

Excess billings should be treated as current

liabilities only to the extent such excess exceeds unrecognized gross

profits or there is compelling evidence that the existing relationship
of the revenue recognitions will not continue at interim measurement

points to project completion.
JOINT VENTURES
Chapter 3
The Audit and Accounting Guide for Construction Contractors

specifically defines a joint venture "as a business entity owned and
operated by a group of businesses as a separate and specific project
for the mutual benefit of members of the group.

A joint venture is

operated by one or more of its owners but all owners participate either
directly or indirectly in its management."

This definition shows

that the AICPA has recognized that a joint venture is exactly what its

name would imply, that is, a vehicle for the undertaking of a specific

construction project, by a method which allows for joint performance
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of such contract.

In most cases all venturers provide cash and/or

equipment, personnel and knowhow.

In many cases each venturer may be assigned responsibility for
a specific portion of the job with direct management over that portion

of the contract.

The financial statement presentation of joint venture

participation should therefore be such that it would allow for a re
presentation of the real economic effect of such a combined business
effort.
The discussion in Chapter 3, "Accounting for and Reporting

Investments in Construction Joint Ventures," while perhaps in con
formity with APB 18, does not reflect a construction joint venture.
A construction joint venture is formed very simply for a basic reason
--to "divide" a construction contract into smaller segments for the
purpose of sharing risks, financial resources, equipment, construction

specialities, personnel, etc.
A construction joint venture is a different entity than is pre

sented and described as a corporate venture or a general or limited

partnership and is very much akin to an "undivided interest" concept.
It may well be that the majority of construction joint ventures are

"undivided interests" and not seldom so as recited in the proposed

accounting guide.
The concept of "dividing" a contract is exemplified by joint

ventures where venturers "severally" bond on the total contract.
This basic concept of "dividing" contracts has led to the established

financial accounting practices and disclosures prevalent in contrac
tors' financial statements, in the same manner that the oil and gas
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industry has developed industry practices for. oil and gas ventures.
APPLICATION OF APB 18 (EQUITY METHOD OF ACCOUNTING FOR INVESTMENT IN
COMMON STOCKS)
The recommendation in Footnote 1 of Chapter 3 "to conform

existing accounting practice for investments in all types of construc
tion industry joint venturers to the requirements of APB Opinion 18”

reflects a lack of understanding of construction joint ventures as
well as APB 18.
The application of APB 18 to construction joint ventures is not

appropriate.

Very few construction joint ventures would be "controlled"

by a venturer with an interest of over 50 percent but all would have
one of the venturers as the joint venture sponsor.

The sponsor is the

construction manager of the project and reports to the management com
mittee made up of the individual venturer’s representatives.

The

management committee monitors the construction progress and is charged

with approval of major change orders, equipment purchases, etc.

Nor

mally a majority vote of the "Management Committee" can change the

sponsor.

An interpretation of APB 18 could result in interpreting

"sponsored" as meaning the same as "controlled."
The proposed application of APB 18 to all construction joint

ventures has led to recommendations in the Audit and Accounting Guide

for Construction Contractors that are not appropriate.
INCOME STATEMENT
An acceptable method of disclosure of joint venture activities

in the income statement should be the inclusion in revenues, cost of
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revenues, and gross profits of the contractor ’s pro-rata share of

joint venture revenues, costs of revenues and gross profit.
The presentation of the contractor ’s pro-rata share of joint

venture revenues and costs presents to the user of the financial
statements a more informative income statement since it would pre
sent "total construction revenues."

Sureties, banks, other creditors,

and shareholders are interested in "total construction revenues" of a

contractor.

The proportionate consolidation method of showing the

proportionate share of joint venture participation is the best way to

show the "full economic activity" of a contractor.

The income state

ment could separately disclose amounts included from joint venture
participation where the information would be necessary for a proper

disclosure, although such information is normally included in the

footnotes.
The comments heretofore have referred to the pro-rata method of

inclusion of joint venture activities in the income statement.

The

equity method of accounting for joint venture investments could be

appropriate in some circumstances for construction joint ventures,
especially where the venturer may be a minor participant or a passive

type investor.

BALANCE SHEET PRESENTATION
A contractor’s participation in joint ventures is generally in
cluded in the balance sheet either on a proportionate method of consoli
dation or one line equity method.

Both of these methods should

continue to be acceptable presentations.
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If the proportionate method of consolidation is used, the

classification should be consistent with classification of assets
and liabilities of other construction contracts.

Equipment speci

fically purchased for a joint venture for use on the contract should

be considered as contract costs.
The one line equity method investment would be classified as
current if in accordance with the contractor's operating cycle.
FULL CONSOLIDATION
The full consolidation concept of joint venture investments
would be inappropriate and misleading.

The accounting practices

described previously as well as the current practice of footnoting
4

is a disclosure of joint venture participation in a manner more
indicative of the real economic effect of joint venture participation.

Full consolidation of a joint venture in an income statement
could result in substantial overstatement of business activity as
well as gross profits, and a substantial distortion of other deduc

tions if minority interest was included therein.
Full consolidation of a joint venture balance sheet could

result in substantial distortions and variances in working capital in
an industry where working capital is a critical and primary test of

bidding and bonding capacity.
The conclusion would be that if full consolidation were re

quired of joint venture investments sufficient information would have
to be furnished to enable the user to de-consolidate the financial
statements.
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TRANSACTIONS WITH JOINT VENTURE

The recitation of a "general rule" that the contributions of

assets other than cash should be recorded at the book value of the

venturer is unrealistic.

While it may be appropriate in some cir

cumstances not to record such assets at fair market value, the ini
tial example gives a proper recognition of transfer of equipment to

a joint venture.
The general rule should be that if the members agree on an

arm’s length price on equipment sold and transferred to the joint

venture, the value agreed to by the venturers should be the basis of
assets for the joint venture.

If the joint venture has acquired equipment from ventures with
affair market value in excess of tax basis (where transfer was a

tax-free transaction) the joint venture agreement normally provides
for an equitable allocation of tax depreciation to the venturer

contributing "low tax basis" assets.

CONCLUSION
We have attempted to focus our comments in the areas where
we feel the exposure draft of the audit guide needs revision.

hope that our comments will be helpful in your review process.

We
The

audit guide should have a beneficial effect on improving the quality
of financial statement presentations in the construction industry.

We look forward to its publication.

However, we would appreciate

your consideration in making some important improvements in its
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American Institute of CPA’s
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Dear Mr.

McRae:

This letter is to advise you that it is my intention
to make an oral presentation to the AICPA Accounting
Standards Division on April 22nd, regarding the
statement of position, Accounting for Performance of
Construction-Type and Certain Production Type
Contracts.
It is estimated that this presentation
will take between fifteen and thirty minutes.

As you can see, I represent the Associated General
Contractors of California.
We are a group of 2100
contractors and affiliate members.
This group is
very active in the promotion of general contracting.
This year and last, I have served as Chairman of our
Tax and Industry Finance Committee.
This Committee
is active in its review and support of tax and
financial matters as they relate to contracting.
I
would also like to indicate that I am a CPA and
currently have the position of Chief Financial
Officer for a general contractor listed in Engineering
News Records 400 largest.
Yours

truly,

D. A. Hughes
Chairman
Tax & Industry Finance Committee

DAH:jo
CC:

Earle Beattie
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LABOR DEPARTMENTS

Northern California Labor Dept
8301 Edgewater Drive
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(415) 568 8839

1980

Southern California Labor Dept
2551 Beverly Boulevard
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(213) 385 6031
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1255 Post Street, Suite 814
San Francisco, California 94109
(415) 776 2054

8301 Edgewater Drive
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Mr. Thomas W. McRae
File Ref. 2357
American Institute of CPAs
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York
10036

Dear Mr.

McRae:

Enclosed please find in outline form, the discussion
topic which I intend to present before the AICPA
Construction Contractors Guide Committee, on
April 22nd and 23rd, in Washington, D. C .

Our Organization feels that due to the paper work
hold up at AICPA Headquarters, that the time
requirements outlined in the Guide are too restrictive.
On February 18th I ordered a copy of the Exposure
Draft.
This was done by phone, with the Order
Department.
On March 17th, I finally received the
Exposure Draft.
If this is any indication of the
response time to all requests, than it does not
appear that those contractors desiring to comment
will have had an adequate opportunity to do so.

D. A. Hughes
Chairman
Tax & Industry Finance Committee

DAH:j o

Enclosure

The following is an analysis made by the subcommittee of
AGC of California Tax & Industry Finance Committee.
The
points which are made here are to be presented in an oral
position paper with the AICPA.

I.

II.

Segmenting a Contract

a)

Paragraph 37 reads in part ”....The nature,
types, and aggregate amount of contracts
reported on a segmented basis should be
disclosed in a note to the financial statements.”

b)

Disclosure of Aggregate amounts might result
in providing competition with data which is of
a confidential nature.
We advocate the
elimination of those words from this paragraph.

c)

Paragraph 38 and 39 reads in part "The contractor
has a significant history of providing similar
services to customers under separate contracts
for each significant segment to which a profit
margin is higher than the overall profit margin
on the project as assigned".

d)

This will limit this application only to those
contractors who have been in business in the
past.
No new contractor would even be permitted
to segment a contract from this point forward.

e)

We feel it is more realistic to rely upon
intent
and how the contract was bid rather
than to require a lot of other criteria
including limitations based upon experience
and the fact that bids were submitted on both
the total project and its components.

Cost Elements a)

b)

Income Determination

Paragraph 69L reads "The nature of costs
assigned to contracts should be disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements including
identification of the major types of costs
included in contract costs.
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III.

IV.

Provisions

for anticipated losses on contracts.

a)

Paragraph 85 reads in part "Provisions for
losses on contracts should be shown separately
as liabilities on the balance sheet, except in
circumstances in which related costs are
accumulated on the balance sheet, in which case
the provisions may be deducted from the related
accumulated costs."

b)

We know of no other industry which is required
to show separately potential losses on its
balance sheet, by product line or classification.

c)

A better method appears to be one which due to
calculation of earnings on the contract would
result in an adjustment in the account "billed
in excess of earned".

Revised Estimated
a)

Paragraphs 79 and 80 requiring disclosure of
revisions to estimates of contract elements
seems to be in direct conflict with paragraph 28.

b)

Basically 79 and 80 say that estimating is a
science which can be precise in its measurement
and paragraph 28 says that it is not.

c)

We are unsure of what is meant when it says
"the effects of revisions of contract estimates
should be disclosed as required by paragraph 33
of APB Opinion 20, if they have a material effect
on financial position or operating results".
Do
you mean material in relation to revenue, or cost,
or gross profit, or to all three?

d)

We believe that disclosure may provide unfair
penalty
upon the contractor who performs
negotiated cost plus contracts.
Disclosure may
result in confusion upon the part of the reader
and that he may feel he cannot rely upon the
contractor’s original estimate of costs, due to
circumstances for which the contractor had no
control.

e)

For those who really need to know this information
the facts are disclosed in the supplemental data
in the contract analysis statement.
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V.

VI .

VII .

Change Orders
a)

Paragraph 60 reads "If change orders are in
dispute or are unapproved in regard to both
scope and price, they should be evaluated as
claims."

b)

We feel that this paragraph should be eliminated
as change orders are not the same as claims.

c)

We believe that this paragraph discriminates
against the "fast track" contractor who performs
a high proportion of his work under change
orders.

Claims
a)

Paragraph 64 reads "If the requirements in
paragraph 62 are not met or if those requirements
are met, but the claim exceeds the recorded
contract costs, a contingent asset should be
disclosed in accordance with paragraph 17 of
FASB Statement No. 5."

b)

We believe that this paragraph should be
eliminated.
Recording of the claim should be
in the same manner as any other cost element
of the contract.
It is fair and conservative
to report as allowed by paragraph 63, but to
require disclosure under paragraph 64 will lend
more substance to the argument than is
meritorious.

Alternative A vs.

a)

Alternative B

The alternative A and B example provided in
Appendix F and previous discussion in
paragraphs 76 through 78 provide a basis for
computation of income earned for a period under
the percentage of completion method.
Alternative
A allows for playing around with the cost element
in the recording of progress on the contract.
Alternative B is the traditional method used by
general contractors and does not provide for
the rearrangement of the cost element.
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b)

By
by
is

indicating that Alternative A was favored
the majority the SOP indicates that this
the more favorable method to use.

While this section does permit the use of
Alternative B we do not feel it appropriate
to even remotely refer to any comment which
might show a preference for Alternative A.
We, therefore, request that this section be
reworded to just indicate the alternatives
without reference to majority or minority
support of committee.

VIII.

c)

As defined in paragraph 16, a contractor is
not a developer.
This SOP has now contradicted
itself in the promotion of Alternative A.
This
is a method used by developers.
This attempt
to lump all types of long term contractors and
developers into a category to be governed by
one set of principles is misleading and hard
to understand.
It is also unfair to the
contractor in that it will require changes in
his method of operation.

d)

Alternative A does not seem to be appropriate
at all.
Cost is the only element available to
most general contractors.
It is the one item
of the contract which can be easily identified and
recorded.
It is perhaps the only thing which
is consistent between projects and the various
con tractors .

Input and Output Measures

a)

Paragraph 43 reads in part "The several approaches
to measuring progress on a contract can be
grouped into input and output measures.
Input
measures are made in terms of efforts devoted
to a contract. . . .Output measures are made in
terms of results directly and is generally the
best measure of progress toward completion....
However, output measures often cannot be
established. "

b)

We believe that saying one method is more
preferable than another is incorrect.
It is
far more important that a consistent method
be used.
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IX.

c)

Use of such words as "however” lead the reader
to believe that inconsistancy can exist in the
application of this section.

d)

We urge you to be more positive.
Indicate
straight out that more than one method exists
and that neither is more preferable, but that
the circumstances are the key factors to
consider in deciding which method to use.
Also we urge you to use phrases such as,
application of one method should be consistently
applied.

Backlog on

Existing Contracts

a)

In Chapter 6 of the Guide, the discussion about
disclosure of backlog is presented.
It says,
"Contractors are encouraged to present, at the
minimum, backlog information for signed contracts
on hand whose cancellation is not anticipated.

b)

We believe that this will be very difficult for
contractors to perform on a consistent basis
with that of other contractors to be a meaning
ful number.
What is to be included?
change
orders? those contracts with only letter of
invent? verbal contracts? etc.

zachry
H. B. ZACHRY COMPANY
General Contractors

Charles Ebrom
Vice President and Treasurer

11 January 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, Inc.
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
Ref:

a) Accounting for Performance of
Construction-Type and Certain
Production-Type Contracts
b) AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
for Construction Contractors

Dear Mr. McRae:
We wish to advise you that a representative of H. B. Zachry Company
will be present at the April 22 hearing and present a statement on
the above mentioned exposure drafts.
We would appreciate it if you would send us two copies of the two
exposure drafts.

Very truly yours,

H. B. ZACHRY COMPANY

Charles Ebrom
Vice President & Treasurer

Post Office Box 21130 Son Antonio, Texas 78285 (512)922-1213* Cable Address ZACO

KACHRY
H. B. ZACHRY COMPANY
General Contractors
Charles Ebrom
Vice President and Treasurer

March 13, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
File Ref. 2357
American Institute of CPAs
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Dear Mr. McRae:

We had previously advised you by letter of January 11, 1980, that
H.B. Zachry Company will present an oral presentation on April 22,
1980 on the proposed guide.

We expect that Mr. H.B. Zachry, Jr., will make a presentation of
approximately 15 minutes. Should Mr. Zachry be unable to attend
another representative of H.B. Zachry will present his statement.
Yours truly,

H.B. ZACHRY COMPANY

Charles Ebrom
Vice President & Treasurer
ds

Post Office Box 21130 • Son Antonio Texas 78285 (512)922 1213 Cable Address ZACO

H. B. ZACHRY COMPANY
General Contractors

31 March 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Manager, Accounting Standards Division
File 2357
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Re:

Audit and Accounting Guide for Construction Contractors and Appendix 1 Proposed SOP Accounting for Performance of Construction Type and Certain
Production Type Contracts

Dear Mr. McRae:

We submit the following comments on the above referenced guide for your considera
tion. We plan to have a representative make an oral presentation at your April 22,
hearing.

H. B. Zachry Company, a closely held company with no public stock outstanding, is
a general contractor and with its construction subsidiaries has construction
revenues in excess of $300,000,000. H. B. Zachry Company was ranked 42nd in the
Engineering News Record's ranking of construction companies on contracts awarded
in 1978.
In addition to its construction operations, the Company has subsidiaries
engaged in sand, gravel and aggregate sales, cement manufacture, hotel and parking
garage operations, hospitals and medical office building operations, and other
miscellaneous operations.

We have commented on some of the specific areas of the guide which we feel need
to be reexamined, however, in general we feel that the guide may be attempting
to go into too great of detail in setting rules without considering the complexity
and interaction of the various elements of a construction contract.

CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES
The proposed accounting guide would require a disclosure of changes in accounting
estimates be made currently. APB 20 states, "disclosures of the effect of «those
income statement amounts is not necessary for estimates made each period in the
ordinary course of accounting for items such as uncollectible accounts or
inventory obsolescence; however, disclosure is recommended if the effect of a
change in the estimate is material".

Post Office Box 21130 * San Antonio Texas 78285 * (512) 922 1213 * Cable Address ZACO Telex 76-7426

AICPAs

31 March 1980

We object to the disclosure requirement in the accounting guide. Revisions in
estimated costs to complete on construction projects are estimates made in the
ordinary course of business, just as estimated reserve for uncollectible accounts
or inventory obsolescence are for other businesses. The determination of each
change in estimated costs to complete between which represents "a change in
accounting estimate" and which represents "other changes" is impractical.
Such
a requirement could result in an overemphasis on determination of "accounting
estimates" instead of the real concern of our auditor and ourselves in the
reasonableness of the cost to complete, contract revenues, and job pro
gress.

H. B. Zachry Company managerial personnel, starting with job management, reviews
actual cost to estimated cost weekly for labor and equipment, and monthly on
total contract costs. Not less than every three months job management is re
quired to re-project cost to complete. This revised cost to complete includes
all changes on the job including change orders, additional/reduced quantities,
productivity gains/losses, etc. Cost projections prepared by job management
are subsequently reviewed by division and senior management.
The cost projection process is a key managerial process in our organization, as
it is for all contractors. However, to put an "accounting estimate change" rule
as a part of this process would accomplish nothing and would actually hinder the
effectiveness of the process. We find the accounting profession imposing on our
personnel involved in the cost projection process an untenable requirement to
distinguish on their cost projection calculations, the amount of "accounting
estimate changes", as opposed to all "other changes" in the cost projection.
The monitoring of these changes are not so determinable as the SOP and
examples would indicate.

We would not object to a provision in the accounting guide that requires dis
closure of "changes in cost to complete" on a project that materially effected
the overall operating results of the entity, but we believe that it is present
industry practice to do so, which is the apparent intent of APB 20.
The "accounting guide" proposes far more than this, and in doing so creates an
unnecessary burden on contractors as well as the independent auditor.

The explanation of cost projection is very much over simplified in the guide from
real job circumstances. For example, a construction job may have 500 different
cost codes. The individual cost projection of each of these codes may increase,
stay the same, or decrease. Many times the change in cost estimate is affected
by quantity changes, productivity, scheduling, design change, etc. Would the
accounting guide propose that a contractor total the increases, decreases, or is
offset permissible? If so, at what level is offset permissible? Individual
contract level? Area level? Company level?

Appendix F reflects a very simple example to a very complex matter. A change in
cost to complete, identified as "inefficiencies not known at end of year one", is
not as easily defined in actual practice. What is an inefficiency?
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Since most contractors, in any given year, could have examples of Appendix F and
Appendix E - Example 5, and if both examples had occurred the same year, the
results would then be:
Appendix E - Example 5
Understatement of prior year income
Appendix F
Overstatement of prior year income

Net Change in accounting estimate

$1,200,000
1,612,000

$ (412,000)

Query: does the guide propose such offset, and if so, is it material as a net
amount? Since both represent a change in accounting estimate, would both changes
have to be disclosed?
The accounting guide should also clarify whether in the circumstances of a "loss
contract” where the loss results from the change in accounting estimate, should
the same disclosure be made as indicated, Appendix E - Example 5 or Appendix F?
If so, how would the allocation of the loss be made to prior periods?

We have given you our managerial procedures on our changes to cost to complete.
Assume we have 100 contracts in progress, each with a minimum four re-estimates
during the year - each estimate would have to be computed for "accounting estimate
changes" and "other changes" with a requirement to keep cumulative changes by type
of change. The increased administrative costs of such a procedure must be chal
lenged.
We have very serious concerns about the significance of "accounting estimate
changes" per se, and the added administrative costs to accomplish the disclosure.
Even if amounts are determinable, the accounting guide still leaves many concerns
unanswered.

We would suggest that instead of the procedures proposed by the SOP, that APB 20
be used as intended, that is when contract revenues or costs to complete change
drastically, and that change has a material overall effect on the company’s
financial statement, that disclosures then be made, regardless of whether change
is due to "accounting estimate" changes or whatever.
JOINT VENTURES

H. B. Zachry Company has been and continues to be involved with construction
joint ventures for both domestic and foreign projects. Each of the joint ventures
was formed to divide risks and share resources, whether it be cash, equipment,
expertise, etc., or combination of any two or more.
The company uses the one-line equity method for balance sheet and proportionate
consolidation for the income statement, with footnote disclosure on assets and
liabilities of the joint ventures.
The balance sheet presentation of the one-line equity method has been used
consistently for all joint ventures, whether the participation was 10% or 60%
and whether the company was sponsor or not. The single line equity enables the
user to evaluate the joint venture investment easier than if a full consolidation
of joint ventures were made and full consolidation could be misleading. The
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proportionate method of consolidation has been reviewed as a variation of our
accounting practices, but we have found our financial statement users are well
satisfied with our method.

The proportionate consolidation method has been used for the income statement
since it discloses Zachry’s construction volume accurately. This concept of
showing proportionate share of joint venture revenue is consistent with the
guide’s preference for percentage of completion method - paragraph 22, "The
percentage of completion method informs the users of the general purpose
financial statements of the volume of economic activity of a company,” and
again in paragraph 34, in relation to zero profit margin contract. This
approach gives users of general purpose financial statements an indication of
the volume of a company’s business and of the application of its economic
resources.
The construction joint ventures in which the company has participated have
adopted the percentage of completion method of reporting, consistent with the
company’s accounting practices.
H. B. Zachry Company considers its share of joint venture contracts as an
important part of the backlog, but nothing in the guide suggests inclusion in
backlog (when disclosed) the pro-rata share of all of the joint venture
contracts.

On the basis of the foregoing, in accordance with established industry practice,
the company’s financial statements present properly and informatively the infor
mation needed by its sureties, creditors, and customers.
DEFERRED INCOME TAXES
Since the accounting guide has left the final resolution of the problem of
current classification of deferred income taxes to the FASB, we will limit our
comments thereon.

The "total current concept" does not reflect economic reality, does not reflect
the operating cycle of the contractor since there are non-current assets directly
related to and consumed in the construction contract cycle, disregards the going
concern concept, is inconsistent with other comparable circumstances.

EXCESS BILLINGS
In the determination of excess billings, a distinction should be made between
deferred income and advance billings. Deferred income, in industry terms, re
presents billings in excess of earned revenues to the extent of remaining unearned
profit on the contract. This deferred income does not represent a liability and
should not be classified as such, much less a current liability.

If the auditor’s verification of a contractor’s estimated cost to complete is
properly done, and the contractor has adequate internal and managerial controls
to insure validity of contract cost projections, the auditor should have no
difficulties in ascertaining which portion of excess billings represent deferred
income, and which portion represents an actual liability for advance billings.
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We would suggest a reconsideration and clarification of the accounting guide
position on balance sheet classification of deferred income included in excess
billings.

COMBINING AND SEGMENTING CONTRACTS
The rules for combining and segmenting contracts must include subjective judgment
in the application of technical rules. We do not believe that footnote 5, "indi
vidual contracts obtained through competitive bidding should not be combined for
accounting purposes" is valid. There are many circumstances where jobs are bid
competitively with the intent of combining contract operations.

Appendix C - Illustration of Segmenting Criteria - Example 5, does not represent
a good example of "not segmenting" but in the facts and circumstances given,
would appear that the contractor should have sufficient data that the three
power plants would have to be segmented for proper managerial control. The
differences in the work conditions of the power plants would indicate that they
are not in "same general vicinity" as required by paragraph 36(d).
We object to disclosure requirement of segmenting and combining, as suggested
in Appendix V (XX).
If the contractor has met the required segmenting/combining
guidelines, the auditor has verified the application, then an accounting practice
disclosure that the contractor segments or combines as appropriate in accordance
with general accounting principles should be sufficient disclosure.

CLASSIFIED BALANCE SHEET
Other Deferred Costs

The guide recommends separate classification of deferred costs arising from
claims, costs incurred on anticipated work, etc. Insofar as possible, costs
which are contract related should be included in contract costs, and not classi
fied as deferred costs. This is particularly important on costs of claims since
(1) total claim cost might not be so easily determinable, (2) all cost applic
able to contracts should be included with that contract and included in contracts
in progress schedule.
Equipment

The guide needs to be specific on balance sheet presentation of equipment
specifically purchased for a contract — is it segregated? Is it included in
contract cost? Is it included in cost for determining progress under the cost
to cost method?

Obligations for Equipment Assigned to Individual Contract
A different requirement (equipment assigned to a contract) is set out for equip
ment obligations as compared to equipment purchased specifically for a contract.
The same guidelines should be applicable to assets as they are to liabilities,
and the fact that equipment is specifically assigned to an individual contract
does not make the obligation current. The total obligation should be current
only if the equipment is classified as current.
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AUDITING

We recognize that the auditing section of the guide refers to the independent
auditor’s procedures involved in auditing the contractor’s books and records,
and for that reason we will limit our comments thereon.
We ask the removal of the recommendation (page 66) that "discussions with....
bonding company personnel or customer’s representatives, regarding the status
of the contract and any significant problems". The confirmation of contract
progress, pay estimates and retention receivable, job site inventories reim
bursed, etc., with job owner or his representative is certainly an acceptable
and required procedure but not the discussion of the job with job owner or
owner’s representative.
If there is an audit exception reported to the auditor
by the owner/representative, then it may be necessary for a meeting, and if so
the contractor should be present.
In the same manner unless the contract has been taken over by the bondin
company, or the bonding company requires discussions as a condition of bonding,
there is no reason to discuss the contract with the bonding company.

The discussion by the auditor with owner/owner representative or bonding company
representative could have detrimental legal consequences in the event of later
litigation, or the auditor could be placed in position of receiving notice of
"contract event" as representative of contractor.

Audit procedures (p. 73) provide for verification of contract costs in that
"contractor has included in accumulated contract costs identifiable direct
and indirect costs and an acceptable and consistent allocation of overhead to
specific contracts". Clarification should be made of the above of what "over
head costs" is, since general and administrative costs are not allocable to
contracts except under certain circumstances, i.e., completed contract method,
under contract accounting guidelines (p. 18). Industry practices normally con
sider "overhead" to include general and administrative costs.
EXAMPLES
The examples in the guide could be clarified to enable the user to understand
not only the income statement but the balance sheet presentation as well.
Illustration:

Appendix E - Exhibit 6 - Loss Contract
The facts given, the journal entry shown would appear to indicate that a
balance sheet reserve for the $60,000 is established.

The facts are such that such reserve should be offset against unbilled costs
on the contract as follows:
End of Year 19__

Revenues
Cost

Billings

Earned

$1,480,000
1,550,000
$ (70,000)

$1,490,400
1,550,400
$ (60,000)
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Difference
$ 10,400
400
$ 10,000

31 March 1980

AICPAs

The balance sheet classification of this contract should be:

Unbilled Costs

$10,000

Under the example no "additional cash" is needed to complete contract at loss
of $60,000, and there should be a net cash inflow of $10,000 at contract
completion. This offset is in accordance with SOP, paragraph 85.
It would be helpful to many potential users (sureties, bankers, creditors, etc.)
of the accounting guide to illustrate the balance sheet presentation of this
example as well as other examples.

SAMPLE REPORT
Information missing from Schedule 3 - Contracts in Progress is estimated com
pletion date. The other information normally included in jobs in progress
schedule is percentage of completion at end of each of the periods included.

The comparison of only "gross profit" on Schedule 1 - Earnings from Contracts,
should be expanded to include prior years revenues earned or delete the gross
profit comparison.

GENERAL

We commend the guide committee for all of it’s work. The guide has progressed
very far from the initial draft and from the 1965 guide. We would recommend
that the accounting guide be exactly that; a listing of many rules would negate
the effectiveness of the guide if the rules are so onerous that they take away
judgment from the contractor and the independent auditor.
Yours truly

H. B. ZACHRY COMPANY

Charles Ebrom
Vice President and Treasurer

ds
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Johnson Controls, Inc.
507 East Michigan Street
Post Office Box 423
Milwaukee, Wl 53201
Tel 414/276 9200

James H. Keyes
Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

JOHNSON
CONTROLS

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
American Institute of CPA's
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

March 6, 1980
Re:

File Ref. 2357

Dear Mr. McRae:
Johnson Controls, Inc. is a diversified company
with significant construction-type business activity.
The company's accounting and reporting principles and
practices will undoubtedly be influenced by a revised
industry audit guide, Audits of Construction Contractors,
and a related statement of position, Accounting for
Performance of Construction-Type and Certain Production
Type Contracts. Therefore, the company intends to make
an oral presentation on the issues raised in the expo
sure drafts of the audit guide and related statement
of position.

The company's presentation will be made by the
undersigned. We anticipate that approximately 10-15
minutes will be required.
Very truly yours,

JOHNSON CONTROLS, INC.

J. H. Keyes
Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer
JHK:jd

Johnson Controls, Inc.
507 East Michigan Street
Post Office Box 423
Milwaukee, Wl 53201
Tel. 414/276 9200
James H. Keyes
Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

JOHNSON
CONTROLS

Mr. Thomas W. McRae, Manager
Accounting Standards
American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY
10036
March 24, 1980

Re:

File 2357

Dear Mr. McRae:

On behalf of Johnson Controls, Inc., I will be making
a presentation before the hearing scheduled in Washington,
D. C. on April 22 and 23, 1980.
This presentation will be based on the
the December 21, 1979 exposure draft of the
of position, "Accounting for Performance of
and Certain Production-Type Contracts", and
exposure draft, "Audit and Accounting Guide
Contractors".

issues raised in
proposed statement
Construction-Type
the January 5, 1980
for Construction

A copy of my presentation will be forwarded to you on
Friday, March 28.
I apologize for the delay in getting this
to you and if you have any questions, I can be reached at
414-228-2701.
Very truly yours,

Chief Financial Officer
JHK:jd

Johnson Controls, Inc.
507 East Michigan Street
Post Office Box 423
Milwaukee, Wl 53201
Tel 414/276 9200

James H Keyes
Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

JOHNSON
CONTROLS

Mr. Thomas W. McRae, Manager
Accounting Standards
American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

April 4, 1980

Re:

File 2357

Dear Mr. McRae:
I am enclosing the presentation I will be making on
behalf of Johnson Controls, Inc. at the hearing scheduled
in Washington, D. C. on April 22 and 23, 1980.
The attachment indicated in Point I.B.2. of my pre
sentation will be forwarded to you on Monday.

Very truly yours,

JOHNSON CONTROLS, INC.

J. H. Keyes
Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer
JHK:jd
Encl.

Johnson Controls, Inc.

AICPA PRESENTATION
April 22 & 23, 1980
Washington, D. C.

The purpose of our presentation is to convince the AICPA
Accounting Standard Division that the completed-contract method
of accounting should remain an acceptable accounting method as
currently stated in ARB45.

I.

The reasons for publishing the exposure draft and in
particular for curtailing the use of the completedcontract method of accounting are neither clearly de
fined or justified. From the information that is pre
sented, there appears to be three major reasons why the
changes are being proposed; none of which we find per
suasive.

A.

B.

The percentage-of-completion method of accounting
purports to present a more timely relationship be
tween gross profit and period costs. We would ob
serve that this is not a compelling reason for
change since we can point to other existing general
ly accepted accounting principles which are not
governed by this matching premise. As examples:

1.

Development costs certainly arc expenses today
while the revenue or gross profit is recognize
at a later point in time.

2.

Both LIFO and FIFO inventory methods are gen
erally accepted. Two similar companies may
adopt different methods and report significantly
different results. The two companies have not
achieved a consistent matching of gross profit
and period expenses.

It is suggested that percentage-of-completion would
add more conformity and consistency to long-term
contract accounting. The percentage-of-completion
method in practice does neither since companies
applying the percentage-of-completion method can
and do use a wide variety of assumptions and pro
cedures. For users of financial statements to rely
on the percentage-of-completion method as a consistent
measurement of performance across companies within an
industry is very misleading.

Johnson Controls.

C.

II.
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1.

The exposure draft itself outlines several alterna
tive measurement methods that can be used.
In fact,
different methods may be used for individual cost
centers or contracts within a company.

2.

More fundamentally, company managements follow widely
varying philosophies in applying the percentage-ofcompletion method. A list compiled by V. B. Castellani
& Co., Inc., is attached showing some of the methods
used.

In paragraph 22, the committee cites contractor rights
and progress payments as reasons for its recommendation
of the percentage-of-completion method. The Company
does not believe these reasons to be conclusive in all
circumstances. Foreclosure action under lien rights
against an owner can force sale of a property or lodge
a permanent injunction against transfer of ownership,
thus indicating that only a conditional title to the
goods or services has passed to the owner.
In addition,
a right of replevin may exist for certain specialty
contractors. In the case of progress payments, the
industry standard of withholding retention, generally
in an amount equivalent to the next income, may indicate
that income is not actually earned until the complete
discharge of the contractual obligation. Under these
circumstances, recognition of income without reasonably
parallel cash flow for payment of dividends or reinvest
ment, may be misleading.

The percentage of completion method requires the estimating
of future costs and, in certain instances, future revenues.
In view of inflation, changes in foreign currency exchange
rates, and other factors, this is extremely difficult and
is essentially a form of forecasting. This might be con
sidered a significant departure from currently accepted
historical cost concepts.

A.

The committee, in its discussion regarding the various
units to be used in measuring progress towards completion,
has disregarded the impact of inflation over the duration
of the contract.
It has presumed that all effort expend
ed should generate equal revenue and income over the life
of a project. To the extent that the cost of a unit of
measure will vary, revenue and income must also vary, to
avoid the misstatement of income and net assets in the
earlier stages of a project.

Johnson Controls. Inc.

III.
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B.

Many financial statements being prepared today using
the percentage-of-completion method are incorrect,
perhaps materially, because of the rapidly changing
rate of inflation.
Proper matching of costs and re
venues by quarter would require continuing restatement
which in practice is rarely done due to time and cost
restraints.

C.

The completed-contract method is a more precise and
conservative measure of performance.
In periods of
economic uncertainty, the completed contract method
increases the credibility of reported results.

The committee has superficially treated the tax consequences.
A.

Historically, tax and financial reporting for long-term
contracts has been different. However, we feel that over
a period of time, the use of the completed-contract
method for tax purposes would erode if it was not an
acceptable financial reporting method.
This would have
a serious negative financial impact on many long-term
contractors.

B.

Certain foreign countries allow completed-contract method
only if tax and book are the same. The regulations as
proposed would require either dual accounting or fore
going tax benefits within those countries.

IV.

We recognize that measurement of income under any type of
accounting for long-term contracts is difficult.
If the
committee feels that improved reporting is needed, perhaps
additional emphasis should be placed on a cash flow state
ment or a statement of changes in financial position within
the construction industry. We use cash flow measurements
along with a project control system as our main internal
management tools.

V.

The exposure draft has been prepared showing a definite bias.
While we would admit that our comments are biased, we are
disappointed that a professional group reviewing a critical
area of accounting policy would not use a more objective
viewpoint and present a more balanced picture.

VI.

We, Johnson Controls, would have some specific and signifi
cant problems relating to the adoption of the proposed policy
statement.

A.

The company does not and has not kept any percentage-ofcompletion records. Restatement for five years would be
extremely difficult if not impossible. Also, if we were
to restate, would we do it using the benefit of hindsight
or try to reconstruct using our best estimates at a given
point in time?

Johnson Controls. Inc.
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B.

The complexity of restating and changing our systems to
adopt percentage of completion is overwhelming. We cur
rently have in excess of 12,000 contracts (profit centers)
which are being executed in 120 domestic and 30 foreign
branches. The costs we would incur to apply proper
accounting control to engineering estimates of future
costs and estimated stages of completion would be sub
stantial. We doubt that these costs would be of signi
ficant benefit to the company. Our increased cost of
doing business would, of course, eventually be passed to
out customers in the form of increased costs.

C.

Use of the percentage-of-completion method would un
doubtedly increase our annual audit costs due to the
complexities of the method and the inherent difficulties
and uncertainties involved in estimating future costs.
The timeliness of our quarterly and annual reporting to
our shareholders and the investing public would also be
adversely affected.
########

Johnson Controls, Inc.
507 East Michigan Street
Post Office Box 423
Milwaukee, Wl 53201
Tel. 414/276 9200
James H. Keyes
Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

JOHNSON
CONTROLS

Mr. Thomas W. McRae, Manager
Accounting Standards
American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
April 7, 1980

Re:

File 2357

Dear Mr. McRae:

Enclosed is the attachment indicated in Point I.B.2.
of my presentation which was forwarded to you on April 4,
1980.
Very truly yours,

JOHNSON CONTROLS, INC.

J. H. Keyes
Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer
JHK:jd
Attach.

over the long term, these differences are largely
ameliorated when operating results are viewed over a
period of a number of years as has been done in much of
this analysis Still, the information contained in the
exhibits to this analysis should be considered in light of the
accounting methods used for financial reporting purposes
by the individual companies
In EXHIBIT 4 we have summarized some of the most
significant alternative accounting methods used for
financial reporting purposes by the construction
contracting and related companies included in this
analysis Some of the effects of the use of alternative
accounting methods are discussed in the following
paragraphs

historical costs in the preparation of financial statements
will not in general have an overly significant effect on the
comparability of the figures
Accordingly, the historical cost basis of financial
statements generally does not have as significant an effect
in reducing the comparability of financial statements of
companies engaged in construction contracting and
related activities as would typically be the case in many
other industries There are some exceptions, however,
most notably companies with large investments in very
large, long-lived construction equipment such as dredges
and companies which engage in related manufacturing or
fabrication activities and which consequently have
significant investments in facilities to support such
activities. This is particularly true of the companies in this
analysis included in the environmental and pollution
control classification since these companies are strongly
orientated towards manufacturing In these cases the
reader should consider the possible effects of the timing of
asset purchases in assessing the comparative
information.
In general, the most significant source of lack of
comparability among the operating results reported by
companies engaged in construction contracting and
related activities results from the different accounting
methods used by the various companies for financial
reporting purposes including subtle differences in the
application of the same general accounting methods.
Within the constraints of Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles a company often has available to it a number of
alternative ways by which to report the same business
activity or event. These include the use of the percentage
of completion or completed contract method of income
recognition on long-term contracts; the use of a number of
alternative depreciation methods including straight-line
and various accelerated depreciation methods; alternative
methods of inventory valuation such as first-in, first-out
(FIFO), last-in, first-out (LIFO), average cost, and identified
item methods; and alternative treatment of investment tax
credits either as a credit in full in the year the credit arises
(flow-through method) or by amortizing the effects of
investment tax credits over the lives of the purchased
assets.
For the most part the various alternative accounting
methods have an effect on periodic reported operating
results of either accelerating or deferring income
recognition, thereby increasing or decreasing the amount
of income reported in a given period and often the volatility
of reported earnings from period to period, although the
achievement of these effects is not necessarily the reason
a particular company might have adopted one accounting
method over another. In individual cases one of the
alternative accounting methods might be preferable due to
the specific circumstances or characteristics of that
company's business. In other instances the accounting
method chosen is largely based on management's
preferences or simply historical reasons
The alternative accounting methods by which the
results of operations are reported by the various
companies included in this analysis and the resulting
effects on periodic reported income do, however, tend to
reduce the comparability of the reported figures
Fortunately, since most of these effects are essentially
timing differences affecting the period in which income is
reported but not the total amount of income reportable

RECOGNITION OF INCOME ON LONG
TERM CONTRACTS
The determination of periodic net income by fiscal years,
quarters, etc through the matching of costs and revenues,
usually reported in the form of an income statement, is a
principal purpose of accounting practice. This task is not
necessarily simple, since it requires allocating the activities
of an ongoing business into fixed time periods such as
fiscal years and quarters which very seldom coincide
precisely with the periods during which each of the
various activities comprising the total business were
started or completed.
The problem of how and when to recognize income is
greatly complicated for a typical construction contracting
firm, since a typical construction contract involves work
spanning a period of several years and thus includes
activities that are performed during a number of
successive financial reporting periods. The method
chosen by which income is recognized on long-term
contracts and the subtle variations in the application of the
chosen method are generally the most significant
accounting alternatives available to United States and
Canadian companies engaged in construction contracting
and related activities.
There are two generally accepted accounting methods
most commonly used by construction contracting
companies for the recognition of income on long-term
contracts: the completed contract method and the
percentage of completion method. The completed contract
method recognizes income only when a contract is
substantially completed. Accordingly, costs on a contract
in progress and billings are accumulated while work is
being performed, but no revenue, costs, or income are
reported until the contract is substantially completed. At
such time as a contract is substantially completed, all the
revenue, costs, and income attributable to that contract
are recognized at one time, even though the contract
activities were typically performed over a number of
preceding years
The percentage of completion method recognizes
income periodically as work on individual contracts
progresses. The amount of income recognized at any given
time is essentially an estimate usually based on a
percentage of costs incurred to date and estimates of the
total costs which will be incurred through completion of
the contract relative to the total anticipated gross profit.
The principal advantage of the completed contract
method is that it is based on final results rather than
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estimates of unperformed work The principal
disadvantage inherent in the use of the completed
contract method is that the reporting of all the income at
one time at the end of larger contracts would normally be
expected to cause large variations in a company's reported
operating results from period to period A second
disadvantage is that the completed contract method does
not reflect current performance where the length of a
contract extends into more than one accounting period as
is the case with almost all large construction contracts To
some extent statements reported on a completed contract
basis reflect conditions existent at a time perhaps three to
four years prior to the financial statement date when the
contracts currently being reported completed were initially
obtained and much of the work performed Available bid
profit margin,
the industry could have deteriorated or
improved materially since that date, but there would be
little indication of this to someone reviewing a company's
recent financial statements
Of the handful of publicly-traded companies included in
this analysis which utilize the completed contract method
for financial reporting purposes, only the modest-sized
National Valve and Manufacturing Co tends to report
rather volatile earnings from year to year because of the
effects of reporting all the income earned on individual
contracts on the one day that the contract was considered
completed. The other publicly-traded companies which
report on a completed contract basis are in general much
larger, and thus the one-time effects of the completion of
individual contracts are largely smoothed out as a result of
the large number of contracts, completed during each
period.
As noted previously there is also some evidence that
management of a number of publicly-traded companies
seeks to influence the reporting of earnings in order to
achieve a more consistent earnings and earnings per
share growth record. Although the reporting of periodic
earnings based on the use of the percentage of completion
method is generally considered to be most susceptible to
management's influence due to the method's inherent
dependence upon estimates of percentages of completion
and costs to complete, reported periodic earnings can
often also be readily managed in the case of the use of the
completed contract method. This can be done simply by
managing the completion dates on contracts approaching
completion near the end of a fiscal period. It is often
necessary to influence the date on which a contract is
considered completed by only a few days to cause it to be
considered completed in one period or another and
thereby to transfer all the revenues and earnings
reportable on that contract from one period to another.
The reporting of a consistent earnings and earnings per
share growth trend in the case of a company using the
completed contract method is also enhanced by the
avoidance of the need to make potentially significant
adjustments to income reported on contracts in progress
in prior periods in cases where percentage of completion
and cost to complete estimates and consequently the
amount of income previously recognized prove to be
significantly inaccurate.
Companies reporting on the completed contract method
can also, in general, much more accurately predict
reported revenues and earnings for the immediately
succeeding periods since to a large extent such revenues
and earnings will be derived from contracts which are
already well along towards completion and thus contracts

on which the company has substantial information upon
which to assess the gross profit which ultimately will be
reported at such time as the? contract is substantially
completed Unfortunately, although this information
providing a reliable indication of reportable earnings in the
immediately succeeding periods would usually be readily
available to management from internal sources, the
company's most recent financial statements would
normally provide almost no clue to the outside analyst
An additional effect generally resulting from the use of
the completed contract method is the reporting of a
somewhat reduced level of stockholders' equity,
essentially reduced by the amount of deferred income
recognition as compared to the use of the percentage of
completion method Such a lower reported level of
stockholders' equity would tend to result in a somewhat
higher indicated return on stockholders' equity in the
exhibits included in this analysis In the case of a growing
company this effect would often be balanced by the
reporting of a reduced level of earnings because of the
delay in revenue and earnings recognition inherent in the
use of the completed contract method.
The principal advantage of the percentage of completion
method is that income is recognized periodically during
the periods in which the activities actually took place. The
necessity of the use of estimates is the principal
disadvantage of this method since it requires reliance
upon estimates of ultimate costs and involves risks of
possible unforeseen costs.
Although the vast majority of publicly-held United
States and Canadian companies engaged in construction
contracting and related activities utilize the percentage of
completion method for recognition of income on long-term
contracts, there are, in fact, a myriad of subtle differences
in the way in which the percentage of completion method
is applied in practice. These subtle differences are not
always described in the notes to a company's financial
statements even though these differences can, have
material effects when compared to operating results
reported by other companies also utilizing the percentage
of completion method.
Some of the differences in the method of application of
the percentage of completion method tend to enhance
reported earnings over the short term while others tend
strongly towards conservatism and in so doing, tend to
help reduce the volatility in reported earnings from year to
year and/or help establish a float of unrecognized
earnings which can aid in the future management of
reported earnings.
For instance, a few companies defer a portion of income
recognition under the percentage of completion method
until a contract reaches a specific completion level. Some
companies do not report any income on a percentage of
completion basis until a contract is at least ten percent
(10%) completed, others wait until at least twenty percent
(20%) completed, and others wait until thirty, forty, or fifty
percent (30%, 40%, or 50%) completed.
Some companies do not recognize any profit pickup on a
contract beyond the original bid profit estimate until the
contract is well under way, sometimes not until the
contract is at least fifty or sixty percent (50% or 60%)
completed. Thus any profit pickup beyond the original bid
estimate due to such causes as lower cost redesign of
portions of the work, better-than-anticipated labor
productivity, and better-than-anticipated buyout of
materials is not taken into account until the later phases of
the contract.
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V.B. CASTELLANI & CO., INC.

A few companies recognize increasing percentages of
total estimated gross profit as a contract progresses Thus
when a contract is only fifty percent completed the
company might recognize only a fraction of fifty percent of
the total estimated final gross profit As the work proceeds
towards completion, the fraction of the estimated gross
profit which would have been recognized on a straight
percentage of completion basis is increased until one
hundred percent of the gross profit recognizable on a
straight percentage of completion basis is recognized
when the contract approaches one hundred percent
completed
At least one company reduces reported earnings
determined on a percentage of completion basis by ten
percent (10%) of direct costs incurred until a contract is
essentially completed This has the effect of deferring
recognition of a significant portion of the profit on a
contract until it is completed, almost to the extent inherent
in the application of the completed contract method, but
without significantly deferring the amount of revenue
recognition
A few companies in the past have maintained operating
reserves against earnings reported on a percentage of
completion basis with the resulting effect of deferring
income recognition to the extent of the operating reserve
but by so doing, creating a float or buffer that greatly
facilitates the reporting of a more consistent earnings and
earnings per share growth trend The maintenance of
such reserves against operations is in general contrary to
accepted accounting practices in the United States and
Canada, although, as discussed above, the same effect is
often achieved by other, more subtle methods
Additionally, there are innumerable ways by which
various companies in the industry determine percentage
of completion itself In some instances engineering
estimates of the percentage of physical completion are
used; in other cases the percentage of completion
estimates are based on estimates of total direct costs, total
labor costs, labor hours, or units installed In some
instances materials shipped to a job are included in direct
costs when calculating percentage of completion, while in
others only materials actually installed are included The
application of these various methods for the determination
of percentage of completion can have significant effects
when compared to alternative methods of determining
percentage of completion
Combined with all these effects is the fact that a large
construction contract often undergoes a process of
constant change throughout the period of execution as a
result of a constant flow of change orders, claims, charge
backs, etc These give rise to ongoing negotiations through
to completion and sometimes beyond Accordingly,
estimating percentage of completion and final gross profit
can be like trying to hit a moving target, and one that is
often partially obscured by the trees
In addition to the innumerable variations and difficulties
in measuring profit recognition at the corporate level,
there are innumerable strategies implemented at the
project level independent of corporate policy for managing
the reporting of earnings on individual projects These
differences will often vary within an organization from
project manager to project manager and will often be
motivated or influenced by the company’s internal
accounting and control and incentive systems, the
training of the project manager, or simply the individual
project manager's own personality, all independent of

policy and objectives at the corporate level
Fortunately over the long term the effects of the
innumerable ways by which the percentage of completion
method is applied are washed out or at least greatly
reduced Over the short term however the subtle
differences in the method of application of the percentage
of completion method can in specific instances have a
significant effect and one which might not be readily
ascertainable from the information available solely from
audited financial statements including the notes thereto

RECOGNITION OF INCOME ON
CONTRACT CLAIMS
Almost all large companies engaged in construction
contracting and related activities will have outstanding at
any given time a number of claims for additional contract
compensation usually as a result of changes in the scope
and/or conditions of various contracts in progress In the
typical case all of the contract costs associated with such
claims have already been incurred or otherwise reflected
in the company's operating statements Any recovery on
such claims would thus normally result in a direct
contribution to reported before-tax earnings equal to
almost the full amount of the recovery on the claim As a
result, the method a company uses to recognize income on
such claims can have a significant effect on reported
earnings in a given period
The large majority of publicly-held companies engaged
in construction contracting and related activities
recognizes no income whatsoever attributable to contract
claims until such time as the claim is finally resolved and
often not until finally paid A few companies do recognize
some income on claims for additional contract
compensation prior to final acceptance and agreement by
the customer In general, the amount of income
recognized prior to acceptance of a claim by the customer
is limited to the direct costs incurred In cases where some
income on claims is recognized prior to acceptance by the
customer, the amount of income recognized is generally
based on past experience and management's judgement
In some instances outside opinions are obtained
The recognition of income attributable to claims for
additional contract compensation before acceptance of
the claim by the customer of course enhances reportable
earnings in a given period but in so doing, adds one more
estimated figure to the determination of reported
earnings, thereby increasing the potential for surprises
and accordingly, the volatility in the reported figures In
actual practice management estimates of the amounts
which will be recovered on outstanding claims have in a
number of instances proven to be exceedingly optimistic,
resulting in material adjustments to reported earnings in
subsequent periods
In recent years the recognition of income on claims by
several companies in the industry has proved particularly
troublesome, resulting in the necessity for monumental
write-offs in subsequent periods when the claims proved
to be uncollectable or at least not to the extent previously
recognized in earnings This was in large part the case
with the very larg
e write-offs reported in recent years by
E C Ernst, Inc., International Systems and Controls
Corporation, and Titan Group, Inc
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March 10, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
File Ref. 2357
American Institute of CPAs
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Dear Sir:
Cleveland Wrecking Company, represented by its President,
William M. Fenning and/or Gordon J. Webster, Vice President of
Finance and/or a representative of its accounting firm, Seidman
& Seidman, wishes to make a 30-minute oral presentation at the
hearing to be held on Tuesday, April 22, 1980, at the Fairfax
Hotel in Washington, D. C., between 9:30 A.M. and 5:30 P.M.

If any further information is required, please contact the
undersigned at the above address.

Very truly yours,
CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY

Gordon J. Webster,
Vice President - Finance
GJW:na
cc:
Mr. Jack Suzar
Seidman & Seidman
9100 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills CA 90212
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CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY
3170 EAST WASHINGTON BLVD
LOS ANGELES CA 90023

Mailgram

U.S.MAIL

1-037037S071003 03/11/80 ICS IPMRNCZ CSP NYAA
2 2132690633 MGM TDRN LOS ANGELES CA 03-11 0217F EST

MR THOMAS W MCRAE
FILE REF 2357, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CPA
1211 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK NY 10036

THIS IS A CONFIRMATION COPY OF A PREVlOUSLY PHONE-DELIVERED TELEGRAM
DEAR SIR
CLEVELAND ^RECKING COMPANY, REPRESENTED BY ITS PRESIDENT, WILLIAM M.
FENNING AND OR GORDON J. WEBSTER, VICE PRESIDENT FINANCE AND OR A
REPRESENTATIVE OF ITS ACCOUNTING FlRM SEIDMAN AND SEIDMAN, WISHES TO
MAKE A 30 MINUTE ORAL PRESENTATION AT THE HEARING TO BE HELD ON
TUESDAY APRIL 22 1980 AT THE FAIRFAX HOTEL IN WASHINGTON D.C.,
BETWEEN 9:30 A.M. AND 5:30 P.M.

A LETTER OF CONFIRMATION FOLLOWS.

VERY TRULY YOURS
CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY
GORDON J. WEBSTER/ VICE PRESIDENT FINANCE
14:17 EST

PGMCCMP MGM

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS

Telegram

western union
NYC260(1837)(1-041664M071)PD 03/11/80

1837

ICS IPMRNCH RNO

00344

2132690633 TDRN LOS ANGELES CA 71 03-11

0217P EST

PMS

MR THOMAS W MCRAE EON 2125756200

FILE REF 2357, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CPA COPY MESSAGE

1211 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK NY 10036

4-037037S071

1418 EST

UNSUCCESSFUL DLY ATTEMPT FROM RENO CTB

DEAR SIR

CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY, REPRESENTED BY ITS PRESIDENT, WILLIAM M.
SF-1201 (R5-69)

Telegram

western union

FENNING AND OR GORDON J.

WEBSTER, VICE PRESIDENT FINANCE AND OR A

REPRESENTATIVE OF ITS ACCOUNTING FIRM SEIDMAN AND SEIDMAN, WISHES TO

MAKE A 30 MINUTE ORAL PRESENTATION AT THE HEARING TO BE HELD ON

TUESDAY APRIL 22

BETWEEN 9:30 A.M.

1980 AT THE FAIRFAX HOTEL IN WASHINGTON D.C.,

AND 5:30 P.M.

A LETTER OF CONFIRMATION FOLLOWS.

VERY TRULY YOURS
CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY

GORDON J. WEBSTER, VICE PRESIDENT FINANCE

SF-1201 (R5-69)

MAILGRAM SERVICE

NT 5

MIDDLETOWN, VA, 22645

4-0829828112002 04/21/80 ICS IPMRNCZ CSP LSAC
/1 2135882461 MGM TDRN LOS ANGELES CA 04-21 1054P EST

CLEVELAND WRECKING CO, JH
3170 east Washington blvd
LOS ANGELES CA 90023

TELEGRAPHIC
THIS MAILGRAM is A CONFIRMATION COPY OF THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE:

2135882461 TDRN LOS ANGELES CA 658 04-21 1054P EST
PMS THOMAS MCRAE RPT DLY MGM, DLR ASAP IN AM URGENT, DLR
FAIRFAX HOTEL 2100 MASSACHUSETTS AVE NORTHWEST
WASHINGTON DC 20008
PLEASE ACCEPT THE APOLOGIES OF WILLIAM M FENNING PRESIDENT AND GORDON
WEBSTER VICE PRESIDENT OF CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY OF LOS ANGELES
FOR NOT BEING PRESENT AT THE PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD AT THE FAIRFAX
HOTEL ON TUESDAY APRIL 22, 1980 DUE TO A SUDDEN EMERGENCY THAT AROSE
IN THEIR CHICAGO BRANCH, IF POSSIBLE MR PENNING CAN MEET WITH THE
COMMITTEE OR YOU IN WASHINGTON OR NEW YORK LATER THIS WEEK OR NEXT IN
ORDER TO EXPAND ON THE SUBJECT MATTER OR TO FURNISH ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION, IT IS OUR OPINION THAT AN ACCEPTION BE MADE FOR
DEMOLITION (WRECKING) CONTRACTORS TO USE THE COMPLETED CONTRACT
METHOD FOR REPORTING RESULTS FROM OPERATIONS FOR DEMOLITION CONTRACT
BECAUSE USE OF THE PERCENTAGE OF COMPLETION METHOD WOULD RESULT IN
INACCURATE AND MISLEADING REPORTING AND WOULD WORK A HARDSHIP ON
DEMOLITION CONTRACTORS,
DEMOLITION CONTRACTING IS ONE OF IF NOT THE ONLY FORM OF BUSINESS
THAT DEPENDS ON THE AMOUNT OF SALVAGE REVENUES AS FINALLY RECEIVED TO
ACCURATELY DETERMINE PROFIT OR LOSS FROM A DEMOLITION JOB,

SALVAGE IS USUALLY ESTIMATED ON "THE BRICK IN A WALL” SO TO SPEAK AND
ONLY A ROUGH ESTIMATE IS POSSIBLE SINCE GENERALLY, CONTRARY TO
BUILDING CONTRACTORS METHODS, THERE ARE NO PLANS OR DRAWINGS SUPPLIED
OR AVAILABLE, CONTRACT AMOUNTS MUST BE DETERMINED BY DEAD RECKONING
ESTIMATES FOR THE EXCESS OF INCOME FROM SALVAGE OVER COSTS TO GET THE
SALVAGE OUT, IF A JOB DEVELOPS UNUSUALLY GREATER EXPENSE THAN
ESTIMATED THE JOB CANNOT PROFIT,

DEMOLITION CONTRACTING IS THE ONLY BUSINESS WHEREIN PROGRESS
ESTIMATES CANNOT BE MEASURED ACCURATELY, FOR EXAMPLE IN TAKING DOWN A
20 STORY BUILDING 25 PER CENT OF THE COST IS INCURRED IN TAKING OFF
THE ROOF AND PUTTING UP BARRICADES. IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO TELL HOW
MUCH HAS BEEN COMPLETED ON AN ORIGINAL CONTRACT MERELY BY INSPECTION,
THE CONTRACT PRICE INCLUDES CREDITS FOR SALVAGE AND SALVAGE IN MOST
CASES CANNOT BE RECOVERED UNTIL THE BUILDING IS DEMOLISHED,
TO TRY TO REPORT ON A PERCENTAGE OF COMPLETION METHOD-FOR JOBS
TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS

►

STARTING in one year and finishing in the next or subsequent year
WOULD RESULT EITHER ERRONEOUSLY REPORTING EXCESSIVE COSTS IN ONE YEAR
AND THEN IF SUFFICIENT SALVAGE IS FINALLY RECOVERED REPORTING A
PROFIT IN THE SUBSEQUENT YEAR— OR CONVERSELY REPORTING ALL SALVAGE
IN THE FIRST YEAR AS A PROFIT AND THEN REPORTING EXCESSIVE COSTS IN
THE SUBSEQUENT YEAR AS A LOSS.
THE EFFECT ON INCOME TAXES IS SELF-EVIDENT—-UNEARNED TAXES COULD BE
PAID IN ONE YEAR AND THEN FILINGS FOR RECOVERY FOR LOSSES WOULD HAVE
TO BE FILED IN THE SUBSEQUENT YEAR.

A RECENT JOB IN ARUBA IS A GOOD CASE IN POINT —— A LARGE AMOUNT OF
CASH HAD TO BE PAID FOR THE PRIVILEDGE OF DEMOLISHING AN AMMONIA
PLANT IN ORDER TO OBTAIN SALVAGE IN THE FORM OF AN AMMONIA COMPRESSOR
AND RELATED EQUIPMENT. A LOSS WOULD BE INCURRED IN THE FIRST YEAR AND
AN UNCERTAIN POTENTIAL FOR PROFIT IN THE SECOND UNTIL THE EQUIPMENT
COULD BE REMOVED AND A BUYER FOUND FOR IT.
AS PREVIOUSLY STATED PLANS ARE RARELY AVAILABLE —AN EDUCATED GUESS
MUST BE MADE AS TO ESTIMATED COSTS WHICH CAN RESULT IN EXCESSIVE.
COSTS AND LARGE LOSSES DUE TO SURPRISES THAT ARE IMPOSSIBLE TO
ANTICIPATE, BY WAY OF ILLUSTRATION—THE WRECKING OF A 12 STORY
BUILDING WHICH PROCEEDS ACCORDING TO PLANS UNTIL AT THE VERY END A
HUGE PIECE OF CONCRETE 24 BY 30 BY 12 FEET IS FOUND IN THE BASEMENT,
IT’S PURPOSE LONG FORGOTTEN, WITH THE RESULT THE JOB ENDS UP WITH A
LOSS, IN GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS SUBCONTRACT MOST OF THEIR WORK
THEIR ONLY RISK OF LOSS IS THE WORK HE DOES HIMSELF, DEMOLITION
CONTRACTORS GENERALLY DO NOT EMPLOY SUBCONTRACTORS THUS THERE IS NO
WAY TO OBTAIN PROTECTION FROM EXPOSURE TO LOSS,
ACCORDINGLY IT IS RESPECTIVELY REQUESTED THAT CONSIDERABLE THOUGHT
AND STUDY SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE PLIGHT OF THE DEMOLITION CONTRACTOR.
THE CONCLUSION REACHED WILL BE THAT IT IS NECESSARY FOR ACCURATE
REPORTING TO PERMIT DEMOLITION CONTRACTORS TO CONTINUE TO USE THE
COMPLETED CONTRACT METHOD,
GORDON J WEBSTER CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY
3170 EAST WASHINGTON BLVD
LOS ANGELES CA 90023

23:07 EST

mgmcomp mgm

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE TOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OF AMERICA, INC.
Suite 750, 5530 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20015

Tel. (202) 654-7960 TWX: 710-825-0423

March 11, 1980
NO 060-80

Mr. Thomas F. McRae
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Dear Mr. McRae:

I spoke with your secretary Ms. Garvey and requested by telephone
that the Mechanical Contractors Association of America be granted the oppor
tunity to express to the AICPA "Construction Contractor Guide Committee" its
views on the Exposure Draft of the "Audit and Accounting Guide for Construc
tion Contractors" at its April 22nd meeting.
MCAA's comments and suggestions would pertain to the mandatory
concept when circumstances meet the specified criteria for complete contract
and percentage completion methods of accounting and would take from 10 to
15 minutes. Information on the MCAA is contained in the attachment.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely

James R. Noble
Executive Secretary
JRN/lmf

Attachment

P. S.

It has been requested that I be sent two copies of the "Audit and
Accounting Guide for Construction Contractors".

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OF AMERICA, INC.
Suite 750, 5530 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D C. 20015
Tel (202)654-7960 TWX 710-825-0423

THE MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

Founded in 1889, the Mechanical Contractors Association
of America (MCAA) is a construction trade association
with a membership of 1500 firms. These firms employ
approximately 125,000 persons, and almost all use union
labor.

Mechanical contractors build systems that move fluids,
both liquid and gas. Their work includes the fabrica
tion and installation of heating, ventilating, air con
ditioning, plumbing and process piping systems.
It also
includes the service, maintenance and testing, adjusting
and balancing of these systems. The systems are instal
led in multi-residential, commercial, public and indus
trial facilities.

The equipment MCAA members install is the principal user
of energy in buildings, and energy conservation is a
vital part of the industry's work. Consequently, MCAA
members are deeply concerned about energy management and
the effective use of the nation's fuel resources. Mechan
ical contractors have extensive experience and know-how
in this field. Even before the OPEC oil embargo in 1973,
MCAA formed an Energy Conservation Committee to instruct
and assist members in all aspects of energy conservation.
MCAA represents mechanical contractors nationally before
Federal agencies, Congress, with labor and among other
industry groups. It provides current information to keep
members abreast of activities in the industry and of
governmental developments throughout the United States
that affect mechanical contractors. It works hard to
improve labor relations in the industry.
The associa
tion offers members educational seminars throughout the
country and keeps them constantly informed on better
management practices. It offers members ways to solve
specific industry problems through the joint effort of
colleagues working together on committees.
It provides
technical services to improve members' businesses through
a pipe welding, testing and balancing and service and
maintenance bureaus and helps to set standards for the
industry. Each year it holds what has come to be known as
one of the most enjoyable and educational conventions in
the construction industry.

OF AMERICA

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OF AMERICA, INC.
Suite 750, 5530 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20015

Tel. (202) 654-7960 TWX: 710-825-0423

March 24, 1980
NO 071-80

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Manager, Accounting Standards
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Dear Mr. McRae:

Thank you for your letter of March 17th granting the Mechanical Con
tractors Association of America (MCAA) the opportunity to present, in April,
its views on the "Accounting for Performance of Construction-Type and Certain
Production-Type Contracts" and the "Audit and Accounting Guide for Construc
tion Contractors". A brief summary of three items we presently plan to bring
out in our presentation are set forth below, although it is possible others may
be added after further review of the documents. In consideration of each of
these items, it is necessary to keep in mind the unique aspects of the con
struction industry which requires particular accounting methods in this high
risk type of business.
(1)
There is no provision for measurement of dissimilar units of input
using dollar cost as a basis. Dollar cost of equipment and/or materials
in place when compared against total projected costs —due to the com
plexity of work installed by the mechanical contractor— is in most cases
not proportionately representative of the progress of the job or its finan
cial end results.
(2)
There is no detailed provision for the handling of multitudinous
"change orders" which are frequently beyond control of the contractor
and —in many cases— may be the difference between profit and loss
for the entire job.

(3)
There is a lack of recognition of the legal realities of the contract
under which the job is being performed; two examples being bonuses on
cost plus work with a ceiling price with bonus participation on underruns,
and the handling of amounts held in retention to insure proper contractor
performance.

March 24, 1980
NO 071-80

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Page Two

MCAA looks forward to being apprised, at an early date, of the exact
time granted for our presentation so that proper arrangements can be made
by us. Please do not hesitate to contact me if anything further is needed
from MCAA.

Very truly yours,

James R. Noble
Executive Secretary
JRN/lmf
cc: MCAA Executive Committee
Clifford L. Elling
Louis H. Diamond, Esq.

ELLING BROTHERS
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS

P.O. BOX E

• SOMERVILLE, NJ. 08876 • (201) 722-5200

April 17, 1978

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Manager, Accounting Standards
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
Dear Mr. McRae:

I have just been informed that you desire an outline covering my remarks
for the Accounting Hearing in Washington on Tuesday, April 22, 1980.
While the attached is naturally in rough form for my own use, I trust it
will indicate my areas of concern.
Very truly yours,

ELLING BROTHERS

Clifford L. Elling

CLE:mas
Enclosure

N.J. MASTER PLUMBERS LICENSE NO. 924

Change Orders - Only T & M discussed in Exposure Draft

1.

Problems remain even when priced:

a.

Frequent need to proceed without written OK

1.

b.

When is a CO?

Should emphasize point of decision

1.

If CO not entered in budget when money spent,
% completion distortion will result.

c.

Internal controls should require careful documentation of

why and when Project Manager decided to proceed.

2.

Question of enter as separate item or revise original budget

a. Example of 6” to 8” CW Main

1.

Extra work at budget control

b. No discussion in Exposure Draft?

Dissimilar Units

1.

When equipment purchase and subcontract account for 50% or more of
costs (MCAA Stat Survey), vast bulk of risk and management are con
centrated in other items—mark up needed for latter.

2.

3.

To accumulate all costs as $ eliminates distinction—spreads MU evenly:

a.

New boiler

b.

Tank farm example.

Exposure drafts comment on problem (Appendix C, Example 1), but criteria

of 38 or 39 prohibit segmenting for this reason alone (39C).

4.

Segmenting would also be useful for T & M CO to LS contract.

a.

No comment under 38 or 39

b.

Best to reunite after completion or leave separate to avoid
chore of budget update?

1.

If latter, materials would have to be transferred
to new job.

5.

Number when not purchased direct.

Segmenting often demanded by customer.

a.

Record separate costs for —

1.

ST exemptions.

2.

Varying depreciation rates

Legal Realities

1.

Example of bonus on G Max

a.

Shows as underbilled - distortion if prorated.

1.

2.

Standard % Completion Treatment?

No statement

Example of Ret %

a.

Often year behind

b.

Often geared to balance - operating system

c.

Distortion if shown as receivable

NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS
ASSOCIATION
INCORPORATED
TELEPHONE
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l

(30P
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WISCONSIN
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20014

657 3110

HiGGlNS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

February 22, 1980

McCREIGhT, SECRETARY TREASURER

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Manager
Accounting Standards Division
File 2357
A.I.C.P.A.
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

Dear Mr. McRae:
This is in reply to your Notice of Public Hearing for
"Accounting for Performance of Construction-Type and Certain
Production-Type Contracts".

We request 20 minutes to orally present NECA’s opinions
as stated in our letter to you dated February 19, 1980. The
writer of this letter plans to present the opinions, however,
it is possible that a NECA member or two will participate. If
more or less time is required, we will advise you as soon as
possible.
Thank you for your notification information.

Sanford E. Blumenthal
Manager, Management Services
SEB:jc
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National Electrical Manufacturers Association
2101 L Street, N.W , Washington, DC. 20037

NEMA
Thomas B Fauls
Vice President
Statistical and Financial Services
(202)457-8411

February 27, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
File Ref. 2357
American Institute of CPAs
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

Re:

File Ref. 2357, Exposure Draft, "Accounting
for Performance of Construction-Type and
Certain Production-Type Contracts"

Dear Mr. McRae:

Please include my name as a presenter at the April 22,
1980 public hearing on the Exposure Draft named above. A
presentation time of ten minutes would be sufficient with
as much time thereafter as the Accounting Standards Division
would want for questions.
My comments will reflect the views of the NEMA Financial
and Accounting Council whose members are representative of
the some 550-member electrical manufacturing companies of
NEMA. A meeting of the NEMA Financial and Accounting Council
is scheduled for March 24-26, 1980. Discussion of this
Exposure Draft is on the Agenda for that meeting. Therefore,
the earliest date that written comments could be submitted
is April 7, 1980.

I hope this extension of the written comment period
causes no problem for the Accounting Standards Division.
Normally, we would be able to follow the established schedule.
Sincerely,

National Electrical Manufacturers Association
2101 L Street, N W , Washington, D C 20037

NEMA
Thomas B Fauls
Vice President
Statistical and Management Services
(202)457-8411

April 9, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Manager, Accounting Standards
American Institute of CPAs
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Reference:

File No. 2357, Exposure Draft of a Proposed
Statement of Position on "Accounting for
Performance of Construction-Type and Certain
Production-Type Contracts"

Dear Mr. McRae:
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
appreciates the opportunity to submit written comments for
consideration and to make an oral presentation at the scheduled
public hearing. We commend the AICPA Accounting Standards Execu
tive Committee for this enhancement of its normal due process.
However, we do assume that a repetition of the character and
authoritative tone of the subject proposed Statement of Position
(SOP) will be confined to the subject matters listed in Appendix B
of the FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 32 in
any future AICPA statements of position or guides. We are aware
that adoption of this Statement of Position by the AICPA does not
establish a part of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. Even
if the FASB by interpretation appends an SOP to its Statement No. 32,
it will be preferred only for the isolated purpose of applying
A.P.B. Opinion No. 20. We continue to emphatically assert that the
FASB should be the single entity to establish Financial Accounting
Standards.

An SOP resulting from this proposal should clearly and unequiv
ocally state that the content is intended to be persuasive and not
authoritative in a mandatory sense. At least some AICPA members
tend to refer to SOPs as if they were equal in authority to FASB
Standards and that clients are required to comply with SOP provisions.
1The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) is the principal

national trade association of the electrical manufacturing industry.
The
electrical products within NEMA's scope are used either as components or
as end-equipment in the generation, transmission, distribution, control and
utilization of electrical energy, The association has some 530 member
manufacturing companies who are affiliated with one or more of our 70
product sections; each section, in essence, representing a separate and
distinct industry.
Over 90 NEMA member firms are represented in the
Fortune 500 list with others varying in size down to many small businesses,
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The following are comments concerning specific elements of the
subject Exposure Draft:

• SCOPE OF STATEMENT OF POSITION
The Accounting Standards Division clearly intends that
this SOP will apply to all contracts for all products and
all services (except relatively short term contracts and
those exempted in Paragraphs 12 and 14) when the product or
service has some unspecified level of uniqueness or buyer
specification requirements. In specifically rejecting
"long term" as one of the characteristics, a time threshold
of relatively short duration is inferred to bring a contract
under the requirement for the percentage of completion
method. We believe that many companies whose non-construction
in-plant manufacturing contracts will fall within the scope
of this SOP without their being aware of the requirement, will
be informed by their public accountant only after the end of
the first year of applicability.
The amount and character of uniqueness in produced goods
required for applicability is not identified. Since "buyer’s
specifications" includes those imposed by conditions in the
marketplace (Footnote 2, Page 8), it could be argued that
all goods produced for all contracting buyers fall within
the scope of this proposal, since all goods in a free enter
prise economy are presumably designed to respond to perceived
conditions in the marketplace.

In our opinion, the perspective of those concerned with
large scale, long term construction contracts has been ex
tended in this proposal to cover far too broad a scope. In
that extension process, factors set forth limiting the scope
have been too loosely drawn, perhaps inadvertently. Since
any accepted purchase order becomes a contract, virtually all
producers of goods or services are contractors under the
definition provided in Paragraph 16. Also, virtually all
goods produced for a buyer, other than those sold off an
inventory shelf or out of a catalog and unchanged by even
limited buyer specifications, could fall within the scope of
this proposal.
As presently written, we identify this Exposure Draft
as a radical change in generally accepted accounting prin
ciples when the whole document is considered. Terminology
heretofore confined to large scale construction contracts
has been extended to apply to in-plant production as if the
two were the same.
• METHODS OF MEASURING EXTENT OF PROGRESS TOWARD COMPLETION

Paragraph 47 requires that the cost of standard mate
rials not unique to the project that have been purchased
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or accumulated at job sites but that have not been physi
cally installed should be excluded from measuring progress
toward completion. In addition to a general problem of
identifying the difference, when the "job site" is in the
plant of the manufacturer of goods being produced, the
record keeping required to keep track of whether parts
have been attached by some method to the growing size of
what is being produced becomes overwhelmingly complicated.
In providing for losses on a contract (Paragraph 69 f),
only direct or incremental costs, that is those which would
be lower were it not for this contract, should be included.

• RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS
In our opinion, the subject matter of this exposure
draft should be deferred until the FASB Revenue Recognition
project is completed, particularly with respect to those
aspects other than traditional construction-type contracts.
In Paragraphs 8 and 9, this Exposure Draft purports
to distinguish its objectives and content from those of
the Cost Accounting Standards Board and the Internal Revenue
Code. If adopted, we anticipate the SOP will inevitably
affect the thinking and eventually the promulgations of
those responsible for the other two bodies of accounting
requirements. In the interim, minimally, additional cost gen
erating differences will be experienced by business enterprises.

•

accounting cost increases

To the extent that production-type contracts are in
cluded within the scope of any resulting SOP and manufac
turing business enterprises switch from the completed contract
method to the percentage of completion method, the cost of
accounting functions are going to be substantially increased.
If our interpretation of the characteristics which would newly
require the percentage of completion method is accurate, then
American industry, particularly smaller enterprises, will,
individually and in the aggregate, increase accounting over
head costs significantly. This in turn will increase the
cost of products produced and decrease productivity.
Unless the broad scope of this proposal is sharply limited,
the Accounting Standards Division will have contributed to a
reduction of American industry competitiveness versus producers
in other areas of a global economy.

We urge that the Accounting Standards Division either withdraw
this proposal or limit its application to large, long term con
struction-type contracts.
Sincerely yours

PADGETT, STRATEMANN & CO.
CERTIFIED
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March 8, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
File reference # 2357
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the America's
New York, New York 10036

Dear Mr. McRae:
Our Firm has extensive experience in the construction industry and because
of the expertise that we have developed in this field, I would like to
make a ten minute presentation at the hearings that are scheduled for
April 22, 1980.

I will be representing our Firm and the National CPA Group.
The proposed oral presentation will be submitted to you by March 25, 1980.

Sincerely,
PADGETT, STRATEMANN & CO.

Malcolm Stratemann
Partner

MS:gl
CC:
National CPA Group
Two Penn Plaza, Suite # 1530
New York,New York 1001
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March 21, 1980

Mr. Thomas McRae
File Reference 2357
American Institute of C.P.A.’s
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
Dear Mr. McRae:

Enclosed is a tentative draft of what I propose to present to
AICPA Accounting Standards Division on April 22, 1980.
On March 8, 1980, I requested the opportunity to make an oral
presentation.
Please let me know if you need additional information.
Sincerely,

PADGETT, STRATEMANN & CO.

Malcolm Stratemann
Partner
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B. J. MONTGOMERY, CPA

March 8, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
File reference # 2357
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the America’s
New York, New York 10036

Dear Mr. McRae:
Our Firm has extensive experience in the construction industry and because
of the expertise that we have developed in this field, I would like to
make a ten minute presentation at the hearings that are scheduled for
April 22, 1980.

I will be representing our Firm and the National CPA Group.

The proposed oral presentation will be submitted to you by March 25, 1980.
Sincerely,

PADGETT, STRATEMANN & CO.

Malcolm Stratemann
Partner
MS:gl

CC:
National CPA Group
Two Penn Plaza, Suite # 1530
New York,New York 1001
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COMMENTS CONCERNING EXPOSURE DRAFT
ACCOUNTING FOR PERFORMANCE OF CONSTRUCTION TYPE AND CERTAIN
PRODUCTION TYPE CONTRACTS
APRIL 22, 1980
As the construction industry representative of our Firm
and of the National CPA Group, I am here today to recommend

three basic changes to the Proposed Statement of Position for
Accounting for Performance of Construction Type and Certain Pro

duction Type Contracts.
Padgett, Stratemann & Co. is a local C.P.A. firm from San
Antonio.

We have five partners, total staff of 28 including

14 C.P.A.'s.

Approximately 60% of our practice is composed of

providing services to the construction industry and related

industries.

Prior to entering public accounting I spent ten years as
financial and credit manager of a major construction machinery

distributor in South Texas during which time I was also a partner
in a highway construction company.

Today I want to discuss with you:
1.

The abolishing of the completed contract method

2.

Deletion of Alternative "B"

3.

Deletion of Disclosure of Accounting Change due
to Estimate

The accounting profession is moving in the right direction
by developing a new position on accounting for performance of

construction type and certain production type contracts.

COMPLETED CONTRACT
The completed contract method for reporting construction

type income needs to be abandoned.
The old rule that permitted the use of the "completed

contract method" for reporting income has been a constant cause

of confusion to the construction industry and those associated

with it.
Some have taken the position that the "completed contract
method" must be used because of the inherent risks of the industry

and that the method is conservative.
We as professionals must provide our clients and the

users of their statements with basic data that serves their
planning needs.

Every surety company that I know of tries to convert com
pleted contract reports to percentage of completion.

In their

efforts to do so, they frequently arrive at figures that are
materially different than if the original statements had been
prepared using the percentage of completion method of reporting

income.

Variances caused by misunderstanding of the basic fig

ures can cause extensive harm to the construction industry and

to the accounting profession.

Some C.P.A.'s take the position that you just can’t determine
how much that it is going to cost to finish the job or how

much profit will be made on the job.

Many of the other figures

on the financial statement are estimates, so what is wrong with

adding the same sort of professional judgment to the contracts

in progress?
Reasonable conclusions can be drawn by using the various
available audit techniques.

The users of the statements realize

the inherent problems of construction and, therefore, they

expect that variances will occur between the estimates and the
final result.

With the passing of time both the C.P.A. and the third
parties will be developing historical data concerning the

estimates and the final results.

The use of soundly prepared

percentage of completion financial statements will benefit all

connected with the construction industry.
There are times when it is impossible to develop good esti
mates on the profitability of a contract.

The new Zero Profit

Margin method is an excellent substitute for the Completed Con
tract Method.

This new method is excellent for that "special

job" but should not be the general method of reporting income.
The Zero Profit Margin method provides a more meaningful finan
cial statement than the Completed Contract method.

The time has come to discontinue the use of the Completed

Contract method.

ALTERNATIVE "B"
Alternative "B" should not be the method for determining

the gross profit.

The users of the financial statements want

them presented in a manner that they can understand.
Alternative "B" has one solid advantage with many dis

advantages .
The only real thing that "B" has going for it is that the

cost to date is always the amount of costs that have been incur
red to date regardless of the method used for determining the

percentage of completion.
The possible large variances in gross profit percentages

between periods will result in mass confusion.
By far, the most used and accepted method of determining
the percentage of completion is the cost to cost method.

The

contractors using this method will be reporting their actual
costs incurred thus removing the only advantage of Alternative
”B" .

Alternative "B" needs to be deleted from the statement of
position.

"CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING ESTIMATE"

It should not be required that we disclose "changes in
accounting estimates" where the changes are the result of con

struction.

The disclosure of the change of accounting estimate for work

in progress will provide more problems for the profession than
what we need to undertake.

The clients accounting budget will end up being used for
auditing historical events and figures rather than providing the

audit as well as other needed professional services.
Will we have to make this disclosure on a job by job basis,

job area basis, type of work basis or any number of other

possible basis?
Just think of the problem of attempting to determine as to
why job results varied from original estimates and then assign

ing a dollar value to the cause.

Every construction oriented

C.P.A. tries to arrive at the reasons why results differ from

expectations but I question whether any of us have the abilities
to assign meaningful dollar amounts to the causes for change.

Many of us provide individual job data as supplemental in
formation upon which no opinion is expressed.

It would appear

to me that this disclosure requirement would now result in us
having to express an opinion on the individual job results rather
than construction results as a whole.

Just think for a moment how time consuming that it will be
to assign values to the storm, inflation, engineering change,
labor problems and endless others.
The additional professional fees will produce a real burden

on the small contractor.
The reporting of a change in accounting estimate should not

be required for construction type contracts.

It is my opinion:
1.

That the Statement of Position can be implemented
by all contractors and C.P.A.’s

2.

That we should abolish the "Completed Contract

Method"
3.

That Alternative "B" should be deleted

4.

That the Disclosure of Accounting Change due

to estimates not be required for construction type
contracts.
Thank you for having allowed me to make this presentation.

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED
POST OFFICE BOX 225474

•

DALLAS

TEXAS 75265

March 11, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

RE: File Ref. 2357; Proposed SOP:
Accounting for Performance of
Construction-Type and Certain
Product ion-Type Contracts

Dear Mr. McRae:

This is to notify you that we intend to make an oral presentation regarding the
proposed SOP noted above. The person representing TI and making the presentation
is tentatively expected to be Mr. David B. Jones. The amount of time desired is
30 minutes, of which approximately half will be devoted to a formal presentation
with the balance allotted for a question and answer periodo
A summary of the proposed presentation will be submitted by March 25, 1980.

R. C. Pearson
Vice President & Controller
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Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED
POST OFFICE BOX 22S474

•

DALLAS

TEXAS 75265

March 26, 1980

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
Manager, Accounting Standards Division
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY
10036

REFERENCE:

File Ref. 2357, Proposed
Statement of Position:
"Accounting for Performance
of Construction-Type and
Certain Production-Type
Contracts"

Dear Mr. McRae:

As we notified you earlier, we plan to make an oral presentation
regarding the above noted SOP. Following is a summary of certain of the major
points we plan to discuss:

Scope of SOP:
•

The SOP should cover only construction related contracts and
not production-type contracts due to the numerous and
complex differences between the two.

•

If a SOP is needed on production-type contracts, it should
be a separate document.

•

Footnote 6 to paragraph 36 notes program accounting will be
included in a separate SOP. This topic should be included
in the separate SOP on production-type contracts referred to
above.

•

Assuming the scope of the proposed SOP is not changed, we
have significant concerns about certain areas as discussed
below.

Determining the Profit Center---- Combining Contracts
•

Paragraph 36 precludes combining "follow-on" contracts with
the existing contract(s) for cost accumulation purposes.
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Memorandum
26 March 1980
Page 2

•

These ”follow-on” contracts are firm contracts negotiated
during the term of the existing contract(s). The customers
related to the ”follow-on" contracts are not necessarily the
same as for the existing contract(s). The product is
substantially identical and is produced on the same or
reasonably interchangeable production facilities; for
example, General Dynamics contracts for 10,000 radar units
to be manufactured over a three year period, ten months
later the U. S. Air Force contracts for 7,500 of the same
radar units.

•

To avoid major, cost-inefficient system changes, the
criteria for combining should be modified as follows:

•

Paragraph 36.A.
The term ’’reasonably short” should be
clarified to indicate ’’ follow-on” firm contracts initiated
during the duration of the existing contract(s) are
considered to be ’’negotiated in the same economic
environment. ”

•

Paragraph 36.B. This paragraph should be modified to
exclude the term ”an agreement” and should begin as follows,
’’Constitute in essence a basic project of construction,
production....”

•

Paragraph 36.C.
The word ’’economically” should be inserted
between ’’cannot” and ”be.”

•

Paragraph 36.E. This paragraph should be substantially
modified and combined with paragraph 36.A. The phrases "a
single customer” and ’’negotiations are conducted jointly”
should be deleted.

Provisions for Anticipated Losses on Contracts

•

Paragraph 83 prohibits the inclusion of G&A expense in the
provision for loss adjustment unless the company allocates
G&A expense to contract costs.

•

We believe the loss provision adjustment should be allowed
to comprehend all future costs to complete the contract
including G&A costs.

•

The calculation of the loss provision should not be affected
by which costs are included or not included in contract
inventories.

•

The ’’net realizable value” concept of inventory valuation is
appropriate for long-term contract accounting purposes.

Memorandum
26 March 1980
Page 3

This concludes our summary. We look forward to the opportunity to make a
presentation at the upcoming public hearing.

Sincerely,

David B. Jones
Manager, Accounting Research

DBJ:sa

4415 West Harrison Street
Hillside, Illinois 60162
312/449-5959

President
Edward L. Trudeau

First Vice President
Harold T. Hudgins

March 25, 1980

Second Vice President
John E. Weber

Secretary
Jerry Posen

Treasurer
Donald E. Orr

Past President

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

Ron Dokell

Dear Mr. McRae:
Executive Secretary
William L. Baker

Since our letter of March 8, 1980, we have had an opportunity to study
the January 5, 1980 and December 21, 1979 Exposure Drafts. After becom
ing familiar with the documents, we have reconsidered and do not intend
to make an oral presentation as indicated in our previous letter.

In all probability, we will submit a written comment which you should
receive prior to April 22, 1980.
Yours very truly,

President

Copy to Mr. Harvey Stern
Chairman, Legislative Committee

Mr. William L. Baker
NADC Office

4415 West Harrison Street
Hillside, Illinois 50152
312/449-5959

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DEMOLITION CONTRACTORS

President
Edward L. Trudeau

First Vice President

March 8, 1980

Harold T. Hudgins

Second Vice President
John E. Weber

Secretary
Jerry Posen

Treasurer
Donald E. Orr

Past President
Ron Dokell

Mr. Thomas W. McRae
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
Subject:

Executive Secretary

Auditing and Accounting Guide for
Construction Contractors

William L. Baker

Dear Mr. McRae:

I appreciate the courtesies extended to me in our phone conversation
on Friday, March 7th.

At the Annual Meeting of our Association last week, at which I was
elected president, the changes proposed by the AICPA were briefly
brought to the attention of the membership. Due to the short notice
which we received, our Executive Committee has been unable to fully
study the ramifications of these changes to our membership and others
in the demolition industry.
We are of the opinion at this time that we do desire to make an oral
presentation, concerning which the information requested is as follows:
Individual making presentation - Will be forwarded later.

Organization represented - National Association of Demolition Contractors
Time Desired - Approximately 15 minutes.

You will be furnished the name of the individual who will be making our
presentation and a summary of his comments by March 25.
Very truly yours,

H. T. Hudgins
President

HTH:mac
Copy to:

William L. Baker
Executive Secretary - NADC

